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Appendix 1: The Computer Creative Agreement 

Note: Referenced in Chapter 4, §4.3.5.1. This research agreement was created in September 

2000. It was presented to participants at the beginning of each phase of field study, all 

participants being asked to read and sign a copy. The original text as used in the longitudinal 

field study is reproduced below; a slightly amended version was used in Phase 2.  

 

The Computer Creative Agreement 

Computer Creative is an experimental course. All of us involved in running it would like to 

learn as much as possible from our successes and failures during the course. This will help us 

improve the design of future courses, and the computer hardware and software that we use 

together. To do this we need your help. 

This means that we will ask you to cooperate with us in helping us to make a record of the 

course. We will be asking you to take part in interviews and questionnaires, and to allow us to 

take photographs and make audio and video recordings of you while you work. We may also 

wish to use special software to record your activities with the computers. 

The record that we make together will be used as part of a scientific research project being 

undertaken by Steven Harris as part of his work at the University of Glamorgan, and may be 

published in academic journals. It will also be used to show other teachers and learners 

around the world what we are doing. 

In return for your help with this research, we make you a number of promises: 

• We will respect your privacy – we will not use photographs of you or publish your 

name without your consent.  

• We will not publish personal or private information about you, such as your 

address, under any circumstances. 

• We will keep you informed about the progress of the research, and make any 

publications arising from the research available for you. 

• We will make sure that these research activities do not affect your enjoyment of 

the course. 

• We will always welcome your comments and suggestions about the research, and 

do our best to respond to what you tell us. You will be able to contact us 

personally, or by telephone, post or email, at the following addresses: 

 
Nicola Shelswell 

Centre Manager 

The Open Learning Centre 

Pontypridd 

Wales 

CF37 2SN 

01443 407863 

N.Shelswell@pontypridd.pontypridd.ac.uk 

Steven Harris 

School of Computing 

University of Glamorgan 

Pontypridd 

Wales 

CF37 1DL 

01443 483210 

srharris@glam.ac.uk 
 

 
I understand that by signing this form I am giving my consent to take part 
in the research project of which the Computer Creative is a part, subject to 
the conditions set out in this form. 
Signed ………………………………………………………………….. 

Name (Block Letters Please) ……………………………………….…. 
Date ………………………………………………………………….…. 
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Appendix 2: Sample of Longitudinal Study Field Notes 

Note: Referenced in Chapter 4, §4.4.1.1. The following samples of field note entries represent 

the early, middle, and closing stages of the longitudinal field study reported in Chapters 5, 6 

& 7. They were compiled using the methods described in Chapter 4, §4.4.1.1. Participant 

codenames are as set out in Table 5.2, Chapter 5. Spelling and grammatical errors are retained 

from the originals. 

 

 

Session Number 16 

Date Wednesday 11
th

 October 2000 

Time 9am to 12.30 pm 

Location Open Learning Centre, Mill Street, Pontypridd 

Room Workshop 3 

Tutors SRH, T 

Total learners 10 Male 4 Female 6 

Names DH; BD; DK; WH; DC; CP; MM; SM; PR; NE. 

 
I arrive a few minutes before the start and busy myself setting up the VCR and TV. First to 

arrive are NE and SM, and they have a bit of a short gossip and a laugh together before others 

arrive. Once again AH and SC don’t attend, leading me to discuss with Nicky asking them to 

leave the course - T comments that they are in a ‘vicious circle, where they feel out of their 

depth so don’t attend, making them more out of their depth.’ We resolve to invite another 

lady, VB, to join the course, as she has expressed enthusiasm, and T rings her right away, 

arranging for her to start next week. 

By now everyone has arrived, and after a quick round of the room to see that everyone has 

some clear goals for the session, let them get on with it. 

PR has started to tell me about something she has in mind to do, but I am able to give her 

little attention, not even really registering what she is trying to tell me. I give PR a book New 

Ideas in PhotoShop to look at, asking her to mark pages that she finds inspiring. I say that I 

will get back to her, but then DC arrives, late, and the next time I look they are DCp into 

working together. DC has also been looking at the book, and begins ranting on about how she 

wants to ‘stretch a rabbit and make it snap back’. I get a little exasperated and ask her to keep 

on the track of the thing that she is doing. PR shows me a few pages that she has marked, and 

we discuss the use of graphics programs to combine photographic images together - she likes 

the camels with wheels, and especially a ‘dripping, pouring’ landscape. I counsel her to think 

about subtle effects, telling her that that is what I especially admire. I then leave the two of 

them to get on with whatever they are doing, feeling a little guilty, but don’t manage to get 

back to them before the end of the session. Next significant interaction is with WH. He is 

exuded a very lugubrious, rather depressed atmosphere this morning. He has once again 

plonked himself at ‘his’ computer, and is laboriously working with PSP, building on the 

[rather over-complex] storyboard that he and LR created in the previous session. We have a 

friendly talk, and he essentially tells me that he wants to carry on alone, working away 

steadily toward his goal. I agree that this is fine, but check back on him at regular intervals. 

Each time I do he tells me that he has ‘made a major cock-up but is back on track now’ - he 

seem to quite relish the pain! I sit down with him again and do some work rearranging his 

layers - what is immediately evident to me is that his illustration bears very little resemblance 

to the storyboard. WH still seems to be having some difficulty with the idea of layers - 

probably explained by forgetting during his absence on holiday. As usual, he wants things 

explained in a way that is not at all clear - what is it he asking from me? His usual vigour is 

lacking, and I sense a new vulnerability in him. It reminds me of what he said in the previous 
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session, when I was explaining about storyboarding - ‘stupid me, I should have known about 

this after 30 years in the business’ - maybe retirement (and is it possible bereavement - must 

ask about this in his interview if I can) has left a big void in his life. 

DK is working on his own on one of the really slow machines. I ask him if this is all right, 

and he declares himself happy. But he then presents me with a problem - he is trying to do a 

save as operation on an image, and it stubbornly fails to work the way he (or I) expects. A real 

breakdown here, and I can’t solve it either - we must try to identify what is going on, and 

why. Anyway, he finds a way to move forward, seems to want little attention. I sit NE next to 

him, and he occasionally helps her during the session. 

NE, for the first time takes charge of her own learning today. She sits herself down at a 

machine, and when I ask her she declares that she is going to search the Internet for a better 

image of Les Dawson, whose picture she has been using in her work with PSP. I spend five 

minutes with her showing her how to use Google. When I return, some twenty minutes later, I 

see that she needs more coaching in using a text-based interface. Although she reads 

reasonably well, she does not seem to be able to interpret the short synopses by the links, and 

isn’t differentiating between relevant and non-relevant results. I try to show her how to 

quickly explore some of the sites, but the idea of following clues doesn’t appeal to her at all - 

she begins to get disheartened.  I then put in the url for AltaVista, get to the image search 

page, and we get a very good response - the first 10 or so images returned are good ones. I 

leave her for a few minutes to sort out which one she wants. When I return she has chosen an 

excellent B & W shot. We capture it to the desktop, and then she opens it in PSP, crops it and 

saves it to her floppy. 

I then go off for a while, having quickly got her started with Animation Shop. At some point 

T goes to work with her, and I am drawn to the corner by laughter and whoops of delight. NE 

has been drawing direct to the frames, and has produced a little animation of a bear, whose 

legs move about in a highly comical fashion. She appears to be hugely delighted with herself, 

and with the reaction she has produced in T. T comments to me later ‘for someone who says 

she can’t draw, she did pretty well’. 

All through the session CP works quietly by herself. She is methodically developing her 

technique in Animation Shop. She is painting direct to frame, iteratively increasing the 

complexity of what she is doing. Every so often she prints out the animation as a series of 

frames, and this seems to be helping. She is working with lively nature imagery, and is 

showing a distinct style. By the end of the session she seems to have exhausted that strain of 

enquiry, and returns to using PSP, building up a photomontage that she intends to animate. 

Although I don’t notice, when I check back with her she tells me that DK has been helping 

here. (It is very interesting now how teaching/learning situations are happening that we tutors 

have no part in or knowledge of. This is very much in accord with Papert and Resnick, and 

speaks well for the Piaget/constructionist thread we are following.) At the end of the session, 

CP once again rushes off without saving her work - I try to save it around the network (which 

is flaky today, she is on a machine on the cross-linked hub) and succeed in crashing the 

application and losing the work. This may produce an interesting interaction when I next see 

her; I hope that she will be able to quickly reproduce what she is doing! 

DH and BD spend the session very productively. They are working up their storyboard design 

in PSP an AS. The only time I have much to do with them is to look at what they are doing 

and suggest some refinements midway through the session. It is immediately evident that they 

have both found a real strength - their animation work is by far and away the most advanced 

in terms of applying the animation principles I outlined in my talk a few sessions before. 

There is a huge contrast in BD’s success in this with his difficulties with still image creation 

(perhaps he is more comfortable with time-based media because of his experience with 

music? Are there affinities between creative approaches to media types?). DH is confident 

and self-assured, and the two of them seem to be a very successful team. 

Partway through the session, when everyone comes back from tea break (might be interesting 

to map who goes where with who - as Tim Robins suggested, what element of the learning is 

taking place externally?) I do a short section of teaching. First I draw their attention to the 

book full of examples, then show them two Aardman animated Peter Gabriel videos. 
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Everyone seems to really enjoy them, except WH, who sits there stony - faced, and to my 

mind disapproving. I conclude the showing by telling everyone that we can do any of the 

techniques they have seen ‘right here in this room’, which gets a murmur of approval. 

During the first part of the session SM finishes her ‘shell lady’ image. I help her to put a few 

finishing touches to it, using the technique of adding a shadow to unify the picture elements. 

SM is very proactive, carefully monitoring what I do, giving me little verbal clues in a display 

of intelligent communication that belies her cultural overlay (what I mean is that I am 

increasingly realising, that despite the fact that she is extremely awkward socially, she is very 

powerful in creative terms). We print out the finalised image on photo paper, and it looks 

good. I playfully observe that it looks like a postcard, and this leads us into making it into one 

- I go find one, SM measures it, we translate that into the print dimensions and I add some 

text to the image. The result is excellent, and SM carefully cuts them out and stores on in hers 

and one in MM’s folder. After this, I get SM started off with Animation Shop. She is keen to 

do some more photo realistic work, and we collaborate on a composition using the picture 

tube in PSP. After some rudimentary instruction she begins to animate it, and quickly gets 

some really lifelike motion - unfortunately the session ends before she can do much, but it 

promises great things. 

MM is sitting next to her, working on an animation, but without a storyboard. She is making a 

short about a plane crash, and breakdown occurs for her several times when inserting frames. 

AS insertion is counter-intuitive because it inserts before the selected frame rather than after. 

However, she makes strong progress once I have helped her over this. During the course of 

my interactions with SM and MM I suddenly reflect on how much I am learning, and how 

much they are teaching me - the classroom hierarchy is definitely under subversion! 
 

Session Number 45 

Date Wednesday 31
st
 January 2001 

Time 9am to 12.30 pm 

Location Open Learning Centre, Mill Street, Pontypridd 

Room Workshop 3 

Tutors SRH, T 

Total learners 11 Male 5 Female 6 

 
[Entered by keyboard in the UOG office later the same day.] 

I arrive early and set about installing VR Toolbox on our fastest machine. Then I begin to 

rearrange the room, ready for BD’s filming, as people begin to arrive. A very busy and 

chaotic session follows; I don’t even have time to make notes, although I do take a number of 

photographs. [It should be noted that the photos act as a valuable aide memoir, prompting 

recollections.] Consequently, this account will not necessarily give events in the order they 

occurred in. 

WE is among the first to arrive, I take this as a good sign. JH doesn’t appear until well into 

the session, but I do overhear him saying to T that he is in the process of rearranging his 

schedule so that he can be more punctual – hopefully this too is a sign of early engagement 

with the learning, but time will tell. T follows up on our chat of yesterday by spending much 

of the session working with JH, using PSP and AS. T also confirms that VB will definitely 

not be attending any more sessions, due to transport difficulties, and we discuss whether we 

might be able to get someone to finish her animation, and also award her some accreditation. 

[Entered by keyboard in the UOG office next morning.] 

I have one major exchange with JH – he has brought in a digital camera to show me, a very 

nice, though rather old, Canon. I admire it, thinking that it is a lovely tool for him to have – 

then he asks me how much I think it is worth. He tells me that he makes his living ‘buying 

and selling’, and that the camera is in an Internet auction on Yahoo! ‘up to £220’ at the 

moment, and that he has another, better one at home. I ask him where he got it from, and he 

avoids the question, which makes me feel very uneasy. Still, he works well throughout the 
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session, and by mid-morning he has produced a small animation clip, combining drawing and 

photography, of a ‘stick man’ moving across our workshop and sitting down in an empty 

chair – a nicely imagined and executed piece of work. T and I ask the group to gather round 

while he ‘premieres’ it, to much acclaim. 

At the same time, BD has a clip to show, close-ups of his ‘band’ performing. He has spent all 

morning working, with WE as his teammate. BD sets up his camera, stage and puppets, at 

first with some difficulty, as he is still obviously unwell. I then quickly brief WE, sketching 

out the rudiments of video capture, which she seems to grasp straight away. She then becomes 

the computer operator. The pair of them seem to get on well, in a very businesslike fashion, 

and get a lot of work done in very short order. The only difficulty encountered is that the ATI 

capture software crashes several times, forcing a reboot of the system, for no immediately 

apparent cause – although I suspect that we are filling up the HDD now, and overlong access 

times might be hampering the streaming. Toward the close of the session, when they have 

finished filming, I prompt them to complete the task by recompressing the clips and exporting 

them to another machine on the network, ready for editing. BD, normally so sharp, can’t 

recall how to do this [to be fair, it is a task that he would normally do with Leighton, who 

doesn’t attend on Wednesdays] so I demo the procedure to him and WE, at the same time 

giving another potted explanation of codecs. They then carry on with this until the end. WE 

leaves telling me that she’s ‘really enjoyed herself’. 

On the next machine, up in the corner, is DH [T tells me that he has now negotiated day-

release from work to attend the sessions] who is working away on his poster. He has really 

taken possession of this project, and is determined to finish it and do a good job. During the 

course of the morning he demonstrates an increasingly sophisticated grasp of the use of vector 

graphics, creating text on a path several times, which is definitely not an intuitive task in PSP. 

Interestingly, despite his now excellent facility with the application, he experiences 

breakdowns – with layers and selections. Each time he calls me over it is because his actions 

aren’t having an effect, twice because he is not operating on the correct layer [it is not active] 

and once because he has a selection made, and is not aware of the fact. [Perhaps there could 

be some kind of ‘selection meter/indicator’ in the interface? The difficulties with layers are 

perhaps compounded by the fact that vectors are automatically created on their own layer 

initially. It is quite possible, if the layers palette is not open, to create layers without knowing 

that you have.] He also does some advanced manipulation with the text tool, reselecting and 

altering text using the ‘loaded cursor’ facility [some illustrations needed]. By the end of the 

session he has produced a ‘limited edition’ of posters that seem to satisfy all of his design 

goals, and T takes them off to get them laminated [it occurs to me as I write that it might be 

good to get them signed – an interesting subject that requires some investigation, in terms of 

how it might support ownership of projects. 

Also working with PSP throughout the session are CP and PC. CP, before the break, quietly 

paints away, this time using the photo-realistic aspects of the Paint Shop. She employs the 

picture tube, adds effects, and then frames and reframes the whole composition. She is very 

thoroughly exploring, using a markedly different style from anything that she has done 

before, and the results are stunning.  While she is out getting a cup of tea, I look at her 

printout with SC, who has just arrived. We agree together that it is excellent, and I print 

another copy, on photo paper and at high quality, which I give to CP when she gets back. As 

usual, she manages to be appreciative and dismissive at the same time, simply popping it into 

her binder.  

Later in the session I ask CP to help with some photography. I quickly show her the VR 

software and explain the concept of a Pano. We set up the camera; I take the first shot and 

leave CP to do the rest. [There is an interesting intervention from PC to inform us that if we 

need 12 pictures around the circle they must cover 30 degrees each – he’s quite interested, 

whereas, as always with CP, I feel like I’ve dragooned her a bit.] When we upload them to the 

machine it is soon apparent that she hasn’t really seen the principle of what we’re trying to 

do, or wasn’t very engaged with it. I don’t say anything, but just go on to use the software to 

stitch them together. Then, when we are at the adjustment stage, I ask CP to take over – 

probably a bit unfair really, as the nudge process is very tedious. Next thing I know, she is 
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making one of her now famous fast exits  - 'got to catch my bus’. I say goodbye, then go over 

to look at the work in progress. She has been adjusting the fit in the wrong direction, and has 

maoved the tiles of the image away from each other. I set to to put it back together again, and 

stay for a while after the session has ended, producing a QTVR pano file. I hope that this will 

form a starting point for a discussion with her about the process when I see her next. 

PC, on the other side of the room, continues to work on his accreditation material, but with a 

marked change of attitude. Yesterday’s slightly dreary exercise is now in a process of change. 

He has drawn a collection of vector shapes as required, then manipulated them into the 

outline of a [military] tank. He is now creating a whole landscape around it – using the picture 

tubes – with beautifully realistic and deatiled grass, sky and clouds. As the object under 

construction becomes more ‘real’, he seems to get more and more involved with it. As we 

near the end of the session he begins to carefully colour sections of the tank itsel with 

gradients and patterns. The contrast between the hard edges of the vector shapes and the 

bitmap elements is exquisite. 

[There is no doubt that PSP is undergoing a revival in the group, and that what started out as 

prompting by T to fulfill accreditation criteria is providing a great framework for creativity. 

This bodes well for our consideration of the educational aspects of the programme, and 

especially how to integrate fulfillment of the academic and adminstrative criteria into such an 

open fraamework. There is little doubt in my mind that time, familiarity with the surroundings 

and the cohesion of the group is a very large factor here – I can’t imagine these activities 

being able to take place two months previously. Later the same day I have a long discussion 

with Geoff about the transferability of these approaches to the HE environment, and it 

prompts me to reflect that physical, administrative and attitudinal factors are the biggest 

barriers here. A lot of it is to do with letting people feel safe and belonging; that simple, yet 

something that does not happen anywhere on the UOG campus!] 

DC and PR are, as usual, hard at work, and the end still doesn’t appear to be in sight, as they 

are now adding an entirely unscripted episode to their movie! However, PR has resolved the 

frame size issue, and they work very quickly and productively this morning. Their only 

incidence of breakdown is one that, on reflection, has occurred quite often. AS2 has a quirk 

when inserting frames, as by default it does it before the selected frame, rather than after. This 

produces orientation difficulties, as already created frames can get bounced to the ‘end’ of the 

‘reel’, and then need to be moved back again. A simple enough action, but this undermines 

the whole ‘left to rightnesss’ of the interface metaphor. [Must explore whether this has been 

rectified in version 3, I think it has. Things are slightly confused as I have not yet managed to 

upgrade all the machines.] 

SM’s catch phrase for the day is “can we just scrap it?”. She is growing increasingly 

frustrated with the difficulties of  synchronising her soundtrack to her visuals. This is 

exacerbated by her desire for perfection, and although each time she suggests that we could 

scrap it she is smiling, she is only half joking. She and D work on the film all the way through 

the session, with a number of periods of lengthy rendering operations. When I ask D how it is 

going, he says ‘don’t ask’ with a wry expression. I determine to make it a priority to help 

them break through this impasse at the earliest opportunity. On the up side, SM is very 

sociable with the others during this session, and she, D and CP spend quite a lot of time 

chatting. 

And so to SC . She arrives during the morning break, around 10.30, having rung in earlier to 

let us know that she will be late. This is great, as only I am in the room when she arrives. I ask 

her what she wants to do – and she is keen to carry on programming. I explain to her that, as 

far as possible, I would like her to continue exploring on her own, and that I don’t want to 

‘teach’ her programming, or impose my own ideas. She is very responsive to this. I tell that 

she is the pioneer for the group, and that I hope that she will assist me in introducing the 

others to Logo, and she readily agrees. She is eager to get going again, and quietly gets on 

with it, following her strategy of reading and printing the help files [remarkable and unique!]. 

She calls me over once or twice during the session. What is really significant her is that this is 

not in the first instance because of breakdowns related to the programming itself, but rather to 

the operation of the prpogramming environment. She asks me why her function won’t run, 
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and it is because she has not compiles it – an operation that involves highlighting the relevant 

lines in the text editor window, the choosing run from the Go menu. If you haven’t done this 

the error message is ‘Logo doesn’t know what function name is’, which , to me anyway, 

actually seems pretty helpful – the metaphor in use is of input as conversation or notification. 

Once she is established in the appropriate practice again, she sets to learning how to use 

variables. At this point she asks me to intervene again, but it is more to see what she has done 

than to put her right. The Logo explanation and demonstration of variables is pretty good, and 

I try to support it by emphasising variables as containers – I grab the rubbish bin, and work 

through the procedure [I am using terms loosely here, must clarify and standardise] that she 

has written in terms of putting content in the bin, and then adding to it. Once again I notice 

that DC is following all this, fascinated, and I determine to open up the programming activity 

to the group as soon as possible. As the session draws to a close,  SC  makes a most 

remarkable request: would it be possible for her to do some programming in her class at 

Beddau? [ SC  also attends classes in IT at the Beddau outreach centre, taught by rachel 

Houghton.] I am so pleased I nearly fall over!  SC  tells me that she is ‘showing everybody 

what to do anyaway’ in that class, and would rather be doing something more interesting. 

Rachel is in the office – I pop in to see her and she agrees that it would be fine by her. I 

quickly copy the installers for Mach Learning turtles to a blank CDR and entrust it to  SC . 

The only question mark is whether the manager of the Beddau centre, who is apparently very 

proprietorial about his equipment, will allow her to install it. Rachel assures that she will do 

her best to expedite the arrangement. 

 

Session Number 66 

Date Wednesday 28 March 2001 

Time 9am to 12.30 pm 

Location Open Learning Centre, Mill Street, Pontypridd 

Room Workshop 3 

Tutors SRH, T  

Total learners 12 Male 6 Female 6 

Names DK; DH; PC; MM; BD DE; (very late) DE Evans. 

DC; WE; SM; CP; PR;  SC  . Visitor: PB 

 
 Main points, typed in office later same afternoon: 

• I get confused about views in UVS. Work through break on additional clip for DC. 

BD, when asked about watching me work says “I’m finding it very interesting”. 

• DC took manual home to read, says “now at least I know what all the buttons do”. 

Tells me that the way to see how the movie is gioing is to move 6to ‘finish’ mode and 

drag the scrollbar through – this works great! also seems to greatly reduce rendering 

time. 

• We have trouble with sound playback on the machine we are working on (must 

produce a schematic of the room) as media player is ‘bust’. However, plays back fine 

through UVS – we need to go to another machine to see the final product. 

• Synchronisation is getting easier, better with more practice – and I’m finally getting 

familiar with the modal interface of UVS. 

• DC still displays some confusion about versions and views – and so do I, 

compounding hers. Together we begin to understand the difference between 

‘storyboard’ and ‘finish’ mode – only in the latter can one see the whole picture. 

•  SC and SM sit together throughout the session and work with Logo. At one point, 

immediately after the tea-break, SM leaves us for a while and I sit with  SC  and 

work. They have become slightly frustrated by not being able to fill shapes they have 

drawn with self-written functions. The setfc command only appears to apply to the 

rect and oval functions. I go through this with  SC , then get hooked and quickly 

explore a number of other things as she looks on, including point, which is a bit flaky, 
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and tprint, which does what CP had been looking for – writes text in the turtle 

window. SM rejoins us and we together work through giving a shape drawing 

function a list of attributes: x, y position, width, height. I leave them to it, and by the 

end of the session, with some collaboration with T, they have written a function 

which writes SC directly to the screen in filled in blocks of colour.  They’re well 

pleased with themselves. 

• At the end of the session DH tells me that he has worked through all the links in his 

website, checking for dead links. He has culled all the dead ones, and declares his 

Star Wars pages “ready to go on the Web”. 

• PB comes to the session today, arriving at the start of tea break. I ask her to circulate 

when the students come back, next time I see her she is sat next to CP, which is 

where she remains for the rest of the session. She helps CP to work on her graphics 

accreditation materials, using PSP7 to do node edits on vector graphics. I am unclear 

how much CP enjoys this (will ask her next time I see her) but it is clear that PB 

enjoys it thoroughly! After the session she is full of how she has “found the right 

analogy” for layers by comparing the background to “the table top, that you pile stuff 

up on, and nothing can go under it or else it falls off”. Hmm…she doesn’t do any 

ethnographic observation at all, just gets pulled in to the class. This is slightly 

unexpected to me, but I reflect that PB’s self-image has taken a lot of damage lately, 

and just let things go on, I’m too busy elsewhere anyway. 

• MM enacts another ‘I want to be on my machine’ sketch again – but as he wants to 

do scanning anyway I direct hime toward the appropriate seat. The technician (Steve 

E) is there when the group arrive, delving in to why some CD-writers don’t work – 

with no success – but the result is that a CD of MM’s comes to light, with some 

dodgy files on it. As soon as he sits down at the machine with the scanner he trys to 

open a file from the CD – and crashes the machine instantly. He comments to me 

“that’s that auto run”. He then goes on to try to scan the image he has brought I  - a 

collage – at 1200 dpi, which makes the scanner literally groan with pain. 

 

[stuff added by dictation later that same day - in fact at night. Not corrected] 

 

OK, some random things I remember about day's session. The first as my delight of once 

again same chance to working together programming in logo. He really is a good thing to say 

the way that logo is spreading spontaneously around the class. I also remember right at the 

beginning of the session, zero either in a very extrovert mood by untrained or joshing with 

myself and CP. The two of the she had a joke together, I think of my expense, and fell about 

laughing at 930 in the morning! DK was very quiet during the session, he seems to be quite 

taking quite seriously by injunction to put a bit more research into his presentation on their 

stuff. He had some kind of a long string of text file, looked like he had been extracted from 

some kind of chat line, and he was editing out all kinds of we had: escape characters from it, 

getting to the pain of the interesting stuff which was a discussion about maps to. DK really 

intrigues me, he seems quite unflappable, mostly because he's very quiet. In this respect he 

reminds me of my friend Phil, is always managed to the topping situations by never saying 

very much. All be really intrigued to see what DK comes up with, as with no set the date of 

his presentation for two weeks hence. 

A one point when I was sitting around the machine with DC and BD, BD started to begin to 

get really irritated with DC. This was really what precipitated my head long intervention into 

their project, I had our hopes that BD would be out to cope with it, which seemed to find its 

limits. I have to say DC has only been a great factor helping me develop our personal limits of 

patients over the years! Any way the end it was mostly me working with your application, 

with DC making some very useful and supportive marks, and BD just pretty passively 

watching. He did once or twice intervened suddenly to tell me that I was about to go wrong or 

are clicked on the wrong thing, and his intervention revealed just how closely he was 

watching what was going on. It was a little easier to communicate with DC today, mostly 
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because we were all looking intently at the same interface. Her mode of communication is 

very elliptical, as she which speaks from an internal knowledge of the subject she's talking 

about in this case her animated film, and she doesn't do any hand holds to climb into her 

internal world. This gives a very misleading impression of her, because she really is quite 

keenly intelligent and very highly focussed. Because of a method of communication she gives 

the impression that she has come believe me out to lunch! As I did take this her remember 

what people first tell me about DC two years ago began to teacher-people were within the 

centre were very quick to classify her as mentally ill. 

PR seem to be working very fluently with multimedia builder, although we've didn't really get 

much chance to talk to her about it. Right at the end of the session she called me over, to 

show me the work she had been doing with the photographs we had taken of the book of 

cover. She had taken a small flame that was that the centre of the book cover, and turned it 

into a dancing living flying very effectively. She had done this using Animation Shop., and 

I'm not really sure she we are to imported directly into multimedia builder, I certainly hope 

so. DE came in very late on in the session, only about 20 minutes before the end. He 

sheepishly explains that he had to attend it some kind of appointment at the local Social 

Security. This apparently was also the destination of CW who didn't appear. 

So I had an interesting talk with PC at the start of the session, he had loaded in a new 3D 

package and has been busy creating wire frame models. He told me that he had had some 

success importing into Poser they had a problem because he was all "hollow". I really couldn't 

understand what he meant, say had to demonstrated to me in Poser. In fact what he had 

created was a large rectangle there was extremely dint of 3D shape that didn't have a playing 

surface upon it, so as effectively as a PC said "a huge picture frame". However is obviously 

very near, very quickly his goal of being out to create planes in his pose a set up the wall 

rotate in relation to all the other objects. I really can't keep up with a mature man, and I can't 

wait to see what things he produces. I only hope they did doesn't go rejected on by PR on 

grounds of the aesthetics of the thing, but anyway we shall say. I think there is the potential in 

the collaboration of the two of them to produce something really outstanding.. 
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Appendix 3: Extracts from Interview Transcripts 

Note: Referenced in Chapter 4, §4.4.1.2. The following extracts from interview transcripts 

provide examples of formal and informal interviews with learners. Spelling and grammatical 

errors are retained from the originals. 

 

3a. Examples of Formal Interview Transcripts 

Interview number: 4 

Date: 16/10/00 

Time: 17.40 

Location: Interview room, Open Learning Centre 

Informant Name: DH 

Gender Male 

Interviewer: SRH 

Audio Tape Number: 1 Side B 

Transcribed: 30/11/00 – 14/12/00 

 
[As the interview begins, DH sits back and relaxes.] 

[SRH does the usual six week review preamble] 

SRH: The first thing that we hope that you would do is convey ideas and opinions clearly to 

one other person. Do you think you’ve been doing that? 

DH: Yeah, yeah. Me and Byron have been working really well, you know, ah, I mean it 

literally took the both of us to come up with this idea [refers to animation of solar system], 

you know, and actually bring to progressing – we haven’t quite finished but em, but it was em 

– I won’t say massive but bigger than it really started with. Yeah, we’ve done alright you 

know. We’ve been looking out for each other and talking about it. When we’ve made 

mistakes we’ve just gone back and erase it and start again, you know… 

SRH: How about working with other people? 

DH: I’ve got to be truthful, I think it’s really difficult ‘cause on one other occasion you’ve 

had me and another person that haven’t really known a lot about …erm…the actual computer 

program itself. And actually trying to do something when two people don’t really exactly 

know what they’re doing…it’s alright if one knows what they’re doing cause they can show 

the other person how to do something. And then you can go on from there. Once you know 

how to work erm [hesitates] the computer program you’re alright. But if you get two people 

together that don’t really know it’s practically – you’re working at say one percent. 

SRH: Who were you working with before? Was it Sian? 

DH: I think it was. I mean, no disrespect to her, I mean, you know, I mean, I, I didn’t know 

any more than she did. That’s what made it worse, cause to start with I was finding it quite 

difficult to use the Paint Shop Pro program. Now actually, funny enough, working with er 

Byron em… we’re actually getting through it a lot, lot quicker. Now I’m even picking up a lot 

more. I know that sounds daft but… he’s got a computer at home so he knows a lot of it 

anyway. So he’s saying to me, you know, you do it yourself. I’ll go through it with you, you 

do most of the computer work, even though we’ll discuss it together. Em, and if I’ve made 

any mistakes he’s been able to tell me exactly where I’ve been going wrong. 

[…concludes review…] 

SRH: What do you like most about the course? 

DH: Erm – I think it’s great. It’s a nice friendly course, it’s… erm, a lot of helpful people. 

You know, if you don’t know how to do something just ask, and if they know how to do it 

they’ll give you a hand. Erm…considering I’ve never done anything like this before, cause 

I’ve never really classed myself as artistic in any way erm, I am , I am thoroughly enjoying it. 

I’ve got to be truthful, I was a bit nervous at first, specially when , you know like, I thought 
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we had to start drawing things and stuff like that. Erm…no, I don’t feel too bad now, I feel 

alright. 

SRH: Wasn’t it you who did a load of sheets full of drawings the other night? 

DH: [laughs] Yeah it was! [laughs] They weren’t much good, but funnily enough Byron knew 

exactly what they were. When he could understand them all that was… 

SRH: I understood them too…so what is good? Good is what does the job. So what do you 

like least about the course? Is there anything that’s made you feel bad? 

DH: No, I’d say it was just that at the beginning, the first few weeks, erm, trying to get used 

to the Paint Shop Pro knowing what, like, each tool did – up the left hand side [refers to 

default interface layout] you know – er, was very difficult for me. I mean, I just didn’t 

understand one thing from the next. To be truthful I didn’t really have a clue what I was 

doing, erm, even though I was just trying to mess about with it, you know like we were all 

told to. That’s why I said I thought it would be easier if erm, I mean it would only take two or 

three pages of erm…like they do with the other programs. Just a small generalisation of what 

they actually do rather than people having to read a whole manual. You know, if everybody 

had a copy of that, if they weren’t sure they could just simply look into that little copy, em, 

see what symbol is which, and then determine from there where they’re going. I think that 

would have been a lot esier fir, not everybody, but most people who haven’t had anything to 

do with Paint Shop Pro at all. That was my only quarrel. Now I’m getting to know it a little 

bit more, I’m not too bad. But I think there’s still one or two things on that, you know, I 

probably don’t know or haven’t even used… 

SRH: What do you hope to get out of the course?  

DH: Erm… I’ve got to be truthful, when I first started I didn’t really have any expectations of 

where it was gonna lead at the end, because I mean I didn’t really -  I’d been told what the 

course was about a little, but erm I wasn’t quite too sure myself, cause I’d never, you know 

even heard of it you know. I know of animation, stuff like that, but I’d never worked with it 

before, neber even seen it apart from watching a cartoon on the TV. Erm, so I didn’t really 

know what to expect. I just wanted to try and learn something and improve my skills working 

on a computer. Now I’m, I gotta be truthful, now I’m enjoying myself, erm, I would like to be 

able to get some form of qualification at the end of it, and I was thinking well, depending on 

how I feel at the end of the course, if I’ve enjoyed the whole course, I think I can improve 

even more, I would like to go on, erm, further, and do some more. Maybe at the Arts College 

or something. Anyway, that’s a decision I’d have to leave until, you know, more towards the 

end of the course. 

I mean. I’ve gotta be truthful, I was supposed to be on a different course to start with. I was 

supposed to be doing computer engineering…erm, cause that’d been my main priority for 

over a year – well just under a year cause I’d just missed out last year. […]That’s what I 

originally wanted to do. And then I was told about this. I said, yes, I don’t mind doing this 

course, you know it sounds very interesting, I’ve never done anything like it before. I gotta be 

truthful, I will try my hand at anything new., erm, and see how it goes from there. But I was 

hoping to do the computer engineering at the same time…. 

[…] 

I’m dyslexic, so my English ain’t that…I say my English, my spelling’s terrible, my English 

isn’t too bad now. Working with computers, again I’ve found that’s, that was a help. You 

know, I’m just trying to – I’m desperate to actually get one in the house. And I’ve heard that, 

er, if you can get, er, the report, saying that you’re dyslexic, there are ways of going round 

and getting a computer. Well I wasn’t quite sure there was, otherwise I would have got one a 

long time ago… 

[…] 

SRH: Do you feel that you’re a creative person? 

DH: Erm…when it come to putting things on paper I would say no, but in other ways I was. I 

mean I was ok with, you know, doing things like silkscreen printing, pottery, I mean I done 

all them things, I done photography for a while. I can say I can be fairly creative in those sorts 

of areas, but not when it came to drawing, painting, things like that. I was always actually 
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terrible, to be truthful. I, I can be creative, put in the right environment. But under other 

environments… 

SRH: Did you find…did you have something happen at school? 

DH: Well, to be truthful, I mean, my school was not very good at all. There was only two, 

what you can call your duffer’s classes, there was only two, two of those classes in my high 

school, and they didn’t pay any attention to us at all. Erm, I mean, when it came to the arts 

classes it was a case of, you know, ‘there’s a bunch of pictures, just colour em in’. That was 

it. That’s about as far as art ever went. You never got to draw anything yourself, you know, 

you never had to paint anything yourself, it was all practically done for you. All you had  - 

you know whatever it was you wanted to paint or colour in it was there done for you. Literally 

what child – kids of three or four years old are doing. Colouring colouring books.  

SRH: This was…how old were you then? 

DH: That was from when I was eleven right up till – well I left school when I was fourteen, I 

was only going once a week, erm, and most, most of the classes were pretty much like that, I 

mean even the English classes…erm it was a case of play on a computer playing computer 

games. It’s not as if we were doing anything constructive on the computer. […] It was only 

until the very last year that one teacher – and it was our maths teacher – turned round and said 

to us that erm as far as he’s concerned – I mean he just come in and said as far as he’s 

concerned we’re not stupid. Even when everybody has just literally left us to do our own 

thing practically for, nearly five years. And if we wanted to he would teach us all maths, even 

though we had to learn near enough five years worth of work in six months, he would teach 

us it. He said well, you’re good enough to do it. He said anyone that doesn’t want to learn, 

leave my class now and I’ll always mark you here. Well, as it happened, one feller left. But 

the rest, I mean there was only about 10 or 11 of us in the class anyway, so it wasn’t too hard 

to teach individually if you had to, erm and he stuck us all in for our City & Guilds and it was 

at the time level, this class now was level three. Em, and every single one of us passed. Erm, I 

mean out of the whole school, I mean even those who were in the higher classes that done that 

particular exam that year, I was the only one, funny enough, to get a distinction. I had a 

hundred percent. And I’ve always’s been chuffed at that. But it just, it proved to me, that if 

somebody puts a load of time and effort in, and is with a taecher, then I don’t think anybody’s 

stupid, it’s just a piece of, you know… 

SRH: Do you think you’re good at using the computer? 

DH: [BREATHES IN] Em, I’ve certainly got a little bit more practice, or, a lot more practice. 

I am, I am getting there. Erm, I’m not too bad, no. […] I wouldn’t class myself as hopeless. I 

mean, I know my general way around the computer now, [indistinguishable] the files back 

and forth, and even swapping one file into another file, just about getting the hang of that 

now. 

SRH: Do you enjoy working as part of a team? 

DH: Yeah! […] I mean I don’t think I dislike that anyway, as I say I am quite a people 

person, I do find I work better, erm, when it comes to stuff like this anyway. I would work 

better in a group than I would on my own. In fact I think the result would be a lot, lot better. 

SRH: How do you feel about the room? 

DH: Well my only complaint there would be is concern about, a lot of the time we have to 

work in pairs, since what, I’d say the second week. It’s very, very cramped. It wouldn’t be so 

bad if the computers were maybe spaced, could be spaced out a little, erm I mean, I think 

we’ve got what, ten computers up there? Erm, there’s only a maximum of what, 15 or 16 of 

us in the class anyway… even if it was a case of taking say the two older computers , putting 

one new one in there so the others could move over a little, and then using the opposite side 

of the room […] I mean it’s alright if you’re working individually, you’ve got plenty of room. 

But if you’re working, you’re trying to get two people here, two people here, two people 

there… 

SRH: About the computers themselves and the equipment generally… 

DH: Yeah, I think they’re alright. Well they’re the best computers I’ve worked with that’s 

ceratin [laughs].  

SRH: [Say a little bit about the software] paint Shop Pro for instance? 
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DH: [At first] I found it quite difficult, myself. I didn’t have a clue at all what I was doing or 

what anything did. Erm…like I say, I mean it was a case of learning a little bit off my own 

back and then having other people show me or give me a bit of advice. That I found, you 

know, very helpful. Erm, and I got a lot further in it. There is  I mean, any work that… 

SRH: But if you’d been left to your own devices? 

DH: No, I think I’d have still been there, you know, by now, still playing around with the 

same old things, trying to do the same old work, er, not really having a clue how to do 

anything else. Erm, erm, I’d have, I gotta be truthful I think I’d have got a bit disheartened 

and ended up turning around and saying I don’t think it’s for me.  

SRH: Some people would say that they can design software that you can just sit in front of, 

and it will show you how to do it. Does it seem like that to you? 

DH: No, I would say , it’s, no. 

SRH: How about Animation Shop? 

DH: Yeah, I’d say AS is fairly straightforward. Erm…yeah, in fact yeah I would, even with, 

all the stuff at the top, all the toolbars and things, even that’s straightforward as well. I mean, 

I’ve been doing things like inserting extra frames, stuff like that, and I haven’t found any 

problem at all, erm, I don’t think byron has either. I think that’s a lot, lot more straightforward 

than the Paint Shop Pro programme. 

SRH: But it does a lot more… 

DH: Yeah.  

 

Interview number: 3 

Date: 16/10/00 

Time: 17.15 

Location: Interview room, Open Learning Centre 

Informant Name: SM 

Gender Female 

Interviewer: SRH 

Audio Tape Number: 1 Side B 

Transcribed: 30/11/00 

 

[SM is slow to respond, looks down a lot. Smiles quietly to herself. Needs a lot of prompting 

to elicit a respons, so SRH tends to talk too much to fill the silences and show support. From 

knowledge of her activities, SRH sees that she often underplays her own skills. Notice how 

‘object-oriented’ her speech is! ‘It’ is used a lot.] 

SRH: A couple of times I’ve pounced on you to talk to the group…you don’t find it easy do 

you? 

SM: No. 

SRH: …listening to what other people say, how do you feel you’ve been doing on that? 

SM: Oh yeah, I’ve been listening a lot. [about working with Marie] I put the idea in about the 

dolphin woman an all, and then…yeah, she done… it was half an half like. 

SRH: If you’ve got an idea , do you not like it if someone else wants to alter it? 

SM: I don’t mind, I don’t mind. 

SRH: Can you open, create and save a document in paint Shop Pro? 

[Long pause…] 

SM: Yeah, I… Marie was doing that bit wont she? A little bit confusing it is, like doing that 

thing up there [refers to her animation work]. A bit confusing those things are. 

SRH: You don’t feel too confident? 

SM: Nah. 

[…] 

SRH: What do you like most about the course? 

SM: Doing the animation bit [current activity]. The cat bit an that. All of it’s good, like, but 

enjoy that, that bit. 

SRH: And what do you like least about the course? 
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SM: [laughs] You could slow down when you’re talking. I’m not being rude like, but you talk 

a bit quick. I dunno what you’re saying half the time, you talk so quick. I’m not being rude 

like.  

SRH: Anything else? How about getting on with the other people, how do you feel about 

that? 

SM: [lets out a sigh] Oh, they’re alright.  

SRH: When you’re in the room, do you feel relaxed? 

SM: What do you mean relaxed? 

SRH: Like it’s not strange to you. 

SM: Yeah, it’s alright. 

SRH: What do you hope to get out of the course? 

SM: I’d like to do more with it, if I can do this now, I’ll get to do more with it like. I think it’ll 

be interesting and that, to see, you know, what things you can do an that. Harder things like.  

SRH: More advanced things? You’re quite advanced already you know. 

SRH: Yo know the way you make your cards now, would you like to do maore of that with 

the computer? Actually make things? 

SM: Yeah. Yeah that’d be good. 

SRH: Do you ever think that you’d like to do anything like this for work? 

SM: Yeah, maybe. You know I got brains like but [laughs]…no I wouldn’t mind doing it for 

work or something like that. 

[…] 

SRH: Would you call yourself a creative person? 

SM: [very quietly] No. 

SRH: No? 

SM: Well… I dunno.  

SRH: What if I told you that most people in the group think you’re one of the most creative 

people in the group?  

SM: Do they?  

SRH: Including me and Nicky. 

SM: Ah, don’t say that. 

[…] 

SRH: Do you think you’re good at using the computer? 

SM: [long pause] Not too bad. I know where the things are like. I don’t forget where they are 

like. 

SRH: Do you enjoy being part of a team? 

SM: Yeah, yeah it’s alright. I don’t mind.  

SRH: Do you really prefer to be working on your own? 

SM: Oh, I don’t mind working with other people. I don’t mined being on my own neither. 

Nah, I don’t mind working with other people, it’s alright. 

SRH: How do you feel about the room? 

SM: [Taps on the table] It’s not…too bad like. But there’s like tables up the other end innit? 

All stacked up an that. Not too bad. But there could be a bit more room, to walk around an 

that, couldn’t there, you know around the tables an that? Cause you gotta breathe in a bit 

haven’t you, when somebody wants to go past.  

[…] 

You don’t have people staring through the window [refers to situation in another workshop on 

ground floor of building] when you’re trying to do your work. 

SRH: How do you feel about the software, that is paint shop pro and animation Shop? Just 

say anything you want to about them. 

SM: I haven’t used em before, but I think they would be good. Specially the one which I’m 

making the cat on. The other one’s good as well. They’re both good.  

SRH: Do you find them not too hard to learn? 

SM: Not too bad. 

SRH: Have you been at a point where you’ve been trying to do something amnd just got 

completely stuck? 
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SM: Oh yeah. I couldn’t remember how to use them bits doing the cat like [refers to layers 

and move layer tool]. Yeah, but you know, when you’ve got to go back and forth [refers to 

cut ‘n paste operations between PSP and AS] that’s, you know, remembering them sort of bits 

on it. You know, when you got to go from there, then down, an then back, ah I do get 

confused an that. 

SRH: But you do it! 

SM: I know, but I, do get confused.  

3b. Examples of Informal Interview Transcripts 

Date: 07/02/01 

Time: 11.30 am – 12 noon 

Location: Workshop 3, Open Learning Centre 

Informant Name/s: DC, PR 

Gender Female 

Interviewer: SRH 

Audio Tape Number: 3 Side A 

Transcribed: 07/02/01 

Subject: Layers in Paint Shop Pro 6/7 

 

[DC and PR are engrossed in working on their animation project. They have a multilayer – 

about 16 – image open in Paint Shop Pro 7. They are executing a very complex routine that 

involves cut and paste operations to Animation Shop 3, toggling different layers’ visibility 

before copying them. A kind of onion-skinning that they have developed to a high art.] 

 

SRH: When you’re working with layers do you find it easy, difficult, are you getting used to 

it? 

PR: Getting used to it.Like we were sying earlier on, in the beginning we didn’t really know 

what we were about. Now we’re getting to know what’s available to us… 

DC: And what we can do with it. 

PR: What we can do with it. 

SRH: When you’re working with the layers, do youhave a picture in your mind of what is 

going on? 

PR: Yes. 

SRH: Can you describe that to me at all? 

PR: Well, it’s like a book almost. It’s like a book. Like, em, you can choose whatever pages 

you want, and you can alter those pages to suit yourself, to get the effects that you want. 

SRH: When you say it’s like a book, do you have a picture of the book in your mind? Is it 

lying down closed, or… 

PR: Yeah, yeah you do. Like now we’re working , like planets [refers to animation work in 

progress], different types of planets… 

DC: Yes. For example we’re moving the clouds in front, and behind. 

PR: We can move the mist, either behind the planet, in front the planet, take the colour out a 

little to make it look more sort of pink, and misty…so yeah, you are thinking about it like a 

book aren’t you. Like pages. 

DC: Like the acrylic…not the acrylic, those see-through papers [laughs] I can’t thiink of the 

right word. 

SRH: Acetate. 

DC: Acetate. 

SRH: Do you think that you’ve learned how to use layers by doing it, or by being told about 

it? 

PR: Oh, doing it. Definitely. Mind you, having said that, I’m saying doing it, but you need the 

guidelines to be able to do it. Like, you find out things by accident, but it makes sense, more 

sense, when you’ve been told what’s available to you and how they work. Then you sort of… 
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DC: Talking about it, with layers, the old way, of flicking through the pages [gestures like a 

thumb-flicking animation book, card shuffle] that’s what makes me understand it. 

SRH: So if I asked you to explain to someone who had never seen them before, how to use 

layers, how do you think you would start? 

DC: I’d do it with papers. 

PR: Yeah…I would take them through it on the computer first, and try to explain how I see it. 

SRH: What would you say is the most common mistake or problem you have when you’re 

using them? 

PR: Ah, yeah, to me, I dunno about DC, It’s that you’ve gotta go on the right – like if you’re 

picking – say you’ve got 12 layers, which we have, and you want to use, say, 3 of them, 

you’ve gotta make sure that you only open those three. You’ve gotta cross all the others off, 

so’s that when you’re copying them, you’re only merging those 3. Cause, otherwise…well 

that’s what we were making mistakes with in the beginning. Cause we were saying ‘how did 

we do that?’ It was because we’d had them… 

DC: Where did that [indistinguishable] come from! [laughs] 

PR: Yeah, we had the wrong sort of pages open then, like. Or we hadn’t closed down pages. 

SRH: Right, OK. So the problem is making sure that you’ve got the right layers selected in 

the layer palette? 

PR: Yes. 

SRH: And what about changing their order in the stack? Is that something you do much now? 

PR: We, well we’re doing it… 

DC: All the time. 

PR: …we’re doing it now, we’re putting the mist behind, the mist in front… 

DC: And upgrading colours [gestures indicate the transparency control] 

PR: …and that’s not difficult, once, you know,once you’re shown, that’s not really difficult. 

SRH: Great. Could you think of any way that the layers could be improved? 

PR: Improved? 

SRH: Yeah, can you think of anything that would make them easier to use? 

PR: I suppose…em…you know when you’re dragging up [indicates moving a layer up the 

stack using the mouse] I suppose, if it was like say, do a double-click, and then take it to the 

top and just do a click and fetch it to the top, rather than dragging it up… 

SRH: OK. You don’t like the dragging? 

PR: Well, cause sometimes you let it go in the wrong place, and then you’re looking for it 

again. 

SRH: How about you DC? 

DC: If we named them [indicates stack of layers in palette, all with default names provided by 

the software] this would make an improvement. Except ther’s two of us and we remember 

where things are. But otherwise it would be better to name them. 

[This is something I’ve advised them to do and they never do, perhaps why DC brings it up.] 

There are two of us here and I know, what’s on number 3, what’s on number 12, and the next 

one, I know which one we’re working on. But if somebody else came along now, instead of 

me, they wouldn’t know what we’ve done or why we’re doing it. 

SRH: So, why haven’t you named them? 

DC: Because, there are the two of us. 

PR: I suppose if you were sort of, like you say, in some places, where a girl will come behind 

you on the same project, it would be different. But because we’re just working on this one 

project, we don’t feel the need to. 

SRH: Great. Thank you. 

 

Date: 07/02/01 

Time: 11.30 am – 12 noon 

Location: Workshop 3, Open Learning Centre 

Informant Name/s: CP 

Gender Female 
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Interviewer: SRH 

Audio Tape Number: 3 Side A 

Transcribed: 07/02/01 

Subject: Layers in Paint Shop Pro 6/7 

 

[CP is sat at the laptop, using PSP6. She is using the Picture Tube tool to create a photo 

montage. She is working very quickly, all on one layer. She tends to create a lot of pictures 

quickly, throwing them away easily, and often has to be promted to save or print them.] 

SRH: CP, what I want to talk to you about is using layers in Paint Shop Pro. have you done it 

much? 

CP: Yes, I have, yes. Yeah, it’s difficult.  

SRH: Can you explain to me what you find difficult about it? 

CP: Trying to fit on – trying to fit the layers on different levels. Trying to work on top each 

level, which is the hardest.  

SRH: When you think about layers, do you have a picture in your mind about how they work? 

CP: No. No, I’m not too sure on how the layers supposed to work. 

SRH: Do they seem like – can you sort of compare them to anything in the real world? 

CP: Erm…no, not really, no. 

SRH: No? And do you think that’s part of what makes it difficult for you to use them? 

CP: Yes. Yeah, you’ve got to understand them first haven’t you? 

SRH: But you’ve had a go anyway? 

CP: Yes. 

SRH: But, most of the time do you choose not to use them? 

CP: Yes, most of the time, yeah, I just keep on to one layer because it’s much more easier, 

just using one layer than using a couple of them. Like I could use it on this now [gestures at 

laptop screen, PSP3 running, picture with lots of butterflies] but…it would be too difficult. 

And I’d get confused. 

SRH: OK. So you prefer to do a lot of quicker pictures… 

CP: On one layer yes. 

SRH: …on one layer, not to worry too much… 

CP: I’m just building the layers up. [Indicates how she is applying the ‘digital paint’ from the 

picture tube, adding and adding to areas of the ‘canvas’.] 

SRH: Can you think of anything that would make it easier for you to use layers? 

CP: Yeah…[slight laugh] somebody could show me how to use them properly! 

SRH: You don’t feel it’s something you could work out for yourself? 

CP: No 
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Appendix 4: Examples of Completed Breakdown Pro-Formas 

Note: The design & use of BDPFs is described in §5.2.2.3, Chapter 5.  

 

 

 

Figure A1: Examples of completed BDPFs. 
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Appendix 5: Additional Materials from the Usability Evaluation 

Note: These additional usability evaluation materials are referenced in §7.1, Chapter 7. Table 

A1 shows estimated values for the frequency and neccessity of tool use.  Figure A2 

charts the relationship between need and usability; Fig. A3 that between use 

neccessity and usability.  
 

Table A.1: Estimates of frequency & necessity of tool use. 

Tool Frequency of Occurrence in Field Record Estimated Need to Use 

Animation Shop 542 4 

ATI TV 228 3 

Bryce 16 1 

Cakewalk 12 1 

Camcorder 180 3 

Cool Edit Pro 213 4 

Cool3D 27 1 

Digital cameras 309 3 

Dreamweaver 85 2 

HP ScanJet 190 3 

Internet Explorer 521 5 

Logo 265 3 

Nero Burning Rom 190 5 

Notepad 290 4 

Paint Shop Pro 573 5 

Painter 3D 4 1 

Poser 280 1 

PowerPoint 365 3 

Printers 565 5 

Sound Recorder 42 2 

Ulead Video Studio 410 3 

Volume Control 205 5 

VR Worx 98 1 

WinAlice 194 5 

Windows Explorer 322 5 

Word 464 5 

Notes: 

1. Approximate values for the frequency with which applications were used during the longitudinal 

study were established by the following method: (1) the use of NVivo (qualitative analysis software, 

see http://www.qsrinternational.com/) to count direct references to individual tools in the text archive 

(§4.4.1.1); (2) a subsequent manual search for indirect references to individual tool use in the field note 

record; (3) merging the results from steps 1 & 2 to produce an intermediate count of the use frequency 

of individual tools; and (4) adjustment of the intermediate count in the light of further manual searches 

of the interview data and other data sources (see §4.4.1.2, 4.4.1.4). Stage 4 aimed to compensate for 

“selection bias” in the observation data due to the focus on incidences of breakdown and the 

researcher’s involvement with teaching during the course, both of which resulted in some tools being 

disproportionately featured in the field note record in relation to their overall frequency of use. 

2. The criterion Need evaluates the extent to which study participants were required to use the 

application in order to carry out Computer Creative course activities & tasks. Scores for need were 

allocated at 5 levels, as follows:  

1. Little or no requirement to use the tool 

2. Many alternative tasks & tools  

3. Task optional, but only tool for task 

4. Few alternatives to using the tool  

5. No viable alternative to using the tool 
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Figure A2: Estimates of the relationship between use frequency and usability in the longitudinal study. 

Tools ordered by use frequency, most frequently used to the right. 
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Figure A.3: Estimates of the relationship between use necessity and usability in the longitudinal study. 

Tools ordered by need, most required to the right. 
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Appendix 6: The BDPF Coding Scheme 

Note: Referenced in Section 7.1.3.3, Chapter 7. 

 

6a. Coding Scheme for Breakdowns Pro Forma.  

Code Category Description/Focusing Query Notes & References  

SUE Standard Usability 

Error 

Is the error linked to features of the user interface (UI) that can be readily 

identified as in conflict with usability heuristics: learnability, efficiency, 

memorability, error avoidance and minimisation, & satisfaction? 

Standard usability errors may occur when UI 

elements are: invisible; arbitrary; inconsistent; 

unintelligible; impolite; or dangerous (Nielsen, 

1994; Norman, 1998; Shneiderman, 1998; Noyes 

& Baber, 1999). 

MAP Mapping Problem Is the user unable to correctly determine the relationships between: intentions 

and possible actions; actions and their effect on the system; actual system state 

and what is perceivable; perceived system state and needs, intentions and 

expectations of user?  A general category in which some of the following 9 

codes may appear as subcategories. 

Term used in cognitive science to denote the 

relationship between two phenomena, e.g. controls 

and their movement and actions in the real world  

(Norman, 1998).  

SOL Solidity Does the virtual object exhibit the appearance of solidity? 

PER Persistence Does the virtual object appear to survive once instantiated, especially after 

becoming hidden? 

CON Continuity Does the virtual object exhibit continuity of its boundaries and attributes, 

especially when partially occluded? 

LAUN/ SUPP Launching/ 

Supporting 

Does the object appear to conform to perceived gravitational constraints, such 

as contact being necessary for support? When one object strikes another, does it 

move? Does the virtual object display any attributes of causal sequentiality?  

OCC Occlusion Does the virtual object survive partial or total occlusion unchanged? 

NUM Number/Subitizing Does the interface present more items to be enumerated than can be handled by 

the user’s subitizing capacity (+ 4or 5)? 

ONE Uniqueness Does the virtual object currently being worked with exhibit and maintain a 

unique identity? 

Codes derived from studies reported in Leslie, 

Spelke, Baillargeon et al summarized in (Pinker, 

1997; Plotkin, 1998; Nørager, 2004). The 

perceptual attributes listed are postulated as 

providing input for pre-conscious categorisation of 

perceived phenomena, one basic distinction being 

that made between objects (passive, to be acted 

upon) and actors (autonomous, animated – to be 

reacted to). In (Bærentsen, 2000; Bærentsen & 

Trettvik, 2002; Nørager, 2004) the contradiction of 

pre-conscious categorizations of UI elements by 

their ensuing behaviour is hypothesized as a 

persistent cause of interaction breakdown. 
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6b. Application of Coding Scheme to Breakdowns Pro Forma.  

 

  

Code No. Code Category Code Applied  Code Occurrences %  (N = 120) 

1 SUE Standard Usability Error 21 18 

2 MAP Mapping Problem 13 11 

3 SOL Solidity 10 8 

3 PER Persistence 24 19 

5 CON Continuity 21 18 

6 LAUN/ SUPP Launching/ Supporting 1 1 

7 OCC Occlusion 5 4 

8 NUM Number/Subitizing 4 3 

9 ONE Uniqueness 21 18 

SUE

18%

MAP

11%

SOL

8%

PER

19%

CON

18%

LAUN/SUPP

1%

OCC

4%

NUM

3%

ONE

18%

 

 

The table and chart show the results of applying the coding scheme to the Breakdowns Pro Forma.  The codes were 

used as a focusing device, reflecting an interpretation of the situations under study. As such, frequency of occurrence 

serves only as a general indicator of the usefulness of the codes and the concepts they represent as tools to guide 

analysis of the ethnographic record. N.B. Multiple codes were applied to each Pro Forma - Standard Usability Errors 

and Mapping Problem generally contained the other codes as subcategories.  Inspection of the figures indicates that 

the bulk of contradiction – based breakdown incidents (codes 3-9) were seen as linked to problems with the 

persistence, continuity or uniqueness of virtual objects as represented by the interface. The very low incidence of 

Launching/Supporting categorisations was taken as indicating that this is an unsuitable category for analysis of the 

BDPF data in its current form. 
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Appendix 7: Whole-Session Transcript for Sub-Group 3 

Note: Referenced in Chapter 8 

Focused field study, Session transcripts for S & V group 1 
Transcript WGI_1_01 Total duration 00:10:00.4 2 
T:  OK thanks for coming. What we're doing today, is 3 
we're doing a project, but we're going to do the project 4 
all within one session, because you're all quite 5 
experienced now in project work, some of you I think are 6 
doing desktop publishing, others making films, others 7 
working on Logo projects, and some of you are doing more 8 
than one of those things. So you're all getting quite 9 
experienced now in project working, would you agree with 10 
me? ((general assent)) 11 
T:  So, today we're going to have to work quite fast, 12 
whereas you've had several weeks or months previously, 13 
to work through your projects, we're going to have to go 14 
through as many of the stages of the project as you can 15 
manage, all in one session today. 16 
T:  Erm, so, if we just run through the stages of the 17 
project, of project working to remind you, Er, what's 18 
the first thing you do when you start a project, what's 19 
the first sort of things you do? ((several: get ideas)) 20 
T:  Yeah, yeah, generate an idea to base the project 21 
around, and if the ideas don't just come flowing, what 22 
can you do to get them flowing? ((several: make lists, 23 
wordstorming,  brainstorming)) 24 
T:  Yes, erm, so OK you've got some nice ideas all 25 
jotted down what do you do next? 26 
T:  Yes, yes, you can start to organize the ideas a bit. 27 
Erm, various methods for doing that, would depend on 28 
what kind of project you're working on, what kind of, 29 
you could say, artifact you're trying to produce at the 30 
end. One way is to connect the ideas together with erm a 31 
Spidergram, or sometimes you can call it a Mind Map, 32 
erm, we haven't got a whiteboard any more, but, you 33 
remember you start off with an idea and then you link it 34 
to another idea, and another idea. Can you think of 35 
another way of organizing your ideas? 36 
P (a learner): Like a list ((general assent)) 37 
T:  Yeah, cause they say some people, their minds work 38 
best by being able to connect ideas in this way 39 
((indicates mindmap)) things going off in different 40 
directions, and other people have the kind of minds 41 
where they like to put things in nice, orderly sequence. 42 
So you'll have different styles of sort of organizing 43 
how you, how you work on your projects. How about these 44 
two ((indicates list on large writing pad)) - audience 45 
and purpose - do you think they're important?  46 
P: Yeah, it's all according what you're gonna do 47 
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T:  So how well, if you decide on a certain sort of 48 
audience, say for a publication, how will that affect 49 
how you go about it? 50 
((general suggestions)) 51 
T:  Different age groups, different parts of society, or 52 
maybe people in a different country even, maybe even a 53 
different language. 54 
T:  And then, when you work on your projects, some of 55 
you I think prefer to work alone, and others of you 56 
maybe prefer to work with another person, or even with a 57 
group. Do you have any preferences 58 
P: I like working together, cause I like throwing ideas 59 
T:  And then when you work with somebody else, then 60 
there's different ways of splitting up the tasks isn't 61 
there. Sometimes on a big project it may be more 62 
effective to say 'right I'll go and do this, you do 63 
that, and then we'll come back together again after and 64 
see what we.. 65 
W: Especially when there's a lot of research to do  66 
T:  and yet other times you might like to share the same 67 
task, mightn't you, work together doing the same thing, 68 
maybe producing a piece of writing,  69 
P: Bounce things off each other as well, you might have 70 
one idea, then somebody else has got another slant on 71 
it, and make it better again, you know, you're not 72 
necessarily the be-all of it 73 
T:  Yes, because you've all got different things to 74 
contribute, different experiences... 75 
T:  Erm, yeah, we mentioned research, we'll have limited 76 
time today for research, whereas on your other projects 77 
you may have spent quite a few weeks on that, but we'll 78 
have to be quite quick today, but what sources, where 79 
have you gone to find information on your projects? 80 
Group: There's books, there's Internet 81 
T:  So, if you use the Internet or books, what's, and 82 
then you find some information, what do you do with it 83 
straight away? 84 
(Suggestions from group) 85 
T:  make notes, yes, that's right. 86 
Nicky, So, you've done your research, you've made some 87 
notes, you've got some kind of structure already, then 88 
you can think about organizing your ideas a bit further, 89 
depending on what kind of thing you're trying to 90 
produce... 91 
T:  You might want to make some sketches, erm, did you 92 
do that for Logo, I'm not quite sure what you did 93 
(affirmation from group) and you certainly did it for 94 
desk-top publishing, didn't you, did laying out plans 95 
with where your images were going to go, where the text 96 
would go, er, where the headings would be, to get a 97 
general overall view of it. 98 
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T:  Erm, then, probably, you would draft the text. Erm, 99 
using your notes and your research, and your original 100 
ideas, yeah. That is something you might want to work 101 
with somebody else on, some of you. 102 
T:  Then, you would get some images, or else create them 103 
yourselves. So where, how have you managed to get 104 
images? Thinking about desk-top publishing? 105 
(Suggestions from group - scan, Internet etc) 106 
T:  Erm, and then you put all this together to produce 107 
your publication. And then after you've produced it, 108 
what do you think you might want to do last of all? 109 
(suggestions from group) 110 
T:  Yes. You'd evaluate it, and say 'is this what I 111 
intended initially, or is it a bit different?' Do you 112 
think it's better than what you intended? 113 
P: But you do that, you know, as you're planning. You 114 
know in your mind what you want it to be, and what the 115 
contents are going to be, so you sort of aim, aim 116 
towards that. Not evaluate it then, you just know how 117 
your project, what you want to get over then. 118 
T:  Yes, each step as you go along, you say is this 119 
really, is the best way of achieving... 120 
P: Like D (another learner) is doing a gardening one, 121 
she just doesn't want to write about plants, she wants 122 
to write about everything to do with gardening, rather 123 
than (general discussion of gardening breaks out) 124 
T:  So you would think carefully as you're going along, 125 
yeah, but there is, I think, a point at the end, when 126 
you've finished, you've produced it, then you'd want to 127 
look at it and say , if I did this again, is there 128 
anything I would do a bit differently, a bit better, or 129 
maybe has this turned out a bit better than I was 130 
expecting, yeah. 131 
T:  So you might want to evaluate what you've produced, 132 
but you also might want to evaluate what you did, the 133 
process that you went through to produce it.  134 
T:  So, what I'd like you to do today is to produce 135 
something. I suggest that could be a leaflet, or maybe a 136 
small brochure, either for the purpose of advertising, 137 
or for information, which is quite similar.  138 
T:  And I've suggested some themes, but you're very 139 
welcome to choose a theme of your own, and these are the 140 
ones I've suggested. If we imagine that Pontypridd was 141 
going to have a new department store, a new David Morgan 142 
or Howells or Allders or something, erm (jocular 143 
comments from group), then perhaps you could produce a 144 
leaflet or a small brochure to say what the store had to 145 
offer. 146 
T:  Another suggestion could be an information leaflet 147 
on what to look out for in your home, health and safety 148 
hazards, how not to electrocute yourself or fall down 149 
the stairs, or whatever.  150 
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T:  Another one, similar one, would be how to avoid 151 
getting food poisoning at home. What to, how to keep 152 
your kitchen clean 153 
End of Transcript WGI_1_01  Total duration 00:10:00.4 154 
Transcript WGI_2_01 Total duration 00:08:20.9 155 
((T continues setting session goal)) 156 
T: Not putting raw things with cooked, that sort of 157 
thing. 158 
P: Not to leave the lids off ((Dee also contributes 159 
suggestions on the topic and begins a digression)) 160 
T: OK, so that's one possibility. Erm, another one is, 161 
if you imagine that there are tourists, people in other 162 
countries, in Europe, America, wherever, who are 163 
considering coming on a visit to South Wales, erm, and, 164 
you've got to tempt them to come here, by our wonderful 165 
cuisine. 166 
T: So erm think about it, what is generally Welsh cuisine - 167 
Bara Brith, Cawl, ((Comments from group)) Or you can think 168 
what you, if you go out into Pontypridd on market day, what 169 
kind of food do you get offered. 170 
((Group discuss food)) 171 
T: Or, if you don't like any of these ideas, and you can think 172 
quickly, you can think of your own theme to base it on. OK? 173 
T: So, what I'd like you to do is to decide, first of all, who 174 
you'd like to work with. If you'd really, if you really prefer 175 
to you're welcome to work completely on your own. But it may 176 
be, in view of the time limits today, it may be better if you 177 
did work with somebody else. So decide whether you want to 178 
work with maybe the person sitting next to you, or you want to 179 
work as a threesome, and really, after that, it's just a 180 
matter of getting cracking. 181 
T: Erm, working through every stage of the process. Generate 182 
your ideas or, choose one of those ((indicates topics list on 183 
whiteboard)). And then decide what you're going to do with 184 
those ideas. You know, do your wordstorming, sketching and so 185 
forth. 186 
T: And then work through. Decide who your intended audience 187 
will be, what the purpose of your publication will be. Think 188 
about organizing the ideas a bit more. Obviously work 189 
together, in the way that you do best.  190 
T: Carry out some research, very quickly, if it's necessary. 191 
Maybe it won't be necessary. 192 
T: Do some more detailed layout sketches, quickly draft some 193 
text, put in some, choose some images, and then put your 194 
publication together, and if you had time, which I doubt it 195 
very much, then we'd evaluate at the end. 196 
T: OK? Any questions or problems? 197 
((Comments from group)) 198 
T: We've got just over two hours. 199 
T: OK, so probably choose your groups first 200 
((General discussion. N moves to back of room to talk to 201 
Viv.))  202 
T: So help yourself to the paper. Perhaps the smaller pieces 203 
of paper might be handy as well.  204 
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((Large and small pieces of paper are spread out over the 205 
large worktables in the center of the room. The three groups 206 
discuss how to proceed, what their topics will be etc. D's 207 
group immediately begin to visualize the content of the first 208 
page of their leaflet. 209 
(N can be seen and heard in the background offering potential 210 
topics to S & V. and reiterating the instructions.) 211 
End of Transcript WGI_2_01  Total duration 00:08:20.9 212 
Transcript SVG_2_01 Total duration 00:15:21.5 213 
(The tutor reiterates possible topics to S & V. The 214 
three of them together attempt to generate a list of 215 
ideas for the project publication) 216 
S: (to V) Do you wanna do a leaflet? 217 
V: Yes, alright 218 
T: S's got a bad arm at the moment so she's not going to 219 
be able to do too much writing 220 
(lots of background noise, foreground conversation only 221 
sporadically audible) 222 
T: You could do something on how to avoid dangerous 223 
things in the house, health and safety, something like 224 
that. You could do something on avoiding food poisoning. 225 
Or you can do something (inaudible) 226 
S: So what we gonna do then? 227 
S: Health and safety sounds alright doesn't it? 228 
T: Health & safety in the home? Ok, so now you want to 229 
jot down all the (inaudible) 230 
S: (to V) Why has (inaudible) or something like that? 231 
(T talks to other students while S and V discuss the 232 
topic. Mostly inaudible.) 233 
(V is drawing on a pad on the table) 234 
S: (to V) Can you think of anything? Going home is it? 235 
(laughs) 236 
(V continues to draw on a pad on the table 237 
S: Try putting on, wires, loose.. electrical like 238 
S: What's that one V? 239 
(Camera shows S and V using two pieces of A4 on a larger 240 
A3 sheet on the table. S is making suggestions about 241 
possible home hazards which V is writing down. It is 242 
possible to see that he has started halfway down the 243 
page upon which he is writing’s is making suggestions. S 244 
holds a pencil, but doesn't write.) 245 
S: Put that down then 246 
V: Put trailing wires down 247 
T: Yeah, you should just make notes at this stage 248 
V: You know when you're like cooking, say a frying pan 249 
or something, not to leave the handle, pointing 250 
upwards... 251 
S: Chip pan, cause that catches good dunnit? 252 
T: Saucepan handles, pan handles it's called though 253 
isn't it? 254 
S: Oh, it's warm in here innit? (pulls a face and sits 255 
back in her chair) 256 
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T: S's point's good, er 257 
S: (leans forward again) Chip pans, don't put your 258 
fingers in the sockets (laughs). I know somebody who 259 
done that, and burnt their fingers. You can get them 260 
things to go into the sockets can't you... 261 
(T gets up and leaves the group) 262 
S: Man lying around on the floor, leaves things lying 263 
around on the floor. (V writes it down) 264 
V: Erm, what is it know, when you stand on a chair or 265 
something... 266 
(T passes by) 267 
V: Nick! 268 
(T returns to the group) 269 
V: What about that, you know erm if you stand on a 270 
stool, or a chair or something, go to fix a light 271 
bulb... 272 
T: You shouldn't really, you should use a stepladder 273 
shouldn't you?  274 
V: What would be the word for that? 275 
T: Don't stand on chairs? 276 
S: Yeah, that's a good thing innit? 277 
T: Avoid standing on chairs, use a stepladder instead? 278 
(V ponders what to write down, shaking his pencil) 279 
T: Well, just jot down a couple of words for now, to 280 
remind you of the idea (V writes slowly with many 281 
pauses) 282 
V: What about when the floor is slippery? 283 
T: What, if you drop grease on the floor or something, 284 
or the floor is wet from washing it? 285 
V: Yeah, or if it, as I say, if there's something 286 
slippery on the floor you know 287 
T: Yes, erm, erm (V writes fluently while T looks on) 288 
T: If you had time, you could go to an Internet site on 289 
health and safety in the home.(S gets up from table) 290 
V: Could I er, could I leave it at that for now? 291 
T: (getting up) Good, It won't take us long now, fine 292 
(V gets up also and moves over to the PCs behind. Camera 293 
pans across and shot changes to show S and T at PC. Web 294 
browser is running on PC, with Google search home page 295 
open) 296 
T: You need to do it with the other hand (there is not 297 
enough room to move mouse to other side) 298 
S: Yes, that's what I'm trying to do. I normally use it 299 
with this hand don't I? I think so. 300 
T: Right, so you'll need to put health and safety in 301 
there. 302 
S: What's that? H is it? 303 
(S begins to type with one finger of right hand, 304 
entering text into ) 305 
T: H, E... A, L, T Y, no, T H, ... and just put 'home'  306 
(T continues to spell while S types. S initiates the 307 
search. They look at the results page) 308 
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T: Oh, the trouble is we're getting home pages aren't 309 
we? Yeah, erm, scroll down a little bit, I think that's 310 
what's happened (S scrolls and they scan the results) 311 
Safety, that's erm... right let's try, erm, scroll down 312 
to the bottom... 313 
S: Not going too fast for you am I? 314 
T: No, I can keep up with you (S laughs) Here we are, 315 
this might do it, yes this should do it, click on that 316 
one, (S gestures with cursor 'that one') the one below, 317 
home safety... (S clicks the link and loads a Web page 318 
with many headings and links)Right, this is home 319 
security, how do you make your home more secure, that's 320 
probably about, erm,  321 
S: Locks is it, an that 322 
T: (reads) 'Environmental safety, how healthy is your 323 
home environment' 'come and read about the silent 324 
dangers that are in your home'... fire safety... so you 325 
could try either of those... or carbon monoxide (points 326 
at link onscreen) 327 
S: That's from the fire innit? 328 
T: That's right, (to V) do you want to get some of 329 
these? Carbon monoxide poisoning? 330 
V: (seated at table with list) OK 331 
S: It's from gas fires I think 332 
(T continues to direct S to navigate through the 333 
hyperspace of the search results) 334 
T: Scroll down (touches screen) OK then go back... fire 335 
safety, alright, smoking... (reads) 'the major causes of 336 
home fires are smoking, incendiary or suspicious' - that 337 
means that people start them on purpose 338 
S: Ah, right 339 
T: Those are all reasons to start fires in homes, you 340 
might want to list some of those... and after you've 341 
read them you might like to go to those and click on 342 
them, cause you might need to make some notes... (T 343 
walks off, V comes over to S) 344 
S: OK, Thank you T. 345 
V: (Offers S a pen) Do you want to try writing? (Sts 346 
down next to S and looks at search results onscreen) Do 347 
you want to write them all down? 348 
S: (Points at screen) Them ones and them ones 349 
V: Write them all down is it 350 
S: Yeah, what percentage they are... I didn't know you 351 
was coming tonight V. 352 
V: Yeah (Leans over and looks at screen, starts to 353 
write. S sits quietly) I'm writing down, erm (points) 354 
that, yeah, I'll put them in...  355 
S: Do want me to call em out? 16 percent for number 2,  356 
V: 16 for number 2? 357 
S: 14 for number 3 358 
End of Transcript SVG_2_01 Total duration 00:15:21.5 359 
Transcript SVG_3_01 Total duration 00:15:04.8 360 
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((S and V are researching facts for their information 361 
brochure on the Internet. S reads facts from the Web 362 
page while V makes notes.)) 363 
S: 14 percent, 10 percent, 16 percent. 364 
((They continue to browse, small breakdown in navigating 365 
page...)) 366 
V: Click on that is it 367 
S: I can't click on it, won't let me 368 
V: Is it, er, click on one of these then. 369 
V: There's something I got there. That, that one. 370 
(inaudible) 371 
V: Nothing on the bottom of it? 372 
V: Which one do you think. 373 
S: I dunno, 374 
(long pause) 375 
V: That must be down the bottom there is it? 376 
S: Won't let us press there... 377 
T: What happened - that's not a link. 378 
V: Only certain numbers do anything. 379 
((T peers closely at screen reading text)) 380 
T: Smoke detectors, that's a good one isn't it 381 
T: As you haven't got long to do this, it might be 382 
better at a certain point to decide, right, that's 383 
enough information and then just go away and use what 384 
you've got, because if you were to try and look through 385 
everything that might be dangerous in the home you would 386 
be here for hours and hours wouldn't you (S: yeah) 387 
V: What do you think. You click on one of these. 388 
S: What 389 
T: you can, you can use everything you've got at the 390 
moment I think, in your leaflet. erm, probably you've 391 
got quite a few ideas now, that's quite likely enough. 392 
V: OK 393 
T: Cause you've got to decide on your images and all 394 
that sort of thing as well 395 
S: so we don't need this now, do we.. 396 
T: Well, if you think you've got enough information... 397 
S: That's enough innit 398 
V: Should be, shouldn't it 399 
S: Shall I just close it now 400 
T: Could do.. Have you any idea what sort of images you 401 
might put in it, for pictures? 402 
S: What about like smoke detectors or, light sockets, 403 
or... 404 
T: Do you think it might be worth getting some images 405 
now, while you're on the Internet? 406 
V: One of those er er, cigarette ones, with a circle 407 
T: No smokers? 408 
V: With a, a cigarette in it. 409 
T: So where, where can you get some images from? 410 
T: (inaudible) on their website. If you click on that... 411 
(S: Google) there we are, and if you click on that 412 
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((points on screen with pen)) that's images... and in 413 
there you can type in the, some description of the kind 414 
of image (what did you just suggest?) 415 
S: Um, them things, what do you call em 416 
T: no smoking Signs  (S: Um) Well type in "no smoking"  417 
((S types, T spells)) 418 
((S executes the search and a page of thumbnails is 419 
displayed)) 420 
S: ((points)) That's a good one 421 
T: Means no smoking on the aeroplane though doesn't it 422 
S: Oh, is it, hah.. tha one is it ((scrolling page))  423 
((T points)) 424 
S: That's a nice one innit... have we gotta make it look 425 
good then, or what? ...No 426 
T: you generally make things look good don't you? 427 
T: you got some more, you've got loads to choose from. 428 
S: I think tha one's nice 429 
T: It's not in a room is it, it's outside 430 
S: Oh, ah 431 
T: Look, that says "please don't throw your cigarette 432 
ends on the floor, the cockroaches are getting cancer" 433 
((S laughs)) 434 
S: I ain't getting tha one, no.. is that in the house? 435 
We want summat that's in the house, hadn't we.. 436 
T: well you could just have one that could be anything 437 
S: Tha one looks alright, doesn't it. Just click on that 438 
is it? 439 
T: Right click 440 
S: Tha one ((attempts to choose save picture as from 441 
context menu)) 442 
T: Yeah 443 
S: Did I click it there? ((waits)) It's not doing 444 
anything for me.  445 
((T takes the mouse and reiterates the chain of 446 
operations, choose image, right click. Context menu 447 
appears onscreen)) 448 
T: Now it is 449 
S: So what do I now 450 
T: Save picture as, right, now you decide where you're 451 
going to save them, because it's important that you can 452 
find them again isn't it, so, go to "save in" and click 453 
there, go to C drive ...and then... er... shall we save 454 
in "ccwork" today then? Ok, if you just save ((points at 455 
screen with pen)) I think it's done it, yes. Right, do 456 
you want any more pictures now while you're on it? 457 
S: (to V) Were the other ones to do with em (inaudible) 458 
T: sockets, things like that? Electric sockets? 459 
S: Ay, some electric sockets and them things, fire 460 
alarms you put on the ceiling 461 
T: Oh, smoke alarms (S: Oh yeah) Go back. ((Points with 462 
pen to browser back button onscreen)), again 463 
(( Browser displays Google Image Search homepage)) 464 
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T: Yeah, and this time type in  - get rid of that- ((S 465 
deletes previous search term)) type in "smoke alarm" 466 
...then OK 467 
((S types, T spells aloud)) 468 
((Image thumbnails appear. S scrolls page)) 469 
S: Yeah, could do that one. And show that as well. 470 
T: So I think you have to left-click on the thumbnail 471 
first, to make it clearer, then right-click on the 472 
image. 473 
((S completes the save as operation without problems 474 
this time))  475 
T: ((Points to entry in name field of the save as 476 
dialogue box)) Right er, fine, you'll remember it from 477 
that won't you. Save. Good, then go back. And do that 478 
one, left click and then on the right, move the pointer 479 
over,  480 
S: Over there? Oh right. 481 
T: Right. What other hazards did you note down, cause 482 
you might need some other pictures while you're there. 483 
((S turns away from screen and looks as T goes over to 484 
where V has the writing materials and notes on the 485 
nearby work table)) 486 
((Off camera discussion between T and V)) 487 
T: Got a piece of paper, I’ll jot some of the words down 488 
and you can search for - unless V will help you type in 489 
some of the words. If you go back ((points to back 490 
button )). And again. Then whatever you want to search 491 
for pictures of, just put the word in there ((looking at 492 
V)) OK? 493 
V: What, whatdocallit, erm, isn't there a certain word 494 
for it?  495 
T: Go on, give me a clue! 496 
V: Erm, like the no smoking Sign.  497 
T: Yep, erm, S's got a no smoking Sign, she's saved one 498 
of those... and what else did you save? 499 
S: A fireman and a ((points to ceiling)) er, smoke 500 
alarm. 501 
T: a smoke alarm and a picture of firemen in front of 502 
lots of flames (V: Yeah, Ok) but you can try a chip pan, 503 
maybe. (S: O alright V: Chip pan, yeah) so if you'd like 504 
to give the spellings to S, she'll type them in and 505 
search (to S) and you know how to save then don't you? 506 
S: What's it? 507 
V: Which one are you going to do now? 508 
S: Chip pan 509 
((V spells while S types. She requires confirmation of 510 
when to type space characters)) 511 
((The image search results appear, S scrolls as they 512 
both examine, quickly reaching agreement on the right 513 
image. V gestures with pen. S clicks on thumbnail and 514 
next page does not display image)) 515 
S: Where's it gone, huh? 516 
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V: Go back. 517 
((S hits the back button and clicks again on the 518 
thumbnail, with the same result)) 519 
S: It won't come up 520 
V: it says by there, erm 521 
S: (To SRH) We can't get that one up ((SRH switches 522 
Camtasia. S goes back to thumbnails page and points to 523 
image)).. That one of a chip pan 524 
SRH: But you can't, can't get it, the link doesn't work 525 
((SRH follows the view web page link. File not available 526 
screen appears)) 527 
SRH: So probably what's happened is Since they've put it 528 
in their list, the people have taken it off the Internet 529 
S: Ah, right 530 
SRH: ((goes back to thumbnails page)) You could just get 531 
it that Size, copy that one that's there, or you could 532 
just see if you could find something else that's just as 533 
good... carry on.. it just means that in the time 534 
between them putting it in their list, maybe the people 535 
at the other end have turned their computer off or 536 
something, you know (S: Ah right) 537 
((S scrolls down thumbnails page)) 538 
End of Transcript SVG_3_01 Total duration 00:15:04.8 539 
 540 
Transcript SVG_4_01 Total duration 00:15:00.6 541 
 542 
((S and V are using Internet Explorer, conducting Image 543 
searches of the WWW using the Google engine)) 544 
S: Tha one? V? 545 
V: Aye, go on then. 546 
V: Why do fish swim in salt water? 547 
T: I don't know. 548 
V: Because pepper makes them sneeze. 549 
S: Oh, (inaudible) 550 
T: You did right click? 551 
S: I right-clicked, then I pressed tha.. 552 
T: Yes, it's there already, yea, battery jpeg 553 
S: Just close it (refers to save as dialogue). Whatever 554 
one do you want V? 555 
V: ((refers to list)) Have you get em child playing? 556 
S: Ay. Gotta be playing with something haven't it, 557 
matches or something. ((looks at list)) what have you 558 
got on there now V, cause it's all squashed up like.  559 
V: Child. C, H... 560 
S: Is it space then? 561 
V: P, L.. 562 
((S executes search)) 563 
T: I don't suppose you'll find any of a child playing 564 
with matches. 565 
V: you never know 566 
S: Gotta be doing with something like (horrible and 567 
creepy) haven't they? 568 
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T: You could always try putting "child playing with 569 
matches" but I don't know if you'll find anything. 570 
V: Or with a bottle of pills or a bottle of tablets in 571 
his hand... 572 
T: "Child playing with tablets" ...you could add 573 
something on it 574 
S: (to V) Wha one do you want? With? 575 
V: See what comes up innit? 576 
T: Well no, you've got, whatever you type in there, if 577 
they've got an image in their database it will come up. 578 
If they haven't, then obviously it won't. So I, T, H... 579 
V: matches or tablets 580 
T: try matches first 581 
V: M, A, T... 582 
((S executes search. S, T and V scrutinize results. T 583 
points out a detail)) 584 
S: ((gets close to screen)) I can see it 585 
T: Someone's hand isn't it 586 
S: Yeah, somebody's hand with a box of matches 587 
T: I see it, yes, it's like a face from the Side 588 
S: Yeah, and there's a flame going around it 589 
T: That's pretty good 590 
S: What's it, left-click isn't it? 591 
T: Yes, to get the bigger image 592 
S: And then, ah, that should be alright shouldn't it 593 
V: that's alright 594 
T: ((points to save as dialogue box name field)) It's 595 
just called "face" though you'll have to remember what 596 
it was, unless you want to add another word to remind 597 
you 598 
(inaudible) 599 
T: Is that enough pictures or do you want some more?  600 
V: Well we've done er the cooking, the cooking haven't 601 
we? 602 
S: We've done the chip pan, on fire. That's the same 603 
thing innit? 604 
V: Some of the em, all other causes then. 605 
T: well "all other causes" is a bit vague, isn't it, you 606 
get a picture of... unless you want, you can think of a 607 
nice fire picture - actually you've got a nice fire 608 
picture with the fireman haven't you? 609 
S: Yeah. That should be, that should be enough now, do 610 
you think 611 
T: What were the other ideas you...((fetches list from 612 
table)) ...pan handles, chip pans, things lying on the 613 
floor, (S: done that) trailing wires (S: done that one). 614 
You don't have to have a picture for everything cause 615 
you might be, I mean you could only fit so much on a 616 
page can't you? 617 
T: Unsteady furniture to stretch too far... 618 
S: Oh, we haven't had the one with the plug sockets 619 
neither is it 620 
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V: No, electrical 621 
T: Think you've got enough? 622 
S: We've got quite a few 623 
T: OK so what's the next stage? You've got pictures, 624 
you've got ideas, now you've got to (S: Lay it out, see 625 
how it looks) So you want to do a layout sketch. So if 626 
you can remember what pictures you've got roughly, and 627 
where you're going to put what 628 
V: Could put them round the Sides, or some on top, some 629 
on the Sides 630 
T: Ok, so if you'd like to do the sketch 631 
((They get up from PC and go to St at work table)) 632 
((Camera moves to show S and V working together on a 633 
layout script. S leads the activity - she now has the 634 
tools of pencil and paper - while V supports and affirms 635 
her choices)) 636 
S: Did you have another in the circle... we'll have like 637 
the writing there, and the writing by there aye... 638 
fireman wannit? 639 
V: That was for the fire wannit?  640 
S: That was a part of that one wannit... I can't 641 
remember what he looked like now... 642 
S: (inaudible) was it? What was that? That little girl 643 
wannit? 644 
T: (to V) And you're doing the actual drafting the 645 
actual text now are you (V: Yeah) So what, that's going 646 
to be the heading is it... so what you're going to have 647 
is some information about the various dangers? (S: yeah) 648 
Bullet point, or, how you going to do it? ((picks up 649 
pencil)) Bullets are where you have like a little thing 650 
like that it'll have writing next to it... it makes them 651 
all stand out 652 
V: yeah something like that 653 
S: ah right, I can't remember the other two now was it a 654 
round thing which was up in the ceiling? 655 
T: Erm, smoke alarm 656 
((T responds to an interruption)) 657 
S: What do I do now? I've done tha, I can't remember the 658 
other one. 659 
T: Well, if you can decide between you where you're 660 
going to put, the way you're going to put (inaudible). I 661 
mean, you can move these around a little bit , this 662 
isn't definite. But if you roughly decide whether you 663 
want a heading across the top, or across the bottom, or 664 
on the top and bottom, and then where you want the text 665 
to go, and V, you're composing the text (V: yeah) Decide 666 
how you want it laid out. What do you think about bullet 667 
points? 668 
V: You know when you've got both of them, you see the 669 
black (inaudible) 670 
S: Oh I dunno 671 
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T: Because the trouble is, if you have text and it's all 672 
written as one paragraph, it can be a bit off-putting, 673 
people think "I'm not going to read that, that's loads 674 
and loads of words all written together, whereas if 675 
you've got them separated into the various points then 676 
it becomes that much clearer  677 
S: ((points with pencil)) We could have that bit going 678 
sorta along there, and then that bit 679 
T: Have things around the edge is it, then have like erm 680 
a series of bullet points going around the page 681 
S: yeah we could do couldn't we?  682 
T: That probably would look quite good, yeah. 683 
T: alright, so now, if that's going to be your heading, 684 
you want to work on the actual wording for the bullet 685 
points. 686 
S: (to V) you can do that bit. Don't ask me. 687 
T: V can write, and you can talk about what would be 688 
best here 689 
((T leaves the group))  690 
S: Erm, that smoking one might fit if you have it up on 691 
like on trains and buses, so what would be good for that 692 
one is erm, smoking, smoking over there.. 693 
V: See if I can get this 26 percent  694 
S: Ah. ah you could put that right... 26 percent ...of 695 
people in their house, right, cause this is the house 696 
one innit - that's right - then you could put erm  697 
((Gestures across page without speaking as she 698 
visualizes layout and text - forming the mental image of 699 
the goal!)) 700 
S: 26 percent of people in the house ..and 701 
V: How about if you put "smoking kills 26 percent" 702 
S: In houses 703 
V: Smoking in bed (S: ah yes) when a cigarette.. 704 
S: Falls out the ashtray 705 
V: and it goes down the Side of a chair 706 
S: Go on then. you'll have to write it down 707 
End of Transcript SVG_4_01 Total duration 00:15:00.6 708 
[Short missing section of data as repositioned camera 709 
shot cuts from S & V sitting at desk to view of 710 
computer] 711 
Transcript SVG_5_01 Total duration 00:14:53.2 712 
((T & S St together at the PC and work to find suitable 713 
pictures for the planned publication. Initially, they 714 
have just tried to insert a picture file into the 715 
Publisher document but have been unable to locate the 716 
appropriate file on the hard drive.)) 717 
T: ((points at screen)) Give it a name 718 
S: Press this is it? 719 
T: So  it's not just pictures now, this is the whole 720 
(inaudible). So what's it all about, what's the subject? 721 
S: Umm, er, fire wonnit, or something? 722 
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T: Is it all about fire? I can't remember.. are you 723 
going to do everything..? 724 
S: Ah no, not everything off there, some of it's on 725 
batteries and  726 
T: How about just safety then? ((S begins to type)) S, 727 
A, F, 728 
S: Tha one? 729 
T: E, sorry, T Y. That's it. ((SRH launches Camtasia)). 730 
So if you minimize Publisher, Then you'll need to go 731 
back to... the one on the left... so if you go back into 732 
the original source... do you want to go to Google?  733 
T: Don't worry about that, nor that. ((Touches screen)) 734 
Images, to get the pictures... and I think that one, you 735 
got it through typing in no smoking didn't you? 736 
S: Yeah. ((S types search terms into the Google image 737 
search dialogue)) Was that one next wasn't it? 738 
T: That's right, yeah.  739 
S: Is the space next? 740 
((T spells 'smoking')) 741 
T: ing. It's on the end of lots of words isn't it, ing. 742 
That's it. Yeah, OK. 743 
((S launches the search)) 744 
T ((watching as S scrolls through thumbnails)) I think 745 
it was down 746 
S: We want that one then? 747 
T: I think so, yes. That’s it. 748 
((S right-clicks and launches Save Picture As dialogue)) 749 
T: ((Refers to Save In field)) So it's taken you 750 
somewhere else, you've got to go back to C: drive and 751 
ccwork 752 
T: ((Viewing Save as dialogue)) It already exists! Why 753 
couldn't I... ((points with pen at screen)) it must have 754 
been saved as, maybe it wasn't a jpeg... well say yes, 755 
OK, and then erm, close the Internet. Maximize your 756 
Publisher, and let's go look for it again then. 757 
T: Insert, you've done that bit 758 
S: I gotta go by there? 759 
T: Hmm, that's a mystery... erm, click down there on all 760 
the picture formats, let's see if, if there's any other 761 
options...  try Jpeg, it was saved as jpeg wasn't it - 762 
is it up there? No? 763 
T: Umm, er, I don't know... Cancel this cause it's not 764 
there is it? perhaps we could go, ((points to Start 765 
Button)) go to Start and Find, erm, there's find 766 
T: What was it called? No smoking? (S: Yeah) Click on 767 
files and folders, and now type in 'no smoking' there, 768 
see if you can get anything 769 
((S types search terms into Windows Find utility 770 
dialogue, slowly, using one finger)) 771 
T: Don't forget the M 772 
T: And then click on Find 773 
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T: Maximize this cause we can't see much of the list at 774 
the moment. 775 
T: Scroll down 776 
((S scrolls through what appears to be a long list)) 777 
((SRH comes over and leans on the back of S's chair)) 778 
T: A file that was saved in the ccwork doesn't show up. 779 
Erm, 'all picture files' was selected, so I can't 780 
imagine why not. See if we can't find it... ((points at 781 
screen))  here we are, here it is, if you double-click 782 
there ... oh, it's in 'temporary internet files' 783 
S: Oh, there it is 784 
SRH: Got it? 785 
N, S: Yeah 786 
T: So why has it saved itself in there then? Erm, right, 787 
go, click on, 788 
SRH: Well it would be in, no, yeah, it hasn't saved it, 789 
that's where it goes when the Browser downloads it  790 
T: Oh yeah, so it might be somewhere else as well. OK, 791 
get rid of that one then ((points at screen)) 792 
((All three crane necks toward screen)) 793 
T: We could paste it straight into the picture frame... 794 
there it is, yeah, it's there now 795 
SRH: It's still in the clipboard, so you could 796 
T: Yeah, just paste it straight into the frame... 797 
control V... oh no ((operation fails)) 798 
SRH: Just do, what'd you do, File insert... 799 
((SRH takes mouse and attempts to insert picture file to 800 
Publisher document)) 801 
T: Right, OK, shall we see how V's getting on with your 802 
(inaudible) 803 
S: Yeah 804 
((T gets up from PC, S stays and hunches forward)) 805 
SRH: (to S) So, is that all the pictures in there? 806 
S: Yeah 807 
SRH: And then you put some text - o you've got some 808 
((Tape cuts to S & V seated in front of PC. S is 809 
manipulating the Publisher document and looking at a 810 
sheet of paper containing notes written by V)) 811 
S: Oh, where's that gone now? 812 
V: Have it in flaming red 813 
((S Sighs. V: take your time)) 814 
S: How do you put that (inaudible) writing to go 815 
S: How do you get the writing to go away (inaudible) How 816 
do you get it to go on the end 817 
V: yeah, it's right now isn't it 818 
S: Oh shit, what's that 819 
V: A table frame 820 
S: What's a table frame? Uh. 821 
V: ((points at screen with pencil)) Try erm, Word Art. 822 
S: Want it erm, want it in capitals or  823 
V: Whatever you think. Make it like a snake? ((draws 824 
shape in air)) 825 
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S: Ay, you could have it going around like that, sort of 826 
curved or something 827 
V: Er, it's up to you, if you want to do it like that 828 
S: And we could do it after we've wrote the word 829 
couldn't we? 830 
V: Yeah 831 
S: Do you want it all in capitals or not? 832 
V: Yeah, it would be better wouldn't it? 833 
((S looks at list and types slowly)) 834 
S: Right, erm, which one do I use? This one is it?  835 
V: Have it in flaming red is it? 836 
S: Oh you want it in red do you? How do you get it to go 837 
into color then? 838 
((V peers at screen)) 839 
S: Shall I take it off ((taps Backspace key)) 840 
((Both look at WordArt options)) 841 
S: I can't see the color can you? 842 
(Pause) 843 
S: I can't see the color on here can you? 844 
((V turns away)) 845 
V: Nick! Excusez-moi. 846 
((T comes over)) 847 
S: We want to do the writing in red 848 
V: We've lost the color 849 
T: So, is this for your heading only? ((takes mouse)) 850 
V: The headline in red you know, look like er 851 
(inaudible) 852 
V: (to N) I knew there was something I wanted to ask 853 
you. You know when I was here last year, you know er the 854 
course I was on, before I started, before I started on 855 
this one 856 
T: Combined Studies, the one downstairs? 857 
V: Do I erm, get a certificate for that, or 858 
T: Did you do a qualification? 859 
V: Yes, I think we did, didn't we? With er, Suzy.  860 
T: With Suzy, erm, best ask Suzy, I can't remember. 861 
End of Transcript SVG_5_01 Total duration 00:14:53.2 862 
Transcript SVG_6_01 Total duration 00:15:27.5 863 
T: Click on whatever color you want  864 
S: I want that one 865 
T: do you want it... You can choose what style of 866 
writing you want...at the moment it's in Arial, which is 867 
very plain stick letters, or you can have something a 868 
bit more fancy.. 869 
T: you don't know what they look like until you click on 870 
them, do you? 871 
S: No 872 
T: is there any that you like particularly, that you 873 
remember? 874 
V: Yeah, the - ((to S)) where you going now - squiggly 875 
ones, that's what I call 'em 876 
T: What like joined-up writing kind of thing, script? 877 
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V:  ((points)) like that type, you know 878 
T: We can change the shape of it after, at the moment 879 
all you want is something to choose the letter shape 880 
((touches menu on screen)) try (inaudible)  881 
T: That's a bit, that's a bit square isn't it 882 
V: Want something to catch their eye, the eye, you know 883 
T: What's Lucida Handwriting... 884 
T: What's Perpetua 885 
S: Tha one you want, the top one 886 
((S scrolls through fonts menu in Publisher)) 887 
T: If you want something a bit fancy there's Victorian, 888 
I dunno what that 889 
S: ((turns to V)) That's quite nice innit? 890 
V: Yes 891 
S: Want that? 892 
V: Alright 893 
T: Or you can, you can bold it if you want... and then, 894 
if you want a shape... ((points to menu)) 895 
((S clicks to pull down shapes menu)) 896 
T: then you can choose whether you want it to go round, 897 
or wiggly, or slanting, or any of those 898 
S: which one do you want V? 899 
V: Anything you fancy 900 
V: I just gonna say (something like) 901 
S: Tha one or tha one? 902 
((indicates with cursor)) 903 
V: Now then, try that one is it, yeah 904 
T: Readable?  905 
S: Naaah.. 906 
T: It's a bit squashed isn't it? 907 
V: No 908 
((S uses menu again)) 909 
S: what about that sort of shape? 910 
T: Try it. Of course, it becomes very little then 911 
doesn't it 912 
T: Round a circle probably won't work, because you have 913 
to make the lettering very small to put it round a 914 
circle 915 
V: ((pointing at menu)) Do you want, er, something like 916 
that? 917 
S: That one? Which one, that one? 918 
T: No, it's too small isn't it... 919 
V: ((to SRH, who has just come over)) I got some, good 920 
videos for you up the house Steve  921 
SRH: Got some? 922 
V: Good videos up the house 923 
SRH: For me? 924 
V: Yeah. Chubby Brown. 925 
SRH: Chubby Brown, my brother's got them  926 
((V laughs)) 927 
SRH: Thank you very much. Not my sort of thing at all. 928 
he's the one that wears the flying hat, isn't he? 929 
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V: That's the one, yeah. 930 
SRH: Yes, he's not over, not over sensitive in his humor 931 
is he? 932 
V: He's very uncouth, yes. 933 
SRH: ((laughs)) Very uncouth! I think that's a good 934 
description. 935 
T: ((to S)) Click on the plus down there, you'll get a 936 
better idea what it will look like when it's full Size  937 
T: See that's what it's going to look like when it 938 
actually prints out, that Size. Do you reckon that's 939 
readable? 940 
V: No 941 
T: Not, really, no. OK. 942 
V: Could you get that one? 943 
T: Maybe we'll have to forget Word Art at all, if there's 944 
nothing that can make it sufficiently readable. It's squashing 945 
it up too much isn't it. 946 
S: Yeah 947 
V: How would it be if erm, you had it down, had it long ways? 948 
Can you erm, see you got the S, then like a, then a gap, then 949 
the A, then a gap, sort of like a thing in between each 950 
letter? 951 
T: Could do, yeah. Probably better make a decision quickly 952 
because you've got all that text to type in haven't you? 953 
S: yearm 954 
T: You don't have to use Word Art, you can just use a text 955 
frame, and type it in. As V suggests maybe put space between 956 
or put a different color for the different letters, something 957 
like that. 958 
S: Yeah, be good wouldn't it 959 
V: Go on then 960 
T: Double-click off there, that's it, then click once on it, 961 
then delete it. And now this time use a ((pointing at icons)) 962 
just a text frame. ((Save prompt Dialogue box)) Click yes to 963 
save. 964 
T: Then do this box again. 965 
S: And put tha in, is it?  966 
T: Doesn't matter you can - yes it will do cause you're 967 
starting from scratch ....you can think about the colors 968 
after, I would type it in for now. 969 
((S types slowly)) 970 
T: Right, now highlight it... go to format ((points to 971 
menu))... Font... go to color ... and you can choose any of 972 
those, or click that if you want more colors... 973 
S: Err...  974 
T: Ok... Right, while you're there you might as well do some 975 
other things... erm.. Size, you want it a lot bigger than now, 976 
don't you? 977 
S: Yeah. 978 
S: 28, or bigger? 979 
T: Try 36 980 
T: Got Bold there or(inaudible) ..go somewhere else for Bold - 981 
O yes we have ((points)) ...bold 982 
T: You can choose what fonts you have ...it tells you what 983 
they're going to look like, which helps as well doesn't it? 984 
S: Eh, that's nice innit? 985 
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T: Not very readable though, that's the only trouble with that 986 
one 987 
S: That one we picked didn't we ... that's a good one, that  988 
((Looking at fonts in dialogue box onscreen)) 989 
V: (inaudible) had that one, got rid of that one 990 
T: Nothing? None of them appeal to you? 991 
S: That one we just had, what was it, Victorian wasn't it? 992 
V: Can you just, type the word in? 993 
((T points)) 994 
T: There it is, Victorian 995 
T: OK, see what it looks like in place. Oh, you may want to 996 
center it actually. 997 
S: Is it tha one? 998 
T: Yeah, good 999 
T: Click off it then you can see what it looks like for real. 1000 
S: Ah, it's nice that is, not bad. 1001 
T: Right, now, we've got a quick typing job to do, to put all 1002 
that lot in haven't you. So what you'll want is erm another 1003 
text frame... ((touching screen)) and we'll have to make that 1004 
going down the centre, starting probably about up there. 1005 
S: Alright  1006 
T: Yes... gradually ..never mind, carry on going... a bit of 1007 
wrap on the thing 1008 
((S scrolls down page onscreen)) 1009 
T: Go back up to the top a bit 1010 
T: Right, you've got a cursor, what do you think about the 1011 
Size of that? 1012 
S: Right then? Be too big for that one won't it, Size 36 1013 
(inaudible) 1014 
T: Oh you're not on 36 anymore  1015 
S: Oh right 1016 
T: Oh you're back on 10 1017 
S: That's too small that is innit? 1018 
T: Make it a bit bigger 1019 
T: See where you go with 16, if it works out, you can always 1020 
change it after, so what you need to do I think, because 1021 
you've got bullets, is click on the bullets, click on what 1022 
style of bullet you want 1023 
S: (to V) That one? Or diamond? 1024 
V: Aye, have the diamond is it? 1025 
T: Right and then, type in your first bullet point and when 1026 
you get to the end of it, when you press return, then it'll go 1027 
down a line and you'll get your next bullet point. OK. 1028 
S: So I just type in (inaudible) by there, is it? 1029 
T: Yes 1030 
((SRH launches Camtasia on machine)) 1031 
((V is reading out the text to S who types it in)) 1032 
T: Right, we're going to think about the wording - you carry 1033 
on typing and we'll, we'll have a... 1034 
((V spells)) 1035 
T: I think, looking at percentages, you either have to be very 1036 
clear, 26 percent of what, or otherwise, it might be better, 1037 
because you haven't got much room to leave them out 1038 
altogether. Just have "Smoking kills through falling asleep 1039 
while smoking in bed". 1040 
V: That'd be better wouldn't it. 1041 
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T: Or "smoking kills with falling asleep".. Oh yeah, 1042 
(inaudible).. yeah, I would just get rid of the percentages... 1043 
S: want me to get rid of them now? 1044 
T:(to V)do you agree? 1045 
V: Yeah, I think it would be better wouldn't it 1046 
T: Etcetera, so you've got E, C, T , it's actually E, T, C 1047 
S: Oh, that's me that is! ...wha was it? 1048 
T: E, T, C 1049 
V: (inaudible) the first paragraph "smoking kills" 1050 
S: Well, it does, don't it? 1051 
T: It does anyway, yeah.. s'pose, wherever you are, whether 1052 
you're in the home or anywhere else.. 1053 
V: Didn't sound good, though, "smoking kills through falling 1054 
asleep" 1055 
T: No. It doesn't sound all that brilliant does it. 1056 
V: Not the, not the first line anyway. What about, what about 1057 
"people" 1058 
T: Smoking kills people?  1059 
V: Can't put persons can you? 1060 
End of Transcript SVG_6_01 Total duration 00:15:27.5 1061 
Transcript SVG_End_01 Total duration 00:05:27.0 1062 
((End of S & V's session. V is dictating to S who is 1063 
entering text)) 1064 
V: Things. T, H, I, N, G, S, O double FF. High. H, I, G, 1065 
H (carries on spelling)... 1066 
V: ((Looks at list)) A comma by there. 1067 
((SRH is removing tape from foreground camera)) 1068 
((V carries on spelling)) 1069 
((Camera moves to reveal that T is also Sitting there 1070 
contributing to joint text creation/spelling.)) 1071 
((Camera moved closer. Almost completed document visible 1072 
on screen. S and V trying to finish before session 1073 
ends.)) 1074 
T: Right. I think we're running out of time and you've 1075 
nearly run out of space, so I suggest you leave out the 1076 
last one. You want to come back around the table in a 1077 
minute. ((picks up and looks at list)) Perhaps if you 1078 
just type that in ever so quickly 1079 
V: The fireguard, yeah 1080 
T: Shall I, shall I type that in for you?  1081 
((T leans in between S & V and begins to type)) 1082 
S: Ah, going to chuck us out now are you? 1083 
V: By the time you get going it's time to go 1084 
T: I'm not chucking you out but another lot will be 1085 
coming in a minute 1086 
V: What time does the (inaudible) 1087 
T: Half past eight 1088 
T: (to group, loudly) If you get back round the table 1089 
with your printed outs in a moment  1090 
((S and V have an inaudible joke)) 1091 
T: Well-observed, yeah 1092 
T: ((to S and V, looking at onscreen document)) Yeah, 1093 
happy with that? 1094 
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S: ((Points at screen)) No, that's not together. It 1095 
don't look together to me. 1096 
T: ((negotiating print dialogue)) I can't remember which 1097 
printer works. I'll send it to both. 1098 
S: How have it gone so quick then? 1099 
T: Time flies when you're enjoying yourself. 1100 
V: I was just going to say that. 1101 
((They get up and leave the shot)) 1102 
T: Come on, sit down, take it easy, you've worked hard 1103 
End of Transcript SVG_End_01 Total duration 00:05:27.0 1104 
Transcript SVG_Outro_01 Total duration 00:12:30.5 1105 
(Camera pans away from shot of Mill 52 to show whole 1106 
room. T takes up a poStion at the front of the 1107 
whiteboard) 1108 
T: If you could just gather round the table, just for 1109 
the last few minutes, (aside to J)..glasses, er, Steve's 1110 
probably I don't know... 1111 
(Everyone sits down) 1112 
T: Ok. So were you all happy with what you produced? OK, 1113 
well maybe very quickly if we could round, and if one 1114 
person from each group could show the others what you've 1115 
produced, and perhaps talk us through it a bit? Just say 1116 
what you did, how you did it, and why you chose to do it 1117 
like that. And whether you were happy with what you did, 1118 
or whether you'd do anything different another time. 1119 
(T holds up P's publication to the camera) 1120 
P: Em, er, we chose er, how to avoid food poisoning in 1121 
the home, so what we did, we only did two examples, in 1122 
different colors, er, and different fonts, but in the 1123 
one we took a picture of, em, kitchen preparation, 1124 
ladies in the kitchen doing preparation (holds up 1125 
picture on A4 printout) and, er, sort of, er a quite er 1126 
large font, sort of telling people to be aware of food 1127 
poisoning, and then underneath the picture, we did a set 1128 
of rules on how to avoid food poisoning. We did that one 1129 
in Arial - that's right is it, black - it was all set 1130 
out in blue so we decided that we'd try another, another 1131 
er image, of somebody washing their hands (holds it up. 1132 
W retrieves her group's hard copy from the printer) 1133 
because we felt that was one of the most important 1134 
things, to make sure that the hands were clean. We used 1135 
exactly er the same font, the information was the same, 1136 
we just changed all the font and the color background 1137 
and the frames, and we just wrote an extra 'always wash 1138 
your hands' around it for people to be aware that that 1139 
is most important. 1140 
T: Yeah, that's lovely. Right, I really like the way 1141 
you've laid it out, I think you've got a good balance 1142 
there, with the heading stands out clearly, doesn't it, 1143 
and the bullet points do, and the picture breaks it up 1144 
and also provides a bit more information, doesn't it, 1145 
yes.  1146 
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T: and how did you work together, how did you organize 1147 
yourselves. 1148 
P: It worked OK, we all sort of threw ideas at each 1149 
other, and er we used M on the typing efficient for the 1150 
pamphlet (J: She flies!)(laughter) And I set it up in er 1151 
Publisher, because I'm, I suppose I'm the most used to 1152 
it, and then we all worked together, (J: we looked 1153 
through then all the...) setting it all out. 1154 
T: Good. Well that's very good. Any, any comments 1155 
anyone? (general murmurs of approval and nods. Short 1156 
general discussion.)  1157 
T: Er, V & S, would one of you like to show everybody 1158 
what you've produced, and erm, tell us a little bit 1159 
about it? 1160 
V: I got em, I got the problem one (holds it up to 1161 
group). No writing on my copy. 1162 
T: Oh, you've got no writing on yours? 1163 
D: No, it went to the wrong printer 1164 
T: Right, OK, we need to get another print, another 1165 
printout out of the printer that works. OK. Can you show 1166 
us the one that came out alright? 1167 
V: It's erm, safety, safety in the home. (Group: that's 1168 
good isn't it). That's what it was you see. Me and S 1169 
have worked together. S done all the hard work. That's 1170 
about all I can say. 1171 
T: Yeah, so, where did you get your pictures from?  1172 
V: Off the erm, Internet. Is it the Internet you call 1173 
it? 1174 
D: The chip pan is brilliant. (assent from group). 1175 
T: And S put those in Publisher I think (V: yes) and 1176 
then you worked, you worked together on the text some of 1177 
the time, erm, and then, who did the typing in? (V: S) 1178 
Yeah, lovely. Erm, yeah, that's super so that's well 1179 
done.  1180 
T: Yeah, I think that's the most balanced composition as 1181 
well isn't it. Erm, you've got the points with bullets, 1182 
so they stand out, Yes, it's good. 1183 
P: It's been set out really plain, even without reading 1184 
it you know what it's about 1185 
(general assent and comments on composition) 1186 
T: Well done, that's really good, yes, thanks. (Turns to 1187 
D) 1188 
T: And finally? 1189 
D: Finally. we decided that we would put our heads 1190 
together and open a garden centre. We all like 1191 
gardening. We decided first of all we'd do a front page 1192 
that would attract you, you know, a little booklet 1193 
pushed through the door and you'd go 'Ah, that's 1194 
gorgeous. I want a garden like that'. We've called our 1195 
garden centre 'WeeKender', and it's an anagram of D, K 1196 
and W (chorus of impressed approval). Letters from each 1197 
name.  1198 
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D: Page one is 'Tools of the Trade',  we will sell all 1199 
these tools, we've priced them up - only the lowest 1200 
price. So it's from £4.50, from £79... (laughter, 1201 
banter) 1202 
D: Erm, we got all our information from the Internet, 1203 
the three of us Simultaneously took one section each. 1204 
This is erm (holds up another page), our bedding plants, 1205 
not all of them, but a nice selection. Easy to grow, 1206 
geraniums, roses, pansies, bitterns, petunias... 1207 
V: Excuse me. Were they dogs in there? 1208 
T: Were they dogs? How do you mean? (Chorus: no, they're 1209 
flowers, pansies!) 1210 
V: They look like dogs to me 1211 
D: Oh yes, these! they look like little faces. (Chorus: 1212 
They do don't they!) 1213 
D (holding up another page): and last but not least, 1214 
garden ornaments. You name it, we'll get it, or, we've 1215 
got it. We've got a lovely summer house, just right for 1216 
a little town garden. Huge urn, to put to keep the 1217 
neighbors out, like er 'This is my garden'. Somewhere 1218 
you can hide your fancy man when your husband's home (J 1219 
laughs, group laughs.) A fish, for those people who like 1220 
a pond and don't want any water, and a lovely bench. 1221 
T: That's super, yeah. 1222 
D: We chose the color, erm, because of the flowers. 1223 
Everything led, everything led from that. (all, that's 1224 
lovely) 1225 
T: well, they're very attractive, yes. 1226 
D (putting pages together): So, you could make a nice 1227 
little booklet, where do that there, that would be that 1228 
page, and that page, and turn over, be that page. (Small 1229 
jocular group discussion between W, D & K about roles) 1230 
T: So someone emerged as the leader, did they? 1231 
D: Erm, not Really, I think it was, we were three 1232 
leaders, I think we were four leaders! And we used Paint 1233 
Shop Pro, Word, and Publisher. The reason is you can't 1234 
take it from the Internet to a floppy into, er,  (W: and 1235 
put it in Publisher). (P prompts short technical 1236 
discussion). 1237 
T: So sometimes you shared out the tasks, and sometimes 1238 
you all worked together on the same thing. (V gets up 1239 
and moves past camera saying: err, I don't know) 1240 
D: Sometimes the three of us were on the Internet 1241 
together.. 1242 
W: K got all the tools off the Internet didn't you? 1243 
K: (inaudible) compile the pages then (inaudible)... and 1244 
we arranged it... 1245 
D: When it come to arranging the page we all had input 1246 
on that. 1247 
T: That's excellent, yeah. Very well done, that's great. 1248 
And everybody yeah, you did brilliantly. (T stands up) 1249 
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T: We've got to finish, cause I imagine that there's 1250 
some people out in the erm landing waiting to come in. 1251 
(S: T!) Erm, I have to tell you that unfortunately next 1252 
week, erm, the college is on strike (mass groan from 1253 
group) Yes. And We're not allowed, really, to say 'don't 1254 
come', but, erm,  1255 
D: If we arrived, you won't push us out? 1256 
T: Well, not personally, but there, there could be a 1257 
picket line and all that sort of thing. And that goes 1258 
for Tuesday and Wednesday next week.  Monday should be 1259 
all right.  1260 
(General discussion) 1261 
S: T!  1262 
(General discussion continues) 1263 
T: I've got a suggestion if you like, erm, on Monday, at 1264 
4 till 6.30 there's a Web Workshop. And I know there 1265 
aren't a lot of people in that, so if you wanted to come 1266 
along and get on with the work (J: Thursday?) No, 1267 
Monday. And we're not on strike on Monday so you could 1268 
get on with things there. Erm, I'll be around. I can't 1269 
promise I'll be able to be here all of the time, cause 1270 
I've got some admin and stuff to do. You can give me a 1271 
yodel if you get stuck or something, yes.  1272 
(everybody gets up to leave) 1273 
T: I'll have a copy of all of them actually, if I 1274 
haven't had it already.  1275 
T: Can I possibly have a copy of the ones I haven't had? 1276 
End of transcript SVG_Outro_01 Total duration 00:12:30.5 1277 
Total duration of video clips supporting the transcripts 1278 
shown here is 01:52:06.4 1279 
Discrepancy from total session time, just over 2 hours, 1280 
is due to time out while tapes changed over, cameras 1281 
repositioned etc. 1282 
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Appendix 8: Time Structure Outline for Sub-Group 3 

Notes: Referenced in Chapter 8. Shaded rows inidicate beginning of sub-tasks listed in Fig. 8. 

 

Table A2: Key to symbols used in time-structure outline. 

Symbol Indicates 

 
Goal-acceptance or formation 

 

Goal achieved, task or sub-task completed 

 

Tool-related issues 

 

Subject/user-related issues 

 

Breakdown 

H

V  
Screen-capture data available. 

 

Line Nos. Description 

3- 201 T sets out instructions for task ‘create a publication’ 

3-16 

 

T sets out general task conditions and precise (sub)-goal – project to be completed in 

one 2 hour session. This aspect of goal is not a visual image. 

17-134 T sets out task sub-tasks and goals 

20-24 T sets out sub-task ‘get ideas’  

27-42 T sets out sub-task ‘organize ideas’  

42-54 T sets out sub-sub-task ‘organize ideas according to audience’  

55-75 T sets out sub-task ‘form groups’  

76-88 T sets out sub-task ‘research’  

86-88 T sets out sub-sub-task ‘make notes on your research’  

92-98 T sets out sub-task ‘make layout sketches/drawings’  

99-102 T sets out sub-task ‘draft text’ 

103-105 T sets out sub-task ‘get images’  

107-109 T sets out sub-task ‘produce publication’  

111-134 T sets out sub-task ‘evaluate project’  

125-130 T sets out sub-sub-task ‘evaluate what has been produced’  

132-134 T sets out sub-sub-task ‘evaluate the production process’  

135-138 T explicitly defines the overall task goal 

140-173 T makes suggestions for publication content 

174-181 T explicitly identifies sub-task ‘form groups’ as first stage of task solution 

182-196 T reiterates task stages, in order of intended execution 

192 T restates task conditions 

201-2 Group formation process. No transcription as separate utterances inaudible in general 

talk. Groups follow pattern already established by seating positions chosen prior to 

session. Subtask goal clearly visualized and easily (already) accomplished by all 

participants. 

201-2 T goes to back of room to sit with S and V, establishing this as her primary group 

affiliation. 

203-205 

 

T establishes pencil & paper, dialogue, as primary tools of subtask ‘get ideas’ 

210-216 From this point on transcript focuses on interaction between T, S and V. 
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Line Nos. Description 

T reiterates possible publication topics to S & V. No transcribed dialogue, transition 

from whole group camera to camera focused on S & V who work at table and PCs in 

street side corner of room, same wall as door [see plan] 

217-218 

 

S proposes leaflet as commonly agreed goal of task. V accepts. 

223-291 S, V and T engage in subtask ‘get ideas’. S & V discuss ideas 

223-226 T proposes Health & Safety, Food poisoning as topics for the leaflet 

228 

 

S accepts Health & Safety as topic, tacit acceptance from V follows. This formation of 

the goal marks the beginning of the sub-task ‘get ideas’. 

229 T confirms ‘health & safety in the home leaflet’ as the goal 

234 

 

V begins to use pencil and paper as tools mediating his and S’s activity in the subtask 

‘get ideas’. S holds pencil but does not write, signaling participation in the shared 

practice. 

262 T leaves group 

268 V recalls T to group 

248, 280-3 

 

T intervenes to encourage V to write, working toward her own session goal 

‘demonstrate literacy use’. 

291-292 V signals end of ‘get ideas’ subtask, T confirms. 

293-393 

 

Sub-task ‘research’. PC becomes major means of work, Web browser, Search Engine 

(text search) main material tools mediating activity. S becomes main tool operative. 

List artifact created by V also supports activity. 

297-300 

 

S encounters some physical/behavioral difficulty in assuming the role as PC operator 

due to physical environmental (space, configuration) and individual (ambivalent 

handedness) constraints. 

367-379 

 

 

Breakdown in interaction with Web Browser as S & V wish to use text item on Web 

page perceived as hyperlink that does not respond to left mouse-click. This slows 

hitherto fluent interaction with site,  as users become unsure how to read the semantic 

properties of the page. Goal-directed action becomes more exploratory, as users 

pursue what the page can give them rather than what they purposively seek – page 

becomes object of actions. On return to group, T confirms non-hyperlink status of 

(underlined?) text and activity moves forward again. 

382-392 

 

T negotiates cessation of sub-task ‘research’, although S & V have not indicated that 

they feel the goal has been achieved – the subtask goal is too imprecise to clearly 

guide activity. The tutor, T, is regulating the activity from the point of view of the task 

goal ‘project to be completed in one 2 hour session’. 

393 V confirms willingness to end sub-task ‘research’ 

394-406 

 

T negotiates transition to next sub-task ‘get images’. Presence of open browser 

facilitates this. Here, the goal of T’s actions is to move S & V on to next subtask – so 

T again has an independently formulated goal, that she wishes S & V to adopt. 

410-623 

 

Sub-task ‘get images’. PC remains major means of work, Web browser, Search 

Engine (image search) main material tools mediating activity. S remains main tool 

operative 

407-458 Sub-sub task/interim goal ‘get image of no smoking sign 

407-409 

 

During dialogue with T, V develops initial interim goal for sub-task ‘get images’ as 

‘get image of no smoking sign’. At line 407 V’ utterance gives evidence of clearly 

formed mental image of desired future outcome of collective actions. 

416 

 

S makes public through dialogue her acceptance of the interim goal for sub-sub task 

‘get image of no smoking sign’. 

425-427 

 

Dialogue between S and T shows S raising concern for ‘making it look good’ which 

was not explicitly stated in the task instructions. Indicates S’s subjective setting of 

criteria for success of activity and gives insight into her formulation of the goal which 

introduces aesthetic aspects not touched on anywhere in the objectively given task 

conditions. 

436 

 

S’s utterance ‘we want summat that’s in the house’ illustrates an aspect of her goal-

image and how it is guiding the decision making/search process. This is speech for 
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Line Nos. Description 

herself and for the other, regulating the mutual search activity. 

444-5 

 

S experiences breakdown in the physical aspects of interaction as her right mouse-

click is not captured by onscreen image and thus context menu not invoked. 

446-457 T responds to S’s breakdown by demonstrating for S the step-by-step physical and 

logical component of the semi-automated (for her) task ‘save picture as’. She also 

restates general task condition that images should be saved on local hard drive in 

folder dedicated to this learning group’s activities (although she actively reinterprets 

this as the folder was actually created for a previous learning group, the one followed 

in the longitudinal study). Illustration of operations in the zone of proximal 

development? 

450 

 

S requests T to articulate immediate goal for next action ‘So what do I do now’. Here, 

cooperative behavior passes from physical and low-level aspects to cognitive aspects 

of operations in the ZPD. 

451-457 

 

T talks S step-by-step through task ‘save picture as’, deautomatizing, unfolding the 

mental and motor operations into distinct actions, in the same way an online ‘show 

me’ movie might – but this dialogic interaction in the ZPD is both non-intrusively co-

occurring and supremely context-sensitive. 

459-469 

 

T, S & V negotiate new interim goal. At 462 T articulates task goal as a sign-verbal 

concept ‘smoke alarm’. At 463 new sub-sub-task ‘get image of smoke alarm’ begins. 

463 - 482 Sub-sub-task/interim goal ‘get image of smoke alarm’. T signals end of task at 482 

with utterance ‘right’. 

484-487 

 

Goal-setting process for next sub-sub-task requires discussion between S, T & V. List 

compiled earlier becomes main tool supporting this phase of activity. 

488 

 

PC and onscreen  browser become object of speech and gestures. 

488-494 

 

T fairly precisely articulates the means of production:  tools (paper, browser, search 

engine), division of Labour, procedures for sub-task solution. 

494-502 

 

Negotiation of goal between V and T. V appears to have a goal-image but no 

corresponding sign-verbal information, so cannot articulate his ‘inner vision’. Here. A 

sketch, or a comparative ‘looks like’ image search might have supported him... 

504-554 Sub-sub task/interim goal ‘get image of chip pan’ 

503-504 

 

T formulates ‘chip pan’ as new sub-sub task goal and S & V signify goal acceptance 

through verbal utterance. 

514-537 

H

V  

Breakdown as S clicks on thumbnail in image search results page but next page 

downloaded displays IE ‘The page cannot be found’ message in lower frame of 

Google image search window. [This is also shown in Screen Capture file 521.mpg as 

Transana transcript SC_52_1_01] 

547-550 V makes joke – signals end of tension over breakdown, end of sub-sub task? 

556-594 

 

Sub-sub task/interim goal ‘get image of child playing with matches’ 

556 V initiates sub-sub task with query 

594 V signals end of sub-sub task with utterance ‘that’s alright 

600-623 T negotiates cessation of sub-task ‘get images’ by reviewing progress with S & V. At 

623 S signals partial agreement with utterance ‘We’ve got quite a few’. 

600-609 T initiates the conscious self-evaluation through dialogue of the results of the sub-task 

‘get images’. She is offering the practical example of how such conscious self-

evaluation works. 

624 T initiates sub-task ‘make layout drawings’. PC use stops. 

624-626 T reiterates project stages for S and V as a means of initiating the next sub-task 

624-707 Subtask ‘make layout drawings’, lead actor S. Main tools paper, pencil, dialogue. 
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Line Nos. Description 

 
637 

 

S begins layout activity and talks aloud, marking the beginning of her formation of a 

more precise goal-image for the sub-task ‘produce publication’ and the task ‘create a 

publication’ 

645 T signals that V is engaged in sub-task ‘draft text’ 

645-707 Subtask ‘draft text’ lead actor V. Main tools paper, pencil, dialogue. 

678-673 

 

S & T articulate more precise image-goal for the sub-task ‘produce publication’ 

684-686 

 

T articulates need for more precise formulation of written (sign-verbal?) component of 

image goal. 

687-688 

 

More precise goal allows S to emphatically state her view on the appropriate division 

of Labour. Confirmed by T as the two seek to regulate V’s contribution to the 

collective activity 

691-707 

 

 

In this passage, where S & V are seated together at table with paper and pencils, S 

repeatedly passes her hands across the paper as she speaks, gesturally indicating (to 

herself as much as V) where the different block elements of the page layouts should 

go. The image-goal is now precise enough for her to implement it directly; At 704, 

705, 706, S & V quickly exchange utterances that indicate that they are both clearly 

visualizing an image in very similar ways- as similar as if they were both actually 

looking at it. At 707 S identifies that some of the text aspect is not so precisely 

formulated, and tells V that he must write it down. This seems to be a crucial turning 

point in the overall joint task solution process. 

712-1098 Subtask ‘produce publication’ 

712-802 Sub-sub-task/problem ‘insert no smoking picture in publication’ 

713-716 

 

Breakdown in actions to insert picture of no smoking sign – unable to locate file via 

Publisher dialogue 

718-731 T intervenes to initiate and guide sub-subtask ‘name and save publication’ 

730  
H

V  

SRH initiates recording of screen capture file 

[H:\DTP_Pilot_Study\screen_capture\522.mpg linked to transcript SC_52_01.] 

733 T suggests recommencing sub-sub task ‘get image of no smoking sign’ as the 

breakdown in the picture insertion process has lead her to the conclusion that the sub-

sub-task goal was not fulfilled, i.e. the image was not saved. 

733-756 Reconstruction of sub-sub task ‘get image of no smoking sign’ leads to information 

that picture is in fact already saved 

753 

 

T’s utterance indicates a) evaluation of mismatch between actual result and goal 

image b) T’s perception of the file as an independently existing “thing” 

757-764 

 

T encourages S to reconstruct the attempted insertion of the ‘no smoking’ picture into 

the Publisher document. This again fails. 

765-802 

 

T guides S in using Windows ‘Find File’ utility to locate no smoking image, that also 

requires intervention of SRH to solve the problem. Find operation returns many 

results. At 782-784 T and S report a false positive as they locate the temp file in the 

cache.  

789-802 

 

At 789 SRH makes an intervention (physically takes mouse) which also fails at 798.  

S retries the insert operation having located the file in the Publisher insert dialogue 

box and at 802 the operation succeeds, signaled by T’s utterance. 

802 

 

Sub-sub-task/problem ‘insert no smoking picture in publication’ finally ends in 

success 

809 

 

PC once again primary means of work. At this point V now sits in front of an active 

PC (although he does not use it). This may be to signify his inclusion in the computer-

based practice. 

810-1001 

(Phase 1, 810-

Sub-sub task/problem ‘create a heading’. 

Two distinct phases differentiated by changes in tool use, goal, strategy and 
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Line Nos. Description 

962, Phase 2, 

962-1001) 
H

V  

configuration of the collective subject.  

 

SRH makes screen capture, [refer to file 

H:\DTP_Pilot_Study\screen_capture\523.mpg linked to transcript SC_52_3_01] 

810-822 

 

 

S is experiencing minor breakdowns and frustrations attempting to enter and format a 

heading for the publication. At 819 the interface produces an unexpected result in 

response to her keyboard input. At 822 V intervenes via an utterance and tapping the 

onscreen icon to suggest that S should use an alternative strategy – WordArt rather 

than text. NB: This sequence illustrates the computer as means of work, as various 

tools and objects are picked up and created. Note use of same phrase by Korpela et al 

in SJIIS. Used by Engels as synonym for means of production, see  

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1881/05/21.htm 

832-836 

 

WordArt becomes primary tool of actions. S and V make the goal-image for the 

headline more precise, defining both the font style and color in a dialogic exchange 

supported by the onscreen visualization. 

837-865 

 

Sub-sub-sub-task/problem ‘choose color’ begins with more precise visualization of 

sub-sub-task ‘create a heading’ goal.  

842-845 

 

 

Breakdown caused by handling aspects of the application. Neither subject can identify 

any interface element controlling the color of the WordArt item under creation [see 

screen dumps]. In fact, the color is controlled via the shading icon, which is a 

monochrome button that conveys no color information – it is necessary to know this, 

or use the help to find out. 

864-865 Resolution of breakdown by intervention of T – experienced with the application – 

brings sub-sub-sub-task to end. 

866-893 

 
 

Sub-sub-sub-task ‘choose font’. Initiated and led by T. Note functionality of app does 

not offer preview of font type – choice must be applied then undone or overwritten, as 

noted by T at lines 870-1. At line 875 T expresses an imprecise goal image for the 

decision action. At 890-93 S & V terminate the sub-sub-sub-task by agreeing on a 

decision.  

895-962 

 

Sub-sub-sub-task ‘define shape’. This is initiated by T at 895, then its termination is 

negotiated by T between lines 944-960. The failure of this task to produce an actual 

result that is in line with the goal-image of T (who appears focused on the time 

element) is construed by T as grounds for abandoning the tool in use, despite the fact 

that the tool was chosen by V, and appears to be producing results that are within S & 

V’s subjectively acceptable parameters for the evaluation of the activity. 

945 

 

T introduces ‘sufficiently readable’ as a criteria for evaluation of the outcome of 

activity. At 948-951 V reformulates the goal, attempting to include this new criteria, 

by T rejects (diplomatically) this image-goal at 952, citing time as the main factor. 

955-958  T suggests the adoption of alternative strategy and tool.  

961-962 T terminates all activity by instructing S to discontinue tool use and erase all product 

to date. 

962 

 

At this point the sub-sub-task ‘create a heading’ effectively begins again, using new 

tools, and led by T. This could be seen as signaling the end of a breakdown – but 

perhaps it was only a breakdown from the point of view of T! For S and V it signals a 

change in strategy forced by the external (T) reformulation of the goal in 

informational terms (readability, time, as new informational elements). Here we see 

how T’s goal for the whole task ‘create a publication’ is essentially different from that 

of S and V, and, because of her position of power, T enforces the realignment of S and 

V’s activity with her goal, rather than say, S’s (‘making it look good’, see entry for 

lines 425-427). 

963-1001 

 

T leads S through actions/operations with tools (mouse cursor, icons, menus, 

dialogues) and toward objects (icons, menus, dialogues, text frame, heading) step-by-

step. 

986 T’s utterance reinforces ‘readable’ as a criteria for evaluation and a component of the 

goal. 

1002-1094 Sub-sub task ‘enter text’. 

1003-1006 T initiates task and attempts to set a clear goal, (‘put all that lot in’) which she 
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Line Nos. Description 

attempts to make more precise by indicating the spatial layout on the screen, touching 

the screen to illustrate her points. S utterance signals goal acceptance at 1006. 

1011-1017 

 
 

Mismatch between S’s perception of the state of the tool in use (text tool cursor set at 

36 point) and the actual system state (text tool cursor set at 10 point) pointed out by T. 

1031 
H

V  

SRH makes screen capture, [refer to file 

H:\DTP_Pilot_Study\screen_capture\524.mpg linked to transcript SC_52_4_01] 

1036-1040 T recommends the elimination of the percentage information that S and V spent some 

time researching and recording at lines 349-366. Again, reveals divergences in goal-

visualization. 

1047-1049 T indicates S (& V’s) typographical error, showing how result is guided by 

collaboration and instruction in the ZPD – S & V could not achieve this level of 

accuracy without T. This also reflects/reminds us of something of the traditional 

division of Labour in publishing. Similar interaction between V and S at 1067. 

1093-1096 T asks if S & V are happy with the actual result of activity, in the form of the onscreen 

document. At 1095 S responds by pointing to a section of the document saying ‘that 

don’t look together to me’ – the actual result does not match with her goal image, and 
that component of it expressed as ‘making it look good’. T replies (sotto voce, missing 

from transcript) ‘yes it is’ and proceeds anyway. 

1099-1101 S and V’s dialogue reveals absorption in the task, and the changed nature of 

subjectivity (one is not so individually self-conscious) in collaborative, creative (co-

constructive) Labour. 

1075-1096 T attempts to negotiate end of ‘produce publication’ subtask. Clear disparity between 

T’s goal (finish session within time) and S’s goal (‘make it look good’, see lines 425-

427) 

1098 T signals end of ‘produce publication’ subtask with action of sending document to 

printer 

1113-1248 The ‘evaluate project’ subtask which subsumes the subtasks ‘evaluate what has been 

produced’, ‘evaluate the production process’ , as set out by T in the instructions at the 

start of the session.  

1114-1119 T restates the instructions for the subtask ‘evaluate what has been produced’ and 

carefully sets out its components: ‘one person from each group show the others what 

you did ; ...and talk us through it a bit’. She further sets out ‘talk us through it a bit’ as 

consisting of the components ‘say what you did’, ‘say how you did it’, ‘say why you 

chose to do it like that’, ‘say whether you were happy with what you did’, ‘say 

whether you would do anything differently next time’, in that order. 

1121-1157 P contributes to the evaluation subtasks on behalf of her group 

1158-1187 V briefly contributes to the evaluation subtasks on behalf of his group 

1161-1164 

 

V demonstrates the actual outcome of the printing of the publication from one of the 

room’s two printers. The outcome is evaluated as a failure – absence of text due to 

lack of black ink in the printer. 

1168-1187 V attempts to perform the other components of the ‘evaluate what has been produced’ 

sub-task. Accomplishes what he sees as the goal in one utterance, lines 1168-1171, 

which address ‘say what you did’, and ‘say how you did it’. 

1176-1180 T attempts to add something to V’s account with her knowledge as group member. 

Here we see again the balancing of T’s roles and goals in relation to S and V’s 

activity. 

1190-1248 D contributes to the evaluation subtasks on behalf of her group. She is the most 

thorough, but has to prompted by T at lines 1238-1239 to discuss division of Labour 

within group. There is a clear tension between group membership and self-evaluation.  

1274-1276 T initiates a new subtask ‘collect copies’ that wasn’t explicitly defined in the task 

instructions 

1276 Transcript terminates 
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Evaluating the Usability of Visual Programming 

Environments for Educational Robotics: An Activity 

Walkthrough Approach 

By S. R. Harris & M. Reddy, University of Glamorgan 

 

Note: This This peer-reviewed paper was presented in August 2005 at the 11th International 

Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, Las Vegas, Nevada, US, in a special session on activity-

theoretical HCI chaired by G. Z. Bedny and W. Karwowski. It was published as Harris, S. R., & 

Reddy, M. (2005). Evaluating the Usability of Visual Programming Environments for Educational 

Robotics: An Activity Walkthrough Approach. In M. J. Smith & G. Salvendy (Eds.), HCII 2005: 

Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. Mahwah, NJ: 

Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. ISBN: 0805858075. 

 

 

Abstract 
 

In order to address the difficulties that arise when applying the cognitive walkthrough method (Lewis 

& Wharton, 1997) to non-trivial interface design problems, Bertelsen (2003, 2004) has developed the 

activity walkthrough, a usability inspection method which adapts the cognitive walkthrough for use 

within the theoretical framework of activity theory (AT). In its current version, the activity 

walkthrough is based on the most general form of activity theory; this paper proposes that the efficacy 

of the method may be improved through the integration of concepts and principles drawn from the 

systemic-structural theory of activity (SSTA), an activity-theoretical approach specifically tailored to 

the study of human work and learning. As a first step in this direction, a prototype SSTA-based activity 

walkthrough was developed and used to carry out a usability inspection on 7 of the visual programming 

environments currently used in educational robotics. It was found that this amended form of the activity 

walkthrough proved effective in identifying design-dependent differences in the learnability and 

usability of the programming environments with regard to a benchmark task. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

With the growing availability of educational robots and robot kits, practical robotics is increasingly 

becoming part of the science education curriculum in schools, colleges and universities. Typical 

educational activities involve participants building and using robots to carry out basic tasks such as 

obstacle avoidance and line following, with observation and discussion of the process and results 

providing the basis for teaching and learning across a range of topics. In order to connect learning in 

science, technology, engineering, mathematics and information technology, pedagogical activities 

around physical robots also frequently include the creation of control programs on personal computers; 

finished code can be downloaded to the physical robot via cable or infra-red links for execution. Most 

educational robotics packages are accompanied by programming software designed for this purpose. 

Currently, the majority of such applications provide a visual programming environment, where 

programs are assembled through the direct manipulation of icons and controls representing code 

snippets, program parameters, and physical robot components such as sensors and motors. Some also 

include a simulation facility, allowing users to review and amend programs prior to download. The 

ease or difficulty with which these software tools can be learned and used has the potential to 

significantly affect the planning, conduct and outcomes of educational robotics activities.  

 

This paper reports findings from the usability inspection of seven visual programming environments 

for educational robotics, which makes use, in an adapted form, of the activity walkthrough method 

recently described in Bertelsen (2003, 2004). The evaluation approach is explicitly task-oriented, 

assessing the usability of applications with regard to the extent and manner in which they support the 
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solution of a pedagogically relevant task-problem. While it is hoped that the outcome of the usability 

inspection may also be useful to interested educators, the principal aim of the exercise is to investigate 

(1) the general effectiveness of the activity walkthrough as a usability inspection method and (2) the 

potential for improving its effectiveness through the refinement of its underpinning concepts and 

principles. 

 

Method & Related Work 
 
The Cognitive Walkthrough 
 

In the work reported here, an adapted version of Bertelsen’s activity walkthrough method (Bertelsen, 

2003, 2004; Bertelsen & Godsk, In Press) provided the basis for what is commonly known as a 

usability inspection (Nielsen, 1994) or structured expert review (Preece et al., 1994). The activity 

walkthrough is a variant of the cognitive walkthrough (Wharton, Rieman, Lewis, & Polson, 1994; 

Lewis & Wharton, 1997), a usability inspection method which has proven popular in design practice, 

where it can be applied to the expert review of a design specification without, or as a precursor to, 

actually building an interface or involving users. The basic technique of a cognitive walkthrough 

involves: 

1. the identification of a typical task or tasks to be accomplished with the software;  

2. the breaking down of selected task into a series of steps, taking into account issues raised by 

specific task cases and the user profile, especially with relation to user knowledge of the task 

domain; 

3. an inspection process where evaluators use the software to work through a selected task with 

the application, at each step seeking answers to a series of user-related questions as a means 

for evaluating issues such as comprehension and ease of learning. 

  

The evaluators’ questions attempt to identify whether, at each step: 

• the appropriate action is obvious to the user;  

• if the user is able to connect the correct action with the desired outcome;  

• if the action will trigger appropriate feedback from the interface. 

 

Adapting the Activity Walkthrough to SSTA 
 

In its original formulation (e.g. Polson, Lewis, Rieman, & Wharton, 1992), the walkthrough technique 

took a cognitive stance, and was based on a theory of exploratory learning (Carroll, 1982; Shrager & 

Klahr, 1986). Researchers in activity-theoretical HCI have tended to reject the cognitive walkthrough 

as inappropriately reductive; its use of hypothetical task analyses broken down according to the 

sequence of machine operations conflicts with AT views on the dynamic structure and conditions of 

actual activity. In particular, difficulties arise with regard to understanding the sense-making activity of 

the user in the absence of any real context for interaction (Bertelsen, 2003).  

 

However, effective use of the walkthrough technique has proven not to be tightly linked to any 

particular theoretical framework; by structuring the inspection process around specific questions, other 

types of psychological theory may be embedded into the walkthrough. This is the course followed by 

Bertelsen; the activity walkthrough attempts to retain some of the practical advantages of the method 

while drawing on AT concepts and principles to provide more systematic support for consideration of 

the real context of interaction. To underpin this adaptation Bertelsen draws on Leont’ev’s General 

Theory of Activity (Leont'ev, 1978, 1981) and its interpretation in the Scandinavian School of 

information systems design (see Bertelsen & Bødker, 2003 for an overview). However, this general 

form of activity theory does not directly suggest any detailed analytical methods, making it difficult to 

apply to design problems (Bedny & Harris, 2005). For the purposes of the usability inspection reported 

here it was determined that the activity walkthrough method could be usefully further developed 

through the integration of concepts and principles drawn from the Systemic-Structural Theory of 

Activity (SSTA), an activity-theoretical approach specifically tailored to the analysis and design of 

human work and learning (Bedny & Meister, 1997; Bedny, Seglin, & Meister, 2000). SSTA provides 

an integrated activity-theoretical methodology that includes carefully developed units of analysis and 

methods to support their application to the holistic, multidimensional analysis of human performance; 

this suggested that the integration of SSTA methods with the activity walkthrough might result in 

further improvements in its effectiveness.  
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Consideration of the walkthrough in SSTA terms suggested adjustments to each of its 6 main phases, 

presented in their amended form in Table 1. While space precludes detailed discussion, some general 

points should be noted. Firstly, while AT-HCI methods based on general activity theory have tended to 
dismiss the notion of task as an inherently system-oriented concept, in the systemic-structural approach 

tool-mediated work and learning activity is understood as an inherently task-based, problem-solving 

endeavour (Harris, 2005). Consequently, activity during task performance is a major object of study, 

and SSTA has developed useful taxonomies of tasks and types of work process (see e.g. Bedny & 

Harris, 2004) which can be used to inform phases 1, 3, 4 and 6. Situating the activity walkthrough in 

relation to the four-stage methodology of systemic-structural activity analysis described in Bedny & 

Meister (1997 pp. 237-297) suggests that it is a “quick and dirty” approach that combines aspects of 

both the morphological and functional description of activity during task performance. Phases 1, 2 and 

3 roughly correspond to the initial, qualitative stage of morphological analysis. In the amended version 

shown here, Phase 4 combines qualitative description with the identification of discrete actions; 

depending on the requirements of the analysis, this phase could be used as a basis for developing the 

detailed taxonomies of task action, algorithmic descriptions of the logical structure of a task 

performance, and time-structure analyses described in Bedny & Meister (1997),  Bedny, Karwowski, & 

Seglin (2001), Bedny & Karwowski (2003), Sengupta & Jeng (2003), Bedny & Harris (2005), and 

Harris (2005). 

 

Table 1: Phases of prototype activity walkthrough in SSTA terms. Adapted from Bertelsen (2003) 

Phase Description Steps 

1 Preparation • Identify appropriate task(s) to analyse 

2 Contextualization • Situate the application under evaluation in the context of 
use by identifying relevant users and use activities, user 
expectations, other artifacts mediating activity etc. 
(Qualitative analysis). 

3 Verification of tasks • Check that chosen task(s) are appropriate to the activities 
in which the application is going to be embedded 

4 Task analysis • Describe the main features of the task (is it deterministic, 
algorithmic etc.) and identify relevant task conditions. 

• Describe and classify the actions required during the 
performance of the chosen task(s) at an appropriate level 
of detail. 

5 Walkthrough At each step of task performance ask: 

1. Does the interface support orientation toward the task-
goal? 

2. What is the user supposed to do? 

3. Are the appropriate tools and objects visible to the user? 

4. Can the user connect actions involving available tools 
and objects with the task-goal? 

5. Does the interface support the development of new 
actions & operations as required (i.e. is it learnable in 
use)? 

6. When appropriate, does the interface trigger established 
actions & operations? 

7. When actions are performed, can the user perceive that 
progress is being made toward the task-goal (is there 
appropriate feedback)? 

6 Task analysis verification • Critically review the task analysis 

 

The Benchmark Task 
During the inspection each application was evaluated on its support for the completion of a basic 

programming task, chosen to represent typical introductory activities in educational robotics: preparing 

code that will switch on a physical robot’s motor(s) for a given, finite, amount of time, causing it to 

move (by default, forward) and then stop. This benchmark task was chosen as representing a basic goal 

common to many introductory educational robotics activities: the demonstration of direct control of the 

physical robot via the programming environment, without the inclusion of environmental feedback 

from sensors. Our formulation of the test task embodied a number of assumptions: firstly, that an 

educator was present to support the learner, and that the educator has provided an objective formulation 

of the task-goal; secondly, that the PC-robot communication interface was enabled (found to be a non-

trivial task during test setup); thirdly, that the programming environment was launched, active, and in 

the appropriate modality (again, a non-trivial task with some applications); fourthly, that the physical 

robot was powered up, ready, and fully enabled for motion; and finally, that the user had some 
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information technology skills but would be considered a first-time user with regard to the specific 

programming application in use. This careful definition of the task as situated within a teaching and 

learning activity satisfies phases 1 and 2 of the activity walkthrough which were identical for all 

applications evaluated. Phase 3 was addressed through the generation of a general purpose, idealized 

task description, shown in Figure 1, which was used as a basis for comparison with the actual actions 

required during task performance for each application. Where appropriate, this task description could 

be further decomposed into a detailed taxonomy of actions using the methods described in Bedny & 

Harris (2004). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Stages of the benchmark task 

 

In systemic-structural terms the benchmark task can be classified as probabilistic-algorithmic: steps 

must be carried out in a definite order, but each step requires multiple decisions. In common with many 

computer-mediated activities, task solution involves a significant proportion of exploratory activity 

requiring perceptual, orienting, and decision-making actions. The assumed presence of a more 

experienced mentor (the tutor) is considered as providing an additional channel for task-relevant 

feedback, acting to reduce user uncertainty and supporting sustained focus on the task-goal.  

 

Evaluation Conditions & Inspected Applications 
 

Table 2: Applications evaluated in the usability inspection 

Name Description Full-screen? Simulator? 

Lego® 
RoboLab 
v.2.5.2 

Visual programming environment distributed with Lego® 
Mindstorms for Schools™ education packs. 

Yes on start-
up, then 
reverts to 
windowed 

Only available via 
WWW 

Lego® 
Robot 
Invention 
System 
(RIS) v.2 

Iconic programming environment which does not handle 
variables. Bundled with commercial Lego® 
Mindstorms™ kits, widely used in schools and colleges 
as (unlike RoboLab) does not require extra licence.  

Yes No 

PicoBotz v.1 Visual programming environment to support the Open 
University Tribotz kit robot.  

No, windowed No 

T184  
RobotLab 

Educational application developed by Open University. 
Procedural programming language. Not linked to 
specific physical robot, will run on Lego® Mindstorms™ 
robots.  

No, windowed Yes 

Real Robots 
3 

Visual programming environment supplied with Cybot 
self-build robot kits. 

Yes Yes 

Robot Works Programming environment to support the Hasbro 
Wonderborg kit robot.  

Yes Limited simulation 
provides preview 
of the function of 
sense and 
command block 
functions, not of 
the final program. 

1. Identify & utilize method for creating new program 

2. Identify and interpret visual representation of program & physical robot components 

3. Identify relevant program & physical robot components 

4. Identify & utilize method of adding components to program 

5. Identify and interpret representation of flow of control in program 

6. Identify & utilize method for linking program components 

7. Identify & utilize method for setting relevant program parameters i.e. timers 

8. Visually check program flow and rearrange as required 

9. Where available, transfer code to simulation environment and execute 

10. Evaluate results 

11. Amend program as necessary 

12. Download code to physical robot 

13. Execute code on physical robot 

14. Evaluate results 

15. Amend program as necessary 
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Terrapin 
Logo 

All-purpose combination command-line and visual 
programming environment incorporating Lego® RCX 
brick robot controller command functionality.  

No, windowed No 

 
4 physical robots were used during the evaluation. These were simple twin-motor vehicles with 

variable combinations of touch, light and ultrasonic sensors. One was constructed using the Lego® 

Mindstorms™ kit; the others were commercially available robots with less flexibility in construction, 

but with some degree of assembly required. These were a Hasbro Wonderborg™, an iBotz PicoBot™ 

and a Real Robots Cybot™. Prior to carrying out the activity walkthrough, the programming 

applications were installed on the common platform of a Pentium 4 multimedia PC (clock speed 2.4 

GHz, 512 MB RAM), running the Widows XP operating system, and equipped with both serial and 

USB facilities for communication with physical robots. During the preliminary stages of the evaluation, 

observations were recorded on the installation and setup process for each application. It was found that 

the complexity of these tasks varied considerably between packages. The evaluators then applied the 6 

phases of the activity walkthrough (listed in Table 1) to each application in turn.  

 

Applications Inspected 
 

Table 2 presents an overview of applications evaluated during the study. These provide a representative 

sample of physical robot programming environments currently in use at various levels of the UK 

education system, ranging from the widely used and commercially successful “off the peg” Lego® 

applications to bespoke educational packages such as Open University T184 RobotLab. The evaluation 

also included one representative of the earlier generation of widely used LOGO-based robot 

programming environments developed in conjunction with the Lego® RCX programmable brick (see 

Resnick, 1994 for an overview of the development history of Logo and Lego). There are a number of 

task-relevant functional aspects by which applications may be categorized. Firstly, the handling of 

windowing: for example, four of the applications default to full-screen displays in a manner similar to a 

computer game, thus blocking access to other applications. Another is whether or not simulation of 

program execution is supported, prior to download to the physical robot; in the sample, two 

applications – RobotLab (Lego) and Real Robots (Cybot) – include fully integrated simulation, while 

RoboLab (Lego) offers the opportunity to upload programs to Web-based simulator. 

 

Findings 
 
Main points emerging from the activity walkthrough are summarized in Table 3. The benchmark task 

was successfully completed – i.e. steps 1-14 of the idealized task description fulfilled – with six 

applications, with the degree of difficulty encountered during task solution varying across packages. 

Table 3 ranks the applications according to their performance in the inspection. T184 RobotLab 

emerges as the most learnable and usable. This application presents the user with a Guide menu 

offering pre-built, generic programs, specifically arranged around tasks; e.g. “Move a robot”. Selecting 

this task from the Guide menu launches the programming environment with code and simulator panes 

open, and an appropriate stub program loaded and ready to run. The code window offers a hierarchical 

representation of program flow and commands, with decomposition of the task solution into primitives 

mapped to physical robot components. Invoking the run command from a pull-down menu executes the 

code in a simulator, which is active by default. The user is then able to activate the physical robot 

connection, download, and execute the program by invoking choices from the pull-down menu, 

completing steps 1-10 of the benchmark task. While both Robot Works and PicoBotz proved almost as 

usable, some problematic interface design elements tended to hamper task solution in both cases. 

Despite not being purpose-built for robotics programming, Terrapin Logo proved reasonably usable in 

supporting task solution, and might be recommended as a suitable option for educators who wish to 

have more all-purpose programming facilities available than is offered by the specifically robot-

oriented applications.  

 
One unexpected finding was that the official Lego® applications, currently widely adopted in the UK, 

proved among the least usable. The orientation of RIS toward various physical robot types, coupled 

with difficulties in accessing programming functionality proved disadvantageous to task completion; 

however, once in use the programming interface proved both learnable and effective. In the case of the 

specifically educationally targeted RoboLab, its arbitrary design orientation toward different types and 

levels of user and overly complicated visual programming metaphor rendered it highly unsatisfactory 

in use. Despite persistent efforts, the evaluators were unable to complete the task with the final 
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application, Real Robots. This software presented multiple difficulties connected with its primary 

design orientation toward the physical robot’s onboard sensors; sensor-actuated program events 

proving difficult to map to the task level. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The usability inspection revealed marked, design-dependent differences in the learnability and usability 

of the visual programming environments when evaluated with regard to accomplishing a benchmark 

task designed to reflect the real context of interaction. The design-oriented insights gained through the 

use of the activity walkthrough lend support to Bertelsen’s suggestion that adapting the cognitive 

walkthrough to the framework of general activity theory may address the need of usability inspection 

methods to provide more systematic consideration of the real context of interaction and improved 

understandings of the sense-making activity of users. This paper has also suggested further 

developments to the activity walkthrough as a first step toward integrating more specifically design-

oriented activity-theoretical concepts and methods drawn from the systemic-structural theory of 

activity into usability practice. 
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Abstract. This paper offers an introduction to the central concepts and principles of 

the Systemic-Structural Theory of Activity (SSTA), an activity-theoretical approach 

specifically tailored to the analysis and design of human work. In activity theory, 

cognition is understood both as a process and as a structured system of actions. 

Building on the general theory of activity, SSTA’s use of structurally organized 

analytical units makes it possible to develop taxonomies and theoretical models of 

human activity which provide a scientific basis for ergonomic design, education, and 

industrial-organizational psychology.  The primary focus of this paper is on design 

problems in ergonomics. Whereas cognitive psychology has shown a tendency to 

reduce design problem-solving to experimental procedures, systemic-structural 

activity analyses focus on the interrelationship between the structure of work activity 

and the configuration of the material components of work. SSTA presents methods 

for the classification and description of human work activity, identifying activity 

during task performance as the primary object of study, using action as one of the 

major unit of analysis. We outline some applications of SSTA to the study of human 

work processes, and define and discuss some basic concepts and principles of activity 

theory. 

1. Introduction 

Contemporary psychology offers a multitude of empirical studies of psychological 

functions, processes, and phenomena. Yet, in the absence of any holistic theory 

through which they may be synthesized, experimental data may remain as disparate 

elements that resist consistent interpretation or generalization.  In this paper we 

discuss and apply some of the basic concepts and principles of the systemic-structural 

and general theories of activity, arguing that the integrated and consistent theoretical 

framework they offer can support the effective use of psychological data to inform the 

analysis and design of work processes and provide a scientific basis for ergonomic 

design. 

Any theory which sets out to provide a unified basis for the psychological aspects of 

design must fulfill two basic requirements. Firstly, it cannot simply be a micro-theory, 

but should be highly generalized, with a broad range of applications.  Secondly, for 

such a theory to be used to understand human work and learning, it must have a 

clearly worked out analysis of behavior that can support both experimental and 

analytical methods of study. The need for this dual approach becomes apparent when 

we consider the problems of design in human performance, man-machine systems, 
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human computer interaction and computer-based learning.   Despite making progress 

in these fields, cognitive psychology largely remains tied to experimental 

investigation.  The cognitive approach lacks a behavioral unit of analysis; this not 

only has a negative impact on the interpretation and description of experimental data, 

but also makes it difficult to apply psychological methods to practical design.   

1.1 Psychology and Design 

The essence of design lies in the application of analytical and descriptive methods to 

some not-yet-existing object, for the purpose of materializing that object for practical 

use. Design always involves the modeling of artificial objects in accordance with 

some requirements and characteristics.  These models, and the descriptive languages 

employed for modeling, are critical factors in design. The primary models used in the 

design process are symbolical models, and the process of design can be 

conceptualized as one of translation from one descriptive language into another.   

In cognitive psychology, a central notion is the psychological process. However, this 

focus on process has tended to underemphasize the concept of structure, without 

which it is extremely difficult to develop a standardized language of description for 

human activity, hindering the application of analytical methods to the study of human 

performance. As a consequence, cognitive psychology has shown a tendency to 

reduce design problems to experimental procedures. In contrast, systemic-structural 

activity theory approaches cognition both as a process and as a structured system of 

actions or other functional information-processing units, making it possible to develop 

a taxonomy of human activity through the use of structurally organized analytical 

units.  

Activity theory is a psychological approach which originates in the works of S. L. 

Rubinshtein (1889-1960) and A. N. Leont’ev (1904-1979), and which has been 

developed through the work of P. K. Anokhin, N. A. Bernshtein, and others
1
.  One of 

the principal foundations of activity theory is the cultural-historical theory of the 

development of the human mind proposed by L.S. Vygotsky (1896-1934). However, 

AT should not be limited to the cultural-historical paradigm as has been the tendency 

in many recent Western interpretations (e. g. Engeström, 2000). Whereas in 

Vygotsky’s theory meaning is the major unit of analysis, and close attention is paid to 

social interaction as a condition for mental development, the major units of analysis in 

general activity theory are cognitive and behavioral actions; the central focus is on 

interactions with the “actual reality” of material objects. Human activity is portrayed 

as a hierarchically organized structure, consisting of conscious, goal-directed actions. 

Actions can be both mental and practical; while mental actions manipulate images and 

symbols, practical actions explore and transform real material objects. Actions are 

themselves constituted through smaller units, operations, which are automatic and 

unconscious.  

The general theory of activity developed from Rubinshtein and Leont’ev’s work 

offers the possibility of overcoming mentalist orientations, by connecting the abstract 

notion of activity with concrete practice through the concept of action.  However, in 

this general form AT does not provide any exact methodologies specifically 

developed for the study of human performance; rather, it only suggests general ways 

of thinking about activity, offering a non-traditional viewpoint on the understanding 

of human work. For example, the general theory does not develop methods for 

extracting separate actions from the flow of activities which unfold over time, does 

not suggest principles for the classification of mental and motor actions, and does not 
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include the concept of self–regulation.  In practice, this makes it difficult to apply to 

the field of human performance. 

The systemic-structural theory of activity (SSTA) sets out to address these issues, 

building on the general theory of activity to provide an effective basis for both 

experimental and analytic methods of studying human performance, using carefully 

developed units of analysis (Bedny & Meister, 1997; Bedny, Seglin, & Meister, 2000; 

Bedny, Karwowski, & Kwan, 2001; Bedny, Karwowski, & Seglin, 2001; Bedny & 

Karwowski, 2003b, 2004).  In this paper we set out some of the basic concepts and 

principles of SSTA, describe its units of analysis and discuss some practical 

applications to the understanding of work processes.  

2. Activity as a Structured System 

Definition of activity.  According to a basic textbook of Soviet general psychology 

(Petrovsky, Yarochevski, & Korenko, 1995), activity is defined as consisting of 

internal (cognitive) and external (behavioral) processes, which are regulated by 

conscious goals. Here, we will further refine this definition to state that, from the 

systemic-structural perspective: 

Activity is a goal directed system, where cognition, behavior and motivation 

are integrated and organized by a mechanism of self-regulation toward 

achieving a conscious goal.    

Primary aspects of activity.  When analyzing activity, it is important to consider 

who is engaged in that activity, what their intentions, goals and motives are, and what 

type of activity they are involved in.  There a two primary types or aspects of activity 

– “object oriented” and “subject-oriented” activity.  “Object-oriented” activity is 

performed by a subject using tools on a material object, where the subject of activity 

is the individual or group of individuals engaged in that activity. Subject-oriented 

activity, also known as social interaction (in Russian, obshenie), involves two or more 

subjects and is constituted through information exchange, personal interactions and 

mutual understanding. During task performance, the object-oriented and subject-

oriented aspects of activity continuously transform into one another.  In any analysis 

of object oriented activity, inter-subjective relationships must always be considered 

(Bedny & Karwowski, 2004).   

Social interactions develop in a surrounding world of physical objects, and 

interactions with those objects arise on the basis of social norms and standards. 

Therefore, inter-subjective relationships exist not only in the obvious forms of 

subject-subject relationship, but also within subject-object relationships, as an inner 

dialogue. In this understanding of mental development, semiotic mediation and 

external practical activity are totally interdependent and never exist separately.  

Object, goal, subject and result.  The object of activity is that which is modified and 

explored by a subject according to the goal of activity.  Modification or exploration 

include not only physical transformation, but also the classification of objects 

according to required goals, the discovery of features of the object that correspond to 

goal of explorative activity, and so on.  Objects may be either concrete or abstract. 

Abstract objects are e.g. signs, symbols or images, and their constitution as entities 

transformed by the subject in accordance with goals. Initial, intermediate, and final 

states of objects may be distinguished.  
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Currently, one of the most widely known representations of activity theory is the 

triadic schema elaborated by Y. Engeström (Engeström, 1987, 1999). The central axis 

of Engeström’s schema presents the relationship:  

Subject ���� ����  Object ���� Outcome. 

In recent years this formulation has led a number of researchers to interpret the term 

“object” as being synonymous with “objectives” (see e.g. Bellamy, 1996). This 

confuses two different concepts: the notion of ‘objectives’, which is related to the 

goal of activity; and the concept of ‘object’, which, in our understanding of activity 

theory, always refers to that which is modified and explored by a subject according to 

the goal of activity. Analysts should be clear that it is only the desired future final 

state of an object that corresponds to the notion of the goal of action or activity. 

The goal is a conscious cognitive representation of the desired future result of 

activity. Goals may be accepted in advance, or formulated and specified during 

activity. Sometimes the goal is very ambiguous during the preliminary stages of task 

performance; goals may be modified or even entirely transformed during the course of 

activity.  It is important to note that in the absence of a definition of the goal and the 

task, the object itself cannot be defined.  

Figure 1 presents a triadic schema of activity that aims to clarify the central 

relationship between subject, object and goal in activity.  

 

Feedback

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

RESULT

Feedback

OBJECT GOAL

TOOLS TOOLS

TOOLS

 

Figure 1. Triadic schema of activity. 

In our schema, the object and goal are treated as distinct components and not only the 

subject-object relationship, but also intersubjective relations are illustrated. This 

emphasizes that any notion of ‘objectives’ must relate to the goal, rather than the 

object of activity. The broken circles in the figure indicate that subject-object 

interaction may be either direct, or through the use of external mediating instruments. 

By the same token, intersubjective interaction may be direct (speech, gesture), or 

instrumentally mediated (e.g. telephone, email). In both object-and subject-oriented 

actions, direct interaction should not be taken as implying an absence of mediating 

instruments; rather, in such cases the subject employs “internal” tools. In activity 

theory, the subject is always understood as a socially constituted individual, in 

possession of internal, psychological tools acquired during ontogeny. Such internal 

tools are assumed as a precondition of subjectivity.  

 Unlike Engeström’s triadic schema, Figure 1 also distinguishes between the 

concepts of goal and result.  Whereas the goal is a primarily cognitive mental 
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representation of the desired future state of the object, the result is the actual outcome 

of activity.  The result of an activity may coincide with the goal, or it may not. It 

follows that subjects’ attempts to reach a desired result align with their established 

goal; if the actual result of an activity does not coincide with the subject’s goal, then 

she or he must reformulate their strategy for goal achievement, or reformulate the goal 

itself.  This process of continual adjustment requires the presence of feedback 

influences, and implies that activity is organized according to principles of self-

regulation. These feedback influences are also presented on the schema, represented 

by arrows connecting the result with the subject.  

3. Some Basic Concepts and Units in Activity Theory 

Action.  An action is a discrete element of activity that fulfills an intermediate, 

conscious goal of activity. The performance of all the actions required by a task leads 

to achievement of the task-goal. The structure of activity during task performance is 

formed by a logically organized system of motor and mental actions; action emerges 

as the primary unit for the morphological analysis of activity.  Actions can be further 

divided into unconscious operations, the actual nature of which is determined by the 

concrete conditions under which activity takes place. In activity theory, cognition is 

considered not only as the storage of images, concepts or propositions, but also as the 

system of mental actions and operations carried out with and upon them. 

All actions have a temporal dimension. The initiation of a conscious goal (goal 

acceptance or goal formulation) constitutes the starting point of an action, which 

concludes when the actual result of action is evaluated in relation to the goal. This 

understanding allows for the depiction of continual flow of activity, divided into 

individual units. Actions can be described in terms of a recursive loop structure, with 

multiple forward and backward interconnections.  Figure 2 presents a simplified 

model of action as a one-loop system:  

 

INPUT
ACCEPTANCE

OR FORMATION

OF GOAL

EVALUATION OF
GOAL

CONDITIONS

DECISION-

MAKING &

EXECUTION

EVALUATION

OF RESULT

AND

CORRECTION

FEEDBACK

Figure 2. Action as a one-loop system. 

 

Function blocks.  Even very short mental actions can be further sub–divided 

chronometrically into a series of distinct stages of information processing, each 

occupying a very brief duration. In activity theory these stages are referred to as 

functional micro-blocks. For example, empirical investigations have established that 

perceptual actions consist of such functional micro-blocks as sensory register, iconic 

memory, scenic mechanisms, program formation mechanisms, etc. (Zinchenko & 

Gordon, 1981). This approach to the decomposition of actions is called micro-

structural analysis. While Sternberg (Sternberg, 1969) was the first to describe micro-

stages in the processing of information, V. P. Zinchenko introduced the concept of 

micro-blocks to the study of cognitive and motor actions. At present, exact 

descriptions of the content of cognitive actions are not available.  However, studies to 
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date demonstrate that cognitive action should be considered not simply as a process 

but also as a complicated, self-regulating structure.  

In order to extend the functional approach to include the analysis of activity during 

task performance, activity theorists have developed the concept of the functional 

macro-block. These macro-blocks represent clusters of distinct functional elements 

within self-regulating systems of activity, such as the goal, motive, subjective 

assessment of relevant task conditions etc. Collectively, functional micro- and macro-

blocks are often simply referred to as function blocks. The function block is the major 

unit of analysis applied during the functional analysis of activity, which is based upon 

models of the self-regulation of human activity. While space does not permit further 

discussion of functional analysis here, the interested reader is referred to (Bedny & 

Meister, 1997, 1999; Bedny & Karwowski, 2003a). 

The goal.  As noted above, the goal is a cognitive, informational component of 

activity involving the conscious representation of the future desired result of actions 

or activity. As a cognitive mechanism, the goal can be more or less clear and precise, 

and either totally or partly conscious. For example, in explorative activity the goal 

may be initially vague, gradually becoming more precisely formulated as the object 

becomes clearer. In explorative activity, goal-formation is closely associated with the 

subject’s level of aspiration. From a self-regulation (functional) point of view, when a 

subject attempts to solve a task-problem, she creates a level of aspiration that may be 

changed by her evaluation of the results of activity. As the subject performs 

exploratory actions, she produces and analyzes a sequence of trials-and-errors. This 

leads to the creation of a hypothesis about the situation, and the formulation of a 

preliminary goal for activity. This preliminary goal can be considered as 

corresponding to a particular level of aspiration; it results from an evaluation of task 

difficulty that includes not only an assessment of the objective characteristics of a 

task, but also elements of self-evaluation.  Goals are always associated with a motive 

– while it is, of course, possible for a subject to imagine a future result that does not 

depend on his or her own actions, this is not a goal.  

Motive.  In activity theory, the motive is considered as the energetic component of 

activity. Motives arise when a connection is made between needs and objects; 

motivation includes both long-term and situational elements, and may be more or less 

intensive. Whereas goals guide and direct, motives “push” activity. The more 

intensive the motive, the more effort a person will expend to reach their goal. 

Following Leont’ev (Leont'ev, 1981), the relationship between motive and goal can 

be considered as a vector that gives activity its goal-directed character:   

Motive ���� Goal 

A more detailed schema of activity may be presented in the following form:  

Motive ���� Method ���� Goal ���� Result 

3.1 Objects of study and units of analysis.   

In some current interpretations of activity theory there appears to be confusion 

regarding the relationship between objects of study and units of analysis. In 

developing his broad philosophical outline of the general theory of activity, A. N. 

Leont’ev (Leont'ev, 1978, 1981) was at pains to distinguish his approach from 

reductive psychologies (such as behaviorism) by strongly emphasizing the holistic, 

irreducible nature of activity. This is undoubtedly a centrally important orienting 

principle, which must be fully reflected in any activity-theoretical methods. However, 
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in seeking to apply the general theory of activity, some researchers have attempted to 

use activity, or activity system, as their basic unit of analysis. It is our view that with 

regard to applied research, and especially research concerned with design, this 

approach will often prove inappropriate. It is frequently more practical to approach 

activity as the object of study, an object that must be described with the help of a 

variety of carefully developed analytical units, appropriate to the purpose of the study 

in hand.   

In order to clarify this issue, we present below a general scheme of the structural 

components of activity. Note that this includes the task as an important element, a 

point we return to later:   

Activity ���� Task ���� Action ���� Operation ���� Function Block 

The first two components of this schema (activity, task) are considered primarily as 

the objects studied by activity theory, the remainder as the units of analysis employed 

for the study of these objects. Because activity is understood as a holistic, structured, 

systemic entity, when an activity becomes the object of study it must be approached 

from a variety of perspectives, using a variety of interrelated units of analysis. In this 

way, the primary object of study, some specific activity, can become the subject of a 

number of methodologically different, but closely interrelated descriptions.  

Recognition of the shortcomings of task analysis methods based on cognitive 

psychology has led some Western AT researchers to reject the notion of task 

altogether (Holland & Reeves 1996, Nardi 1996). It should be noted that, despite 

these misinterpretations, the task is actually a critically important concept in activity 

theory, where activity during task performance is considered a basic object of study 

(Bedny, Karwowski & Jeng, 2001). 

3.2 Units of analysis in the systemic-structural description of the work 
process.   

When carrying out a systemic-structural analysis of human performance during a 

production process, it is initially activity itself that is the object of study. In this 

preliminary stage, analysis does not focus on separate production operations, but 

rather pays attention to general characteristics of work activity such as the context of 

work, social norms, standard, rules etc. In the following stage of activity analysis it is 

the task, understood as some fragment of activity that is organized around a task goal, 

which becomes the object of study. At this stage, the focus shifts to activity during the 

performance of a production operation, or during the solution of some practical 

problem. 

Leont’ev defined a task as some situation requiring achievement of a goal under 

specific conditions (Leont'ev, 1981). In order to clarify this definition, we will 

consider an example involving an aircraft pilot. A pilot controls her aircraft in a 

particular situation according to the goal that is relevant to that situation. While this 

goal may have been externally supplied, perhaps by the aircraft dispatcher, it will, to 

some extent, be idiosyncratically interpreted by the pilot. In some cases, the pilot 

herself may formulate the goal, in a form dependent on the specifics of the situation. 

However the task is set, the pilot will develop different strategies of task performance 

based on an evaluation of task difficulty and the significance of the task goal. Pilots 

do not simply receive information; they evaluate it from the point of view of a desired 

goal and the significance of the task. Similarly, pilots may evaluate the result of 
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actions involved in task performance according to significance of the task for them, 

and their own motivational intentions.  

Units of analysis.  Figure 3 presents a schematic representation of the objects of 

study and units of analysis used by activity theory. Units of analysis are unified 

components into which we divide the whole, for the purposes of studying those 

components and their integration into the dynamic whole.  The main object of study is 

human work activity, which is principally analyzed as activity during the performance 

of some specific task. The principal unit of analysis for the morphological analysis of 

activity is the action, which may be further decomposed into operations. When 

undertaking functional descriptions of activity, function blocks may be used for either 

macro- or micro-analysis, according to the focus of the study. It should be noted that 

in activity theory, meanings and signs are treated as the psychological tools of mental 

actions, but not as units of analysis.  Meanings are themselves products of action that, 

in turn, become tools for action.  

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY

TASK TASK TASK TASK

Conscious, goal-directed mental and motor ACTIONS

FUNCTIONAL MICRO-BLOCKS

Objects of study

Units of analysis
MEMBERS OF ALGORITHM - Groupings of 1- 4 actions and their associated sub-goals

FUNCTIONAL MICRO-BLOCKS

FUNCTIONAL MACRO-BLOCKS FUNCTIONAL MACRO-BLOCKS

Unconscious mental and motor OPERATIONS

 

Figure 3.  Objects of study and units of analysis in activity theory. 

Figure 3 shows that in addition to actions and operations, the systemic-structural 

approach employs additional units for morphological analysis. These units are called 

“member of algorithm”, and they are used to describe task structure in terms of 

“human algorithms”. Members of an algorithm comprise a cluster of approximately 

one to four interdependent actions, integrated by a higher order (subtask) goal than 

those that guide the individual actions themselves. A human algorithm is used to 

represent the logically organized system of actions through which an individual 

subject transforms some initial material in accordance with the required goal of the 

task. These algorithms are distinguished from similar devices such as flow charts by 

their use of actions as the basic units of analysis.  

Having established a number of basic terms, concepts and principles, we now proceed 

to consider additional aspects of the systemic-structural approach to activity analysis 

and design in relation to work processes, beginning with a discussion of the 

production process. 

4. Structure of the Production Process  

A production process can be defined as a sequence of transformations of raw 

material into finished product. The process usually begins with the entry of raw 

material, and proceeds through various steps until the material becomes a finished 

product, or result, in accordance with the purpose of the production process.  Any 

production process can be seen to contain three basic elements: the human work 

activity, or work process; the means of work; and the product. The means of work are 

those tools, equipment and instruments used by subjects in the production process. 
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While, in general, the purpose of any production process is the transformation of raw 

material into finished product, it is possible to distinguish various types of production 

process. For example, in manufacturing there are mechanical production processes, 

physical-chemical processes, transportation, and control production processes 

(Gal'sev, 1973). 

The structure of production process is presented in Figure 4. The left side of the figure 

represents the work activity, or work process. Here, the term process is used to 

emphasize that activity is performed according to some prescription or order. The 

work process contains a substructure of basic components: (a) Motive-goal as a vector 

which demonstrates the directional and energetic aspects of work activity, (b) 

knowledge and skills which demonstrate the relevance of past experience to the work 

process, (c) abilities in relation to the tasks to be performed, and (d) work actions 

which are organized into a structure, and together present the method of activity. In 

this scheme, “action” refers to both cognitive and motor actions. The presence of the 

concepts of knowledge and action in the structure of the work process implies the 

existence of mental tools.  
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Figure 4.   Structure of the production  process. 

 

The right side of Figure 4 represents the technological aspects of the production 

process, which are also performed in accordance with some prescriptive order. The 

technological process includes (a) the instructions according to which the worker 

performs the job, (b) the means of work, (c) the raw material or initial material object; 

and (d) the finished product or result.  

Production operations.  A production process can be described as comprising a 

sequence of separate steps or production operations. A production operation is some 

isolated part of the production process that is performed upon the work object, in one 

work place, and by one or several workers. A production operation is characterized by 

the presence of the same equipment and tools, the same object of work, and by its 

technological completeness. Production operations can be further subdivided into 

smaller, standardized, technological units. As can be seen from Figure 4, any 

production operation includes human activity, technological components or means of 

work, and the object under transformation. The nature of the changes undergone by 

the object depends both on human activity and the specifics of the technological 

components of the process.  
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Both production operations and the holistic production process may be studied from 

either the technological viewpoint or from a human activity perspective. It is when 

production operations are studied from the activity perspective that the term task 

becomes applicable. Tasks are understood as being organized in accordance with 

technological requirements and the relationship between the work process and 

technological process becomes of critical interest. When analyzing a task or 

production operation from the activity point of view, it can be divided into a logically 

organized system of cognitive and motor actions, which in turn can be subdivided into 

the smaller units of operations or function blocks. At the same time, and as required, it 

is also possible to integrate actions into those analytic units referred to as members of 

algorithm. 

Types of tasks in the work process.  The scheme presented in Figure 4 considers the 

work process as a specific type of activity. One of the most important characteristics 

of the work process is that the subject knows something about the materials, tools, 

equipment, and final result of his or her activity in advance. The worker is required to 

possess the appropriate abilities and the necessary professional background, and must 

perform in accordance to given instructions. However, individual tasks can be 

associated with varying degrees of freedom of performance. Some tasks may be 

deterministic, or skill based, requiring a standardized sequence of actions each time 

they are performed. Some tasks may be deterministic-algorithmic, that is, they are 

performed step-by-step according to a deterministic prescription. At times, the task 

may be probabilistic-algorithmic. 

 Algorithmic tasks are performed according to rule-based principles. The subject must 

conform to a sequence of actions and technological steps that cannot be violated 

without disrupting the production process. From an activity-theoretical viewpoint, this 

kind of work is amenable to design, whereas it is more difficult to design work 

processes that involve a high levels of freedom of performance, creativity, and 

unpredictability.  

4.1 Operational-monitoring Processes    
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Figure 5.  Structure of the operational-monitoring process. 

An operational-monitoring process is defined as a combination of duties essential to 

accomplish some automated or semi-automated system function. One of the specific 

characteristics of work with automated and semi-automated systems is that the 

operator is not simply involved with changes to physical material, but also with the 

transformation of information. In many cases, it is the operator themselves who must 

determine what has to be done. Although the work is based on certain procedures and 

rules, it also involves creativity and problem solving. In these cases, the work process 
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can be seen as organized through probabilistic algorithms and quasi- algorithms, with 

the operator forming the performance rules based on his or her experience.  

Another common characteristic of an operator’s performance with automated systems 

is that he or she is required to perceive information from a variety of displays and 

instrumentation. Rather than controlling the power sources directly, the operator uses 

intermediary control devices. Inspection, controlling and monitoring functions 

predominate, and the motor components of activity are significantly reduced. Work 

activity in its external appearance (as motor actions) loses continuity and acquires an 

episodic character, while at the same time, the role played by the sensory-perceptual 

and thinking components of activity increases.  

Structure of the operational-monitoring process.  Recognition of the specific 

characteristics of this kind of process requires some reconsideration of the general 

description of the work process shown in Figure 4. The notion of production operation 

used earlier is no longer appropriate; rather, it is tasks that form the basic components 

in operational-monitoring processes. A schema of the structure of an operational- 

monitoring process is illustrated in Figure 5. 

In contrast to Figure 4, “technological process” is replaced by the notion of control 

process. It is now the transformation of information, rather than the material 

transformation of the object that plays the major role, as changes in the physical state 

of a controlled object become possible mainly on the basis of the transformation of 

information. In the control process, the components “raw material” and “finished 

product” are replaced by input and output. In most cases, the input is information 

received by the operator about the initial state of the control object. The output is 

information about the control object following completion of task. In this type of 

process, it is very often the case that a sufficiently detailed description of how to 

accomplish the task goal is lacking; the task then takes on a problem-solving 

character. Thus, the operational-monitoring process can also be described as a system 

of logically organized problem-solving tasks. 

4.2 Task acceptance and formulation.   

In a production process, the tasks or production operations are prescribed in advance. 

By contrast, in an operational-monitoring process the tasks are often self-initiating. To 

return to our earlier example, while a pilot may have as her overarching task-goal the 

completion of a flight from one city to another, she will be required to formulate a 

variety of ongoing sub-task goals herself, according to the situation presented by 

flight conditions. Thus, when analyzing operating-monitoring processes, the concepts 

of objectively given task and subjectively accepted or formulated task become 

important.  

Acceptance or formulation of a task-goal is closely associated with the subject’s 

representation of the task. The subjective or mental representation of a task is 

characterized by the following features (Kozeleski, 1979): 

1. It is dependent on the objectively presented structure of the task.  

2. It is a dynamic phenomenon that can change during task performance. 

3. The mental representation determines task performance. 

4. Success in solving a task is dependent on the performer’s personal 

representation. 
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Investigating the influence on task performance of the relationship between the 

objective presentation of task and its subjective representation is a major concern of 

the functional analysis of activity. 

Computerization significantly alters the specifics of an operational-monitoring 

process, often leading to greater demands on the task performer. When a subject 

directly interacts with a computer during task performance, this becomes a 

specifically human-computer interaction (HCI) process, which includes logically 

organized computer-based tasks. From the point of view of AT, the schema of an HCI 

process is basically the same as for operational-monitoring processes, the only major 

difference being that the computer is now the dominant means of work. 

4.3 Task structure and characteristics in the work process.   

The materials presented above illustrate how, from the perspective of systemic-

structural analysis, a work process is understood as a combination of tasks performed 

by subjects to accomplish the objectives of the system. Each task in the work process 

is regarded as a situation-bounded activity which is directed to achieve a goal under 

given conditions. Any task includes both the subject’s activity and the material 

components of task, with all the elements of activity during task performance being 

organized by the task goal. It is only when the objectively given or subjectively 

formulated requirements of the task are accepted by the subject as a desired future 

result that they become the goal of task. 

Whatever is presented to the subject for the performance of the required actions 

constitutes the conditions of the task. These task conditions include both the subject’s 

own past experience and components such as instructions, means of work in given 

conditions, raw material and input information. Task conditions also determine the 

possible constraints on activity performance. The raw material, or input information, 

is considered to be the object of activity. What is actually achieved (finished product, 

output) is the result of activity. The vector motive→goal determines the directedness 

of activity during task performance. Any task includes an initial situation, intermittent 

situations and a final situation. By associating the notion of situation with stages of 

task performance, it becomes possible to study how the structure of a task changes 

during different stages of performance, and how many basic transformational stages 

are required.  

In the schema presented in Figures 4 & 5, knowledge includes images, concepts, 

propositions and non-verbal sign systems. According to Landa (Landa, 1983), 

knowledge includes not only data about objects, their attributes and relations, but also 

knowledge about (motor or cognitive) actions on objects. When a subject is able to 

perform mental actions on images, concepts, propositions, and other sign systems, 

those sign systems become internal, psychological tools for action. The ability to use 

signs as tools is essential for the practical application of knowledge.  

5. The Classification of Tasks and Work Processes 

5.1 Deterministic and algorithmic types of task.   

As we have noted, any work process includes a number of different tasks. The 

simplest type of work task is rigid and deterministic, as when workers produce 

identical products in large quantities. Such tasks are often highly repetitive and 

carried out at great speed. In Rasmussen’s terminology (Rasmussen & Pejtersen, 

1995), these are skill-based tasks. More complex tasks are algorithmic, that is they are 
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performed according to some logic and rules. As outlined above, algorithmic tasks 

can be divided into deterministic and probabilistic types. In deterministic-algorithmic 

tasks workers perform simple “if-then” decisions based on familiar perceptual signals. 

Each decision usually has only two outputs. For example, “if the red bulb is lit then 

perform action A; if the green bulb is lit then perform action B”. Deterministic-

algorithmic tasks are comparable to rule-based tasks in Rasmussen’s terminology. 

Probabilistic-algorithmic tasks are more complicated, involving logical conditions 

with the possibility of three and more outputs, each output possessing a different 

probability of occurrence. Probabilistic task elements significantly increase an 

operator’s memory workload.   

Non-algorithmic task components.  Probabilistic-algorithmic tasks can also include 

non-algorithmic problem-solving components. Landa (Landa, 1983) suggests that 

these can be divided into three groups: semi-algorithmic, semi-heuristic, and heuristic. 

This categorization is based on the relationship between task instructions and the 

mental operations required to solve the task-problem. Distinctions between types of 

task are relative rather than absolute, being defined by: (a) The extent to which the 

instructions specify the actions to be performed by the subject, (b) whether or not the 

actions are relatively elementary for subject (if an action can be performed virtually 

without error it is considered as relatively elementary), (c) how well the instructions 

specify the “field” from which the goal object must be selected, and (d) how well the 

instructions delineate or specify  the criteria for identification of the goal object.  

 When instructions completely define the physical and mental actions to be 

performed by subjects, do not require any independent actions to be performed, and 

guarantee successful solving of the problem, such instructions are categorized as 

algorithmic. When instructions contain some uncertainty (perhaps resulting from 

vagueness in the criteria that determine a logical sequence of actions) and therefore 

require the subject to create his or her own methodology, they are considered semi-

algorithmic. However, it should be noted that even when instructions relate to an 

objectively given, deterministic-algorithmic task, the terms in which the instructions 

are expressed may give rise to a subjective perception of the task as non-algorithmic.  

A probabilistic-algorithmic task requiring multiple decisions often becomes a 

problem-solving task for the performer.  In cases where the uncertainty is even 

greater, the task is termed semi-heuristic, the major criterion for categorization as a 

heuristic task-problem being that it presents an undefined field of solution.  Semi-

heuristic problems may also include algorithmic and semi-algorithmic sub-problems. 

One important goal for the ergonomic design of such tasks is to reduce the degree of 

objective and subjective uncertainty in problem-solving. It should be noted that all 

non-algorithmic tasks, and a significant proportion of probabilistic-algorithmic tasks, 

are considered as knowledge-based tasks in Rasmussen’s terminology (Rasmussen & 

Pejtersen, 1995). In this regard, activity theory suggests a more detailed system of 

task classification than cognitive psychology.    

 

5.2 Classifying work processes.   

On the basis of the materials presented above we can now sketch out an activity-

theoretical classification of different types of work processes. The criteria for 

classification include: (a) The features of the object of activity (that is, the material 

components of activity), (b) the extent to which the subject is involved in the 
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transformation of the work object (which may be raw material or input data), and (c) a 

broad categorization the constraints and possibilities on functions performed by 

workers derived from economic studies and studies of human labor (Cemach, 1969; 

Gal'sev, 1973; Barnes, 1980). A classification of work processes according to these 

criteria is presented in Table 1. 

Other types of work activity.  Of course, other types of work activity exist in 

addition to the work processes described above. There are numerous professions 

where the task performance methods are not precisely determined. For example, the 

work activity of engineers, medical doctors, teachers, etc., can be widely varied in 

order to respond to the conditions for achieving a particular goal. Strumilin 

(Strumilin, 1983) designates this kind of work as “independent work within the given 

set of the requirements”. It is also necessary to distinguish the kinds of creative work 

performed by scientists, artists, inventors, etc. In this type of work, at times it is not 

only the method of achieving the goal that is unknown, but also the goal itself. It can 

be seen that the activity-theoretical classification of work activity based on criteria of 

predetermination must have a relative character. Work processes, independent work 

within the set of requirements, and creative work may be combined in different 

proportions in different professions.  

Table 1. Classification of Work Processes 

Classification Criteria Type of Work Process 

Character of object  Substance-energetic 

Informational 

Mixed 

Extent of subject’s involvement in 

transformation of object  

Manual 

Mechanical-manual 

Automated 

Functions performed by the subject Work processes performed by blue-collar 

workers (e. g. factory labor, manufacturing, 

construction.) 

Work processes performed by white-collar 

workers (e.g. work study in the office) 

Operational work processes (e.g. operator-

technologists, operator-controllers, operator-

dispatchers, etc.) 

Work processes involving the performance of 

computer-based tasks. 

 

Work process analysis and ergonomics.  Analysis of the work process demonstrates 

that work activity contains both anticipated and unanticipated elements (Vicente, 

1999), and the proportion of predictable to unpredictable factors will vary across work 

processes.  We can conclude that the more predictable the work process, the easier it 

will be to precisely design the work activity.  It is important to recognize that, as with 

any models, models created during the process of systemic-structural activity analysis 

represent idealized versions of activity, and can only approximate to the real activity 

of the work subject.  However, useful comparisons of various factors affecting the 

work process, such as different versions of equipment design and configuration, can 

be accomplished based on an analysis of these idealized models of activity.   
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The physical characteristics of equipment impose different strategies of activity, in a 

probabilistic manner.  The space of possible strategies for activity in any work process 

is defined by the totality of these strategies, taking into account constraints on 

performance. Given the same performance constraints, changes in equipment 

configuration will result in a new space of possible strategies for activity.  In order to 

understand the basic characteristics of the space of possible activity strategies, the 

ergonomist need not consider all possible strategies of performance. Rather, analyses 

should focus on those strategies of activity that are most representative and critical, 

and which correspond to basic trajectories of activity within the space of all possible 

strategies.  This approach facilitates understanding of the space of activity strategies 

under the given performance constraints.  Based on this understanding, we can 

distinguish three major aspects of ergonomic design: (a) The design of equipment, (b) 

the design of human performance, and (c) the design of human computer interaction.  

In the next section, we consider a practical example connected with the latter 

category. 

6. Example of Morphological Analysis 

6.1 The computer as a means of work.   

In our discussion of the work process we utilized the notion of means of work. This 

concept includes a variety of tools and equipment; it cannot simply be used as a 

synonym for tools. In systemic-structural theory, the concept of tool is tightly 

associated with the concept of action; outside of a specific task, we cannot precisely 

determine what is a tool. In this sense, a personal computer cannot be classified 

simply as a tool. Rather, the computer is a means of presenting or creating a variety of 

artificial tools that mediate the subject’s actions during the performance of a 

computer-based task. Moreover, a computer also creates artificial objects toward 

which tool-mediated actions may be directed. In this sense, the computer is a special 

kind of means, mediating human interaction with the external world through the 

creation of artificial objects and tools required for the performance of computer-based 

tasks.  

6.2 Classification of actions.   

Prior to discussing an example of activity analysis, it is necessary to briefly consider 

some principles for the classification of actions. Systemic-structural activity theory 

offers two major approaches. The first is based on noting the dominating 

psychological process during action performance. The second categorizes actions 

according to the nature of the object (material or sign/symbol) and the method of 

performance (practical or mental) (Bedny, Seglin, & Meister, 2000). For example, 

according to the first principle one can categorize actions as sensory, simultaneous 

perceptual, imaginative, mnemonic, etc. An example that applies this principle to the 

classification of actions required by a computer-based task can be found in (Sengupta 

and Jeng, 2003). Applying the second principle distinguishes (a) object-practical 

actions performed with material objects, (b) object-mental actions performed on 

mental images, (c) sign-practical actions performed with external signs, and (d) sign-

mental actions performed through the mental manipulation of sign or symbols.  

6.3 Example HCI analysis.   

We now consider a generalized example drawn from the domain of human-computer 

interaction which involves applying the second approach, action classification based 
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on object and method of performance.  The task involves a subject using basic word-

processing software running on a personal computer to produce some document. As 

text is entered, misspellings are underlined in red. At this particular stage of the task, 

subjects are required to correct all misspellings. This is a deterministic task, requiring 

a well-defined sequence of actions.  In order to correctly extract those required actions 

and develop their classification, we need to identify the object, tool, and goal of each 

action; the nature of an action being dependent on the interrelation of these 

components in any particular situation. As a first step, we describe the actions 

required during the performance of this task:  

1. Reach and grasp the mouse with the right hand. 

2. Move the cursor to the initial position preceding the misspelled word and 

depress the left mouse button with the index finger. 

3. With the mouse button depressed, highlight the required word by dragging 

the cursor to the end of the word; release the mouse button. 

4. Move the pointer to the spelling icon on the toolbar; depress the left mouse 

button with the index finger, then release.  

5. Examine the list of options presented by the dialogue box.  

6. Decide which is the most suitable spelling option. 

7. Move the pointer to the chosen spelling option; depress the left mouse 

button with the index finger, then release. 

8. Move the pointer to the OK button; depress the left mouse button with the 

index finger, then release. 

When a subject performs the first action, the mouse is the object to be engaged by the 

subject. The conscious goal of this action, that is, what the subject understands that he 

or she wishes to achieve as result of taking action, is to grasp the mouse. As the 

mouse is a real, material object, this is classified as an object-practical action. In 

action 2, the mouse becomes a tool through which the subject implements the 

movement of an object, the cursor, to the start position. The transformation of the 

object (cursor) is performed according the current goal of action, to the move the 

cursor to the required position. Although the pointer is a symbol on the screen, the 

meaning of the sign is not especially important at this point, so this is also considered 

as an object-practical action.  

At the third step, the word to highlight becomes the object of action. The subject 

transforms the quality of the object according the goal of action; the background of 

the text becomes black while the characters become white. (It should be noted that at 

times subjects may not be aware of all changes in the object. For example, sometimes 

the subject may not be aware that the characters have changed color, illustrating that 

the subjectively formulated goal of action may not always coincide with the 

objectively required goal and result of action.) This third step also includes several 

tools: the cursor, mouse and left mouse button. In the fourth action, the spelling icon 

is the object of action and the mouse and pointer the tools. Actions 3 and 4 are both 

classified as object-practical.  

In fifth action, the list of options in the dialogue box becomes the object. In executing 

this action, the subject does not employ any external tools. This action is classified as 

sign-practical; a sign becomes the tool of internal, mental action. In terms of the 
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dominant psychological process, this is a simultaneous perceptual action. In action 

six, a particular item in the list of options is the object, so this is also a sign-practical 

action; the dominant psychological process is decision-making.   

In action seven, the pointer, mouse and button are the tools, and the spelling option 

chosen in the previous action is the object. In the last action, the OK button is the 

object, the mouse, mouse button and pointer the tools. Actions 7 and 8 are both 

object-practical actions. At times, it may be difficult to decide whether an action 

should be classified as object-practical or sign-practical, because the subject 

simultaneously manipulates different tools. When actions with the mouse are 

performed almost automatically, we can classify them as object-practical actions. 

When a conscious manipulative effort involving meaning is required, the actions can 

be classified as sign-practical.  

When attempting to solve HCI usability problems, a series of question may be raised 

on the basis of this kind of analysis. For instance, during the performance of the first 

action in our example, the usability of the mouse, its ‘graspability’ and ‘clickability’ 

are the issues of concern. In the second action, the ease and precision of directing the 

pointer are highlighted. Similarly, perceptual actions, such as action number five, and 

simple decision-making actions (number six), present issues connected with the ease 

of performance of such mental actions. This approach also supports quantitative 

evaluations of the complexity of performance. For example, it is possible to estimate 

the time involved in decision-making processes during a task, and define its a ratio to 

the overall time taken for task performance, giving a basis for considering ways to 

reduce task time and/or complexity. 

The hypothetical example given above illustrates one stage in the morphological 

analysis of activity. It is intended to provide a simple demonstration of one way in 

which the activity-theoretical concepts of object, action, goals, etc. can be applied for 

detailed studies in HCI and other design-oriented research. When undertaking a 

morphological activity analysis, the activity under study is initially formulated in 

terms of tasks. Next, the structure of task performance is described. As in our 

example, this involves determining the content of tasks through the delineation of the 

actions implicated in task performance. Alongside this kind of analysis, we may also 

need to precisely describe the actions in terms of typical elements of a task 

(technological units), or in terms of typical elements of an activity (psychological 

units). Additionally, the type or level of attention required for each action may be 

studied. However, further discussions of these aspects of action classification are 

outside the scope this article.  

The morphological analysis of activity constitutes only one aspect of a four-stage, 

multi-level, methodology for the systemic-structural analysis and design of work 

activity
2
 The systemic-structural approach offers an integrated framework for the 

iterative description and analysis in both qualitative and quantitative terms, supporting 

the stepwise development and testing of  models of human activity, which are used as 

a basis for the design of equipment and work processes. Both the morphological and 

functional aspects of activity are studied and described from multiple perspectives and 

at varying levels of decomposition. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper we set out to offer an introduction to the central concepts and principles 

of the Systemic-Structural Theory of Activity (SSTA), an activity-theoretical 
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approach specifically tailored to the analysis and design of human work. We began by 

discussing the relationship of psychology to design, arguing the need for a 

standardized approach to describing and analyzing human work activity. At present 

cognitive psychology remains mainly concerned with experimental studies, failing to 

suggest suitable analytical principles or methods. Our aim has been to demonstrate 

that the systemic-structural theory of activity, with its carefully developed units of 

analysis and systemic principles of description, can provide a platform for the more 

effective application of psychology in design practice. 

We have described some of the background and basic concepts of the systemic-

structural and general theories of activity, and presented principles and methods for 

the classification, and description of human work activity. In our view, design-

oriented studies of human performance should take as their primary focus the 

interrelationship between the structure of work activity and the configuration of the 

material components of work. The systemic-structural approach to activity design and 

analysis involves identifying (a) the available means of work, tools and objects, (b) 

their relationship with possible strategies of work activity, (c) existing constraints on 

activity performance, (d) social norms and rules, (e) possible stages of object 

transformation, and (f) changes in the structure of activity during skills acquisition. 

Increasingly, the material components of work include artificial objects and tools 

created by a computer. In this paper we also argued against a simplistic notion of the 

computer as a tool, suggesting that it is more appropriate to think of the computer as a 

means for the creation of artificial tools and objects for task performance. 

Notes 
1
See Bedny & Karwowski, 2004 for a fuller account of the emergence of AT from the 

SSTA perspective. 

2
For further information see Bedny & Meister, 1997; Bedny, Seglin, & Meister, 2000 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes methods for the structural 

(morphological) and functional analysis of 

HCI video data through the isolation and 

classification of tasks; the isolation and 

classification of actions; and the use of self-

regulation models to study goal-directed 

activity during task performance. These 

methods were developed and applied within 

the context of a long-term, design-oriented 

research project involving field studies of 

collaborative computer-mediated activity by 

non-professional users in an educational 

setting. The conceptual basis for the methods 

is provided by the systemic-structural theory of 

activity, a modern synthesis of recent research 

in applied activity theory specifically tailored 

to the study and design of human work 

activity. 

Keywords 

Video analysis, IT-design, activity theory, 

morphological & functional analysis, field 

data, systemic-structural theory of activity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction and Initial 
Academic Reflection 

Approaches to human-computer interaction 

(HCI) and information technology (IT) design 

based on activity theory understand computer 

artifacts as mediators of human work activity, 

and attempt to take account of the reality that 

the (actual or proposed) use of interactive 

systems always takes place in specific, 

complex, and historically developing 

sociocultural and technical contexts.  

Inasmuch as video recording is capable of 

capturing both the fine detail of individual 

sequences of IT use and the broader physical 

and sociocultural context in which they take 

place, it can provide an invaluable resource for 

activity-theoretical IT-design. Video allows 

the repeated review of complex and fleeting 

events (in both real-world and laboratory 

settings) at varying levels of granularity, 

bringing the opportunity to check and amend 

interpretations of observed user actions in the 

light of data from other sources (log files, 

interviews, verbal protocols, etc.) or new 

analytic insights (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). 

The possibility of making unobtrusive 

(Blomberg, 1993) or unattended (Bauersfeld & 

Halgren, 1996) video recordings also helps to 

minimize the impact of observation on the 

situations under study, an important 

consideration when studying collaborative 

work activity in the field. 

Bødker’s seminal work on focus-shift analysis 

(Bødker, 1996) was the first attempt to develop 

video analysis methods using activity theory. 

Her focus-shift approach formulates 

interaction analyses (Suchman & Trigg, 1991; 

Trigg et al, 1991) based on interpretations of 

general activity theory developed within the 

“Scandinavian School” of IT-design (Bertelsen 

& Bødker, 2003). This article aims to 

complement and extend that work by 

introducing methods based on the systemic-

structural theory of activity (SSTA), a 

distinctive, modern, activity-theoretical 

approach specifically oriented toward the 

solution of practical problems in ergonomics, 

engineering psychology, and education (Bedny 

& Meister, 1997; Bedny, 1998; Bedny et al., 

2000; Bedny, 2004). Methods based on SSTA 

employ a carefully defined, standardized and 

unified terminology; clearly distinguish 
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between various stages, levels, objects, and 

units of activity analysis; and, in addition to 

the qualitative descriptive analyses currently 

associated with activity-theoretical IT-design, 

allow the symbolic and quantitative modeling 

of computer-mediated work activity.  

1.2 Scope, Applications, Outcomes and 
Analytical Perspective of the Methods 
Described  

The focus of the methods outlined in this paper 

is on those stages of video analysis following 

the initial capture, logging and archiving of 

data, comprising:  

• initial selection of data for analysis; 

• the transcription of video sequences; 

• the development of general time 

structures of use activity; 

• the isolation & classification of tasks; 

• using video data as a basis for the 

morphological (structural) analysis of 

use activity; 

• using video data as a basis for the 

functional analysis of use activity. 

The methods described can be used to support 

those aspects of the IT-design process where 

video data analysis is appropriate: e.g. 

requirements gathering, cooperative 

prototyping, developing support materials, 

usability testing, and evaluation. The various 

techniques are closely interrelated and will 

often be used recursively during the design 

process, i.e. the development of a detailed 

structural description of activity may require 

revisiting and refining the general time 

structure or task classification stage of 

analysis.  

The methods are suitable for use by 

researchers, analysts, and designers with some 

background in cognitive task analysis; their 

application also requires basic familiarity with 

the terms and principles of systemic-structural 

activity theory. To this end, concise definitions 

of relevant SSTA terms and principles are 

given in the text where appropriate.  

Outcomes  

The immediate outcomes of the methods are a 

set of integrated descriptions - in textual, 

symbolic and diagrammatic forms, and at 

varying levels of detail and abstraction - of the 

structure and function of activity during 

computer-mediated task performance, based on 

the source data.  The purpose of these 

descriptions is to support analysts in 

developing a detailed understanding of the 

relationship between the computer artifacts in 

use; task goals and conditions; sociocultural, 

physical, and technical context; and users’ 

actual and/or possible strategies of activity in 

the work process. Depending on the stage and 

nature of the IT-design lifecycle to which they 

are applied, these descriptions may prove 

sufficient for the purposes of the project in 

hand. However, they may also be used as a 

basis for further techniques of systemic-

structural activity analysis, such as the 

development of detailed models of the 

temporal relationships between motor and 

cognitive actions during task performance, and 

the quantitative analysis of task complexity. 

Although these latter methods can only be 

briefly mentioned here, more detailed 

information (procedures, syntax, formulae, 

etc.) can be found in Bedny & Meister (1997).  

Analytical Perspective 

Activity theory offers a holistic conceptual 

framework within which the multidimensional 

data produced by video-based observation 

studies may be integrated, interpreted, and, to 

some extent, generalized (see Sections 2.1 & 

2.2 below). Analyses within this framework 

can be undertaken from the point of view of 

three principal, and complementary, 

perspectives (Bedny & Karwowski, 2004b):   

• the sociocultural, which studies 

culture, community, and historicity, 

and is concerned with situating and 

characterizing computer-mediated 

activity, both historically and in 

relation to other activities;  

• the objectively-logical, which studies 

tasks, tools, work processes, and 

results, and is concerned with inputs, 

products, and the transformation 

process;  

• the individual-psychological, which is 

concerned with actions, operations, 

and self-regulation, and studies 

subject-object relationships.  

The methods described in this paper mainly 

make use of the latter perspective, i.e. the 

individual-psychological, which is currently 

under-represented in the English-language 

activity-theoretical IT-design literature.  

The individual-psychological perspective on 

activity analysis encompasses the following 

methods:  

• informational or cognitive analysis, 

which studies the various cognitive 

processes (perceptual, mnemonic, 

etc.) involved in task performance;  

• morphological analysis, which studies 

activity during task performance as a 

structure made up of goal-directed 

(conscious) actions and their 

(unconscious) operational aspects; 
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• functional analysis, which studies 

activity during task performance a 

goal-directed, self-regulating 

functional system comprising function 

blocks (motive, goal, etc.) and their 

interrelationships through feed-

forward and feedback mechanisms; 

• and parametrical analysis, which 

studies various parameters of activity 

such as time on task, number of 

clicks, keystrokes, errors, etc. 

In this paper, the main focus is on introducing 

methods for the structural and functional 

analyses of video data. Several methods for the 

cognitive process analysis and parametrical 

(e.g. error) analysis of HCI tasks are already 

well-known to IT-designers (see e.g.  Card et 

al., 1983; Norman & Draper, 1986; Nielsen, 

1994; Shneiderman, 1998; Preece et al, 1994, 

pp.417- 429; Diaper & Stanton, 2003).  

It is important to note that the three 

perspectives of activity theory outlined above 

simply emphasize different ways of 

approaching the same complex object of study, 

i.e. human work activity. They are tightly 

interrelated and can never be considered 

entirely in isolation from each other. While the 

outputs from individual-psychological 

analyses can be especially useful for 

addressing issues such as hardware and 

software design, support, and training, they 

become more effective when coordinated with 

understandings of the communities, objects, 

tools and symbols involved in the work 

process as revealed by sociocultural and 

objectively-logical analyses. 

2. THEORETICAL & EMPIRICAL 
BACKGROUND OF THE METHODS 

2.1 Theoretical Background 

Activity theory is a psychological approach 

with a long history of development in the 

former Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc 

countries. Its philosophical and general 

psychological origins are associated with the 

work of S. L. Rubinshtein (1935, 1973) and A. 

N. Leont’ev (1977, 1978, 1981). One of the 

principal foundations of AT is the cultural-

historical theory of the development of higher 

mental functions proposed by L.S. Vygotsky 

(1978, 1986). There has been a tendency for 

some English-language interpreters of activity 

theory (e. g. Cole 1996, Nardi 1996a, 

Engeström, 2000) to largely limit AT to the 

cultural-historical paradigm; in activity-

theoretical IT-design this has contributed to a 

current situation where there is an under-

utilization of those traditions and viewpoints - 

both within AT and in the “activity approach”
1
 

generally - whose roots lie outside the 

Vygotskian tradition. It is only now becoming 

recognized that, there have always been other 

important directions in AT - for example, in 

physiology and psychophysiology - which 

have played a role in shaping it into its current 

form as a fundamental scientific approach 

which encompasses a variety of different 

schools and theoretical concepts.  

The methods outlined in this paper are derived 

mainly from one distinctive school in AT, 

which is concerned with developing and 

applying the systemic-structural theory of 

activity (SSTA). This represents a modern 

systems approach which has arisen in response 

to the practical demands of applying AT to 

design problems in ergonomics, engineering 

psychology, training, and education (Bedny & 

Meister, 1997; Bedny, 1998; Bedny et al., 

2000; Bedny, 2004). Drawing on earlier 

contributions by researchers such as 

Bernshtein (1967, 1969), Anokhin (1962, 

1969), and others whose work has been of 

major importance for the development of an 

applied AT, SSTA has developed a unified and 

standardized set of concepts and terminology 

from the perspective of the systemic-structural 

analysis and design of activity (Bedny, 2004). 

2.1.1 Definition of Activity 

In SSTA, collective, culturally and historically 

situated, artifact-mediated work activity - 

specifically human behavior which always 

involves some conscious elements - is 

approached as a logically ordered system of 

mental (cognitive) and behavioural (motor) 

actions. Activity is energized by motives which 

arise from needs, and is directed toward the 

exploration and transformation of external and 

internal objects (object-oriented activity) and 

communication and coordination in social 

interaction (subject-oriented activity). During 

activity performance, cognition, behavior, and 

motivation are integrated and organized by 

mechanisms of self-regulation toward 

achieving conscious goals - more or less 

precise cognitive representations of the desired 

future result of activity. Activity has a multi-

level organizational structure, and a multi-level 

self-regulation mechanism involving both 

conscious and unconscious levels (Bedny & 

Karwowski, 2004b). 

Any human work activity involves four 

general stages: goal formation, orientation, 

execution, and evaluation (Bedny & 

Karwowski, 2003a). As activity unfolds, acting 

subjects continually reconsider and adjust their 

goals and behavior strategies in response to 

changing conditions. An important aspect of 

this self-regulatory process is the ongoing 

comparison of the goal with the result, i.e. the 
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actual outcome, of activity. If the result of an 

activity does not coincide with the subject’s 

goal, then she or he must reformulate their 

strategy for goal achievement, or reformulate 

the goal itself.  In this dynamic process, 

evaluation of the result is affected by factors 

such as subjective assessments of task 

difficulty and significance, subjective 

standards of successful results, etc.  (for a 

general model of the functional structure of 

self-regulation see Bedny & Meister, 1997 p. 

77). 

2.1.2 Definition of Action 

INPUT

ACCEPTANCE

OR FORMATION
OF GOAL

EVALUATION OF

GOAL
CONDITIONS

DECISION-
MAKING &

EXECUTION

EVALUATION
OF RESULT

AND
CORRECTION

FEEDBACK  

Figure 1. Action as a one-loop system. 

An action is defined as a relatively complete 

element of activity that fulfills an intermediate, 

conscious sub-goal of activity. Individual 

actions are formulated in terms of their object, 

tools, goals and subject. Actions are temporal: 

goal acceptance or goal formulation constitutes 

their starting point; they conclude when the 

actual result of action is evaluated in relation 

to the goal. Actions can be described in terms 

of a non-linear, recursive loop structure, with 

multiple feed-forward and feedback 

interconnections.  Figure 1 illustrates this idea 

with a highly simplified model of goal-

oriented action as a one-loop system.  

Cognitive and motor actions are in turn 

composed from smaller units (movements, 

psychological acts) which may be largely 

unconscious, and which are often referred to as 

operations.  

This understanding of action as the basic unit 

of activity allows the systematic description of 

the continual flow of activity during task 

performance. It should be noted that this 

definition is formulated at a finer level of 

granularity and specificity than has been usual 

in activity-theoretical IT-design (also see 

discussion in Section 7 below). 

2.2 Systemic-Structural Activity Analysis 
and Design 

As has been noted, SSTA approaches activity 

as a complex object of study embodying 

multiple, distinct aspects, and asserts that 

multiple methods must be employed to 

describe any single episode of activity. Thus, 

the systemic-structural analysis and design of 

activity makes use of a variety of analytical 

methods and units of analysis, integrated 

within a recursive, multi-stage, multi-level 

framework (Bedny & Karwowski, 2003b).  

There are four general stages of systemic-

structural activity analysis: (1) qualitative 

description, (2) algorithmic analysis, (3) time 

structure analysis, and (4) quantitative 

(complexity) analysis. These four stages are 

recursively related; later stages of analysis 

usually require revisiting earlier descriptions in 

order to refine or refocus them. Each stage can 

be carried out from the point of view of some 

or all of the three perspectives described in 

Section 1.2 and at different levels of detail or 

decomposition; depending on the requirements 

of the research, not all stages may be 

appropriate or required.  

The analytical process begins by focusing on 

qualitative and parametrical analyses of the 

general characteristics of the activity of 

interest: identifying the available means of 

work, tools and objects; their relationship with 

possible strategies of work activity; existing 

constraints on activity performance; social 

norms and rules; possible stages of object 

transformation; and changes in the structure of 

activity during skills acquisition. As activity 

analysis proceeds, the analytical focus shifts to 

activity during the solution of some specific 

problem. That is to say, it is the task, 

understood as some fragment of activity 

organized around a supervening goal, which 

becomes the central object of study.  

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY

TASK TASK TASK TASK

Conscious, goal-directed mental and motor ACTIONS

FUNCTIONAL MICRO-BLOCKS

Objects of study

Units of analysis
MEMBERS OF ALGORITHM - Groupings of 1- 4 actions and their associated sub-goals

FUNCTIONAL MICRO-BLOCKS

FUNCTIONAL MACRO-BLOCKS FUNCTIONAL MACRO-BLOCKS

Unconscious mental and motor OPERATIONS

 

Figure 2. Objects of study and units of 

analysis in systemic-structural activity analysis. 

Figure 2 presents a general scheme of the main 

structural components of activity as defined by 

SSTA. It is these structural elements - activity, 

task, action, operation, function block, along 

with a composite unit called member of 

algorithm – that provide the basic analytical 

objects and units of systemic-structural 

analysis. When undertaking activity analyses 

from the individual-psychological perspective 

(see Section 1.2 above), the first two 

components of this schema (activity, task) are 

considered primarily as the objects to be 

studied in activity analyses, the remaining 

components provide the units of analysis 

employed for the study of those objects.  

2.3 Empirical Background 

The methods described in this paper have been 

developed and applied in the context of a long-

term participatory action research project 

involving the creative and collaborative use of 

information technologies by non-professional 

people from low-income, low-education 

backgrounds (Harris & Shelswell, 2001; 
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Harris, 2002, 2004; Shelswell, 2004).  This 

research has been carried out in the setting of 

an Adult Basic Education (ABE) center 

delivering training in literacy, numeracy, 

communication, and IT skills to people in the 

post-industrial valleys region of South Wales, 

UK. The principal concern of the research is to 

investigate how various aspects of IT-design 

either inhibit or support the development of 

fluent interaction in computer-mediated work 

and learning activity, and to make (re)design 

recommendations on the basis of the findings. 

To date, the project has included four phases 

of fieldwork. The illustrative examples in this 

paper are drawn from the first and second 

phases of fieldwork - a longitudinal study in 

2000-2001 followed by a shorter study in 2002 

- where adult literacy and numeracy learners 

were observed and video-recorded as they used 

IT in collaborative media projects.  

In the longitudinal field study, 27 subjects (14 

male, 13 female, ages 15-73, median 38), took 

part in 103 sessions of collaborative computer-

mediated activity in which they conceived, 

planned, and carried out individual and group 

projects in Web and multimedia authoring, 

digital video, computer graphics and 

animation, virtual reality (VR), and computer 

programming. During this phase of study the 

primary focus was on developing general, 

qualitative descriptions of collaborative 

activity using macro-analytical techniques. 

Data capture was mainly through participant 

observation and ethnographic interview. 

Single-camera video recording was used to 

opportunistically record instances of 

interaction breakdown and fluency. 

The second phase of field research focused on 

the detailed analysis of activity during the 

performance of a single task, and used video 

recording as the primary means of data 

capture. One tutor and 8 learners (2 male, 6 

female, ages 37 -76, median 63) were observed 

as they worked over 3 hours to produce paper 

documents using desktop publishing software. 

Learners worked collaboratively in three 

subgroups, each subgroup making use of 1 

personal computer (PC). Task requirements 

were set by the tutor, with learners able to 

choose from a range of topics and formats for 

their documents within the stated constraints. 

A total of 6 digital video data sources were 

used: 3 tripod-mounted cameras, in 

conjunction with screen recording software 

running on each of the 3 PCs in use.  

3. INITIAL SELECTION OF DATA FOR 
ANALYSIS 

When using time-based audiovisual data, 

analysts need to strike an appropriate balance 

between in-depth analysis and the needs and 

constraints of a particular project. Analysis 

time to sequence time ratios (AT:ST) typically 

range from 5:1 to 100:1, while detailed micro-

analyses may approach ratios as large as 

1000:1 (Fisher & Sanderson, 1996). In 

selecting data for analysis, the method 

described here follows the general outlines 

given in Trigg, Bødker, & Grønbaek, (1991), 

Suchman & Trigg (1991), and Bødker (1996). 

In accord with Engeström’s approach to work 

development and IT-design research 

(Engeström, 1991; Engeström & Escalante, 

1996; Engeström, 2000), these sources 

recommend the use of interaction breakdowns 

and involuntary focus shifts as indicators of 

potentially design-relevant episodes in the 

data.  

In systemic-structural terms, a breakdown can 

be defined as forced changes of subjects’ 

strategies of action caused by their evaluation 

of an unacceptable divergence between the 

actual results of actions and the conscious 

goals of those actions. Typically, breakdowns 

are characterized by subjects’ (temporary or 

permanent) abandonment of the task in hand, 

which, depending on their motivation and the 

importance of the task, may lead them to 

reformulate the task-goal. In relation to IT-

design, breakdowns suggest that a subject’s 

approach to problem solution with the specific 

computer artifacts in use, in a specific use 

setting, and with regard to some specific task, 

is somehow proving inadequate; and that the 

opportunities for learning-in-use afforded by 

the artifacts or use setting are currently 

insufficient to the requirements of the 

situation. 

Breakdowns are normally easily identified 

from video data, simply by noting subjects’ 

visible behavior and verbal utterances. The 

term involuntary focus shift describes a 

somewhat less critical situation. This is where 

some aspect of the computer artifacts in use 

disrupts the flow of task performance, 

requiring the user to focus on understanding or 

manipulating the tool itself rather than the 

transformation of the work object. Although 

they can be highly indicative of e.g. interface 

design problems, such focus shifts are less 

easily identified than complete breakdowns, 

requiring closer attention to on-screen actions. 

Here, coordination of camera and screen-

recording data is useful. 
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Figure 3. Completed Breakdowns Pro-Forma. 

In the longitudinal study (described in Section 

2.3 above), which took an opportunistic 

approach to video capture, interaction 

breakdown was selected as a primary trigger 

both for initial recording and subsequent 

analysis. A paper-based instrument, the 

Breakdowns Pro-Forma (BDPF), was designed 

to support the identification and preliminary 

qualitative analysis of interaction breakdown 

and recovery across all longitudinal study data, 

including video. The BDPF could be 

completed concurrently with, or immediately 

following, observation or recording; during 

compilation of the field note record; 

retrospectively during field note review; and 

during initial review and logging of the video 

data. Figure 3 shows an example of a BDPF 

completed during initial video data review. 

Pro-forma categories included a unique 

identifier, date, time, task details, the 

application(s) in use, nature of the problem(s), 

interface elements involved, whether and how 

recovery was achieved, user and researcher 

comments, and codes for the relevant video 

segment and related data sources. BDPF data 

was subsequently compiled into a spreadsheet 

and linked to the database of video and 

interview transcripts.  

In contrast to the longitudinal study, the short 

field study was specifically designed to capture 

all interaction in as much detail as possible. In 

this case the resulting body of video data was 

logged and transcribed in its entirety prior to 

further analysis. Following the identification of 

task and sub-task sequences within the 

recorded activity, functional analyses were 

conducted on the video data and sets of 

transcripts arranged into sequences 

representing activity by each participant sub-

group (see Section 5 below). Incidents of 

interaction breakdown, involuntary focus 

shifts, and notably fluent interaction were then 

used as a basis for selecting data for detailed 

morphological analysis. Functional analysis 

was applied to the whole dataset. 

4. TRANSCRIPTION & DEVELOPMENT 
OF GENERAL TIME STRUCTURES 

 

Figure 4. Transana interface, showing Waveform, 

Transcript, Video and Database windows. 

The production of accurate transcriptions of 

subjects’ speech actions during task 

performance is central to the approach 

described here. Time-coded transcripts provide 

a basis for other analytical techniques, in 

addition to being an important resource in their 

own right
2
. Transcription is not, however, 

simply about producing transcripts; engaging 

in transcription engenders the close familiarity 

with observed events that is one of the 

principal advantages of working with video 

data. It is recommended that, wherever 

practicable, persons performing activity 

analyses should also be responsible for 

transcribing the materials. The alternating 

focus between audio and video sources, 

scanning both verbal and motor behavior, 

encourages awareness of their complex 

interconnectedness, and of the interlocking 

individual-psychological and sociocultural 

aspects of use activity. In the studies discussed 

here, transcription was carried out using 

Transana
3
, an open-source video transcription 

and analysis tool that supports frame-by-frame 

viewing and the accurate linking and playback 

of transcripts and video segments (Thorn, 

2002, see Figure 4.).  

Compiling Transcript Sequences 

For practical reasons such as capacity of 

storage media, multiple camera sources, etc. 

video data is usually captured, stored and 

transcribed in discrete segments, often of 

varying size. For systemic-structural video 

analyses such as in the short field study 

described above, it is useful to compile 

separate segment transcripts into sequences 

representing the whole period of activity of 

interest for the study. Where multiple cameras 

and other video sources are used, multiple 

transcript sequences can be used to represent a 

whole observation session from the varying 

points of view of any of the sub-groups or 

individuals in the study. Similarly, in some 
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cases it can be appropriate to use an editing 

application to compile video segments into 

longer sequences showing the whole arc of 

development of a particular task activity. 

5. ISOLATION & CLASSIFICATION OF 
TASKS 

The notion of activity during task performance 

as a fundamental object of study underpins 

systemic-structural video analysis. Human-

computer interaction can be considered as a 

specific type of work process involving 

sequences of goal-directed tasks (Bedny & 

Harris, In Press). In SSTA, a task is 

understood a sequence of goal-directed actions 

involving an initial situation (the problem 

presented before task performance begins), a 

transformational situation (actions taken to 

solve the problem), and a final situation (initial 

situation changed).  Video analysis can be used 

to study how the structure of a task changes 

during different stages of performance, and to 

identify how many basic transformational 

stages are required. 

Tasks are understood as being organized 

around a supervening goal, with the vector 

motive-goal determining the directedness of 

activity during task performance (Leont'ev, 

1978, and see Section 2.1 above). Tasks are 

always carried out under specific 

circumstances - task conditions - which 

determine the constraints on performance. 

These include interacting situational elements, 

rules, and alternatives for situation 

transformation. Tasks are structured by 

requirements that help to specify the goal, such 

as instructions or commands, and are also 

affected by the means of work in the given 

conditions, and the raw materials or input 

information being explored or transformed. In 

some circumstances task requirements and 

conditions may contradict each other, causing 

breakdowns in activity. Task attributes include 

complexity, subjective assessments of 

difficulty, and significance. These attributes 

involve elements (such as subjects’ past 

experience) which cannot be directly evinced 

from video data but must be established 

through other techniques such as interviews or 

historical analysis. This emphasizes the need 

to integrate video analysis with other methods 

of research. Bødker (1996) and Kaptelinin et al 

(1999) have proposed the use of checklists in 

support of this integration process, an 

approach adopted by the field studies reported 

here. 

5.1 Isolation of Tasks 

Transcript sequences provide a basis for 

identifying the logical structure and temporal 

sequence of task and sub-task solution from 

the ongoing flow of activity. These general 

mappings underpin task classification and are a 

precursor to the techniques of morphological 

analysis described in the following section. In 

functional analyses, they allow comparison of 

the structure of actual task performance with 

objectively set task conditions, e. g. they 

enable the comparison of observed task-

solving strategies with those given in verbal 

instructions, manuals, etc., and as presented in 

subjects’ verbal protocols. Using line numbers 

as reference points, sequential transcripts are 

sub-divided into segments, based on 

identification of the task or subtask in which 

participants are engaged.  
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Figure 5. Structure & sequence of tasks in short 

field study. 

The upper limit at which the isolation of tasks 

begins, and which sequences of activity are 

considered as primary or sub-tasks, is study-

dependent, and will also be practically 

determined by the nature of the video data. For 

example, in analyzing video from the short 

field study, a broad differentiation was made 

between the initial portion of the 3-hour 

session, where the activity of the whole group 

was guided by the goal setting task conditions 

based on instructions by the tutor; the majority 

of the session, when sub-groups were involved 

in task solution; and a final part, when the 

whole group was involved in giving feedback 

on their outcomes. Each of these sections was 

then further sub-divided into sequences of 

activity organized around distinctive task-

goals. This decomposition continued until the 

level of discrete actions was reached, 

producing a 4-level hierarchical representation 

of sequentially ordered tasks and sub-tasks. 

Figure 5 shows a schematic representation of 

this task structure arranged against an 

approximate “timeline” formed by taking 

counts of line numbers in the transcript 

sequence. When required, more accurate time-

structure diagrams of activity at the task level 

can be constructed using video time codes or 

other methods of time measurement as 

markers. 

As noted above, tasks and sub-tasks are 

primarily differentiated on the basis of their 

organizing goals. The formation or acceptance 

of a distinctive task-goal is taken as marking 
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the inception of a task or sub-task. 

Achievement or abandonment of a goal is 

taken to mark task completion. Identification 

of these junctures is achieved through 

examination of the video and transcript. Goal 

formation or acceptance is often associated 

with some orienting activity; in collaborative 

work this may be observed as discussion, 

sketching, note-taking and so on, as in the 

transcript extract below: 

227  S: So what we gonna do then? 
228  S: Health and safety sounds alright doesn't it? 

229 T: Health & safety in the home? Ok, so now 

you want to jot down all the (inaudible) 

230  S: (to V) Why has (inaudible) or something like 

that? 

231 (T talks to other students while S and V discuss 

the topic. Mostly inaudible.) 

232 (V is drawing on a pad on the table) 

The next phase of a task is marked by 

sequences of executive actions organized 

around the task goal, e.g.: 

887 ((S scrolls through fonts menu in Publisher)) 

888 T: If you want something a bit fancy there's 

Victorian, I dunno what that 

889 S: ((turns to V)) That's quite nice innit? 

890 V: Yes 

891 S: Want that? 

892 V: Alright 
893 T: Or you can, you can bold it if you want... 

and then, if you want a shape... ((points to 

menu)) 
894 S clicks to pull down shapes menu)) 

895 T: then you can choose whether you want it to 

go round, or wiggly, or slanting, or any of those 

896 S: which one do you want V? 

897 V: Anything you fancy 

898 V: I just gonna say (something like) 

899 S: Tha one or tha one? 

890 ((indicates with cursor)) 

891 V: Now then, try that one is it, yeah 

Followed by evaluation: 

985  S: Eh, that's nice innit? 

986  T: Not very readable though, that's the only 

trouble with that one 

 

Figure 6. Task decomposition from video transcript. 

 

Figure 6 shows the decomposition of activity 

during the short field study from the point of 

view of one sub-group, using transcript line 

numbers as a reference.  

5.2 Classification of Tasks 

Once tasks have been identified it is then 

possible to classify them according to various 

criteria. Distinctions between task types are 

relative rather than absolute, and are based on 

assessing the varying degrees of freedom of 

performance associated with individual tasks.  

Those tasks which are highly structured by the 

artifacts in use (e.g. data entry) may be 

considered as predominantly deterministic, or 

deterministic-algorithmic; that is, they require 

a standardized sequence of actions for 

successful completion. Probabilistic-

algorithmic tasks are those which involve 

choices at some stages. Depending on the 

interaction between task requirement and 

conditions, such tasks often become problem-

solving tasks for the subject. In cases where 

task uncertainty is even greater, tasks are 

termed heuristic or semi-heuristic, the major 

criterion in these categorizations being the 

extent to which the task presents an undefined 

field of solution.  Probabilistic-algorithmic 

tasks often also include non-algorithmic 

problem-solving components; in the same way, 

semi-heuristic task-problems may also include 

algorithmic and semi-algorithmic sub-tasks 

(Landa, 1983; Bedny & Harris, 2004).  

Classification of tasks will clearly be more or 

less relevant depending on the activity under 

study and the stage and nature of the IT-design 

process. Task typing may prove useful during 

initial project scoping, as it can be significantly 

more difficult to design work processes that 

involve a high levels of freedom of 

performance, creativity, and unpredictability. 

In requirements gathering, task classification 

can underpin initial design specifications. In 

evaluation, applications, prototypes, or designs 

may be assessed against the types of tasks in 

which they are expected to be, or are actually, 

used. For example, in our longitudinal study 

the video editing application in use employed a 

sequential metaphor and modal functionality. 

This design influenced users to attempt a step-

by-step approach to task solution. However, 

most of the video-editing tasks in which the 

application was employed could be classified 

as semi-heuristic, with no clear order or 

definition between many steps. These real-

world tasks required greater operational 

flexibility than was readily available from the 

application interface.  Noting this divergence 

between design and use at the task level 

provided a useful way of thinking about the 

large number of interaction breakdowns 

experienced with this application (Harris, 

2004).  
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6. MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 
VIDEO DATA 

A fundamental principle of activity theory is 

the unity of cognition and behaviour (Bedny, 

Karwowski, & Bedny, 2001). The structure of 

activity during task performance is understood 

as formed from a logically organized system of 

external-behavioral and internal-mental tool-

mediated actions and operations, a structure 

which is continually changing in response to 

internal and external conditions. Activity-

theoretical IT-design can be said to be 

concerned with the effective alignment of the 

external and internal tools of activity. A key 

aspect of this alignment effort is the 

identification of, and attempt to reduce (or 

design support for), those aspects of task 

performance which demand the most time or 

attention, and which involve the highest levels 

of complexity.  

This section discusses the morphological 

(structural) analysis of video data, using action 

as a primary analytical unit, and focusing on 

the interconnectedness of, and transition 

between, mental and motor actions. It 

describes the morphological analysis of video 

data through (1) the isolation and classification 

of discrete actions, and (2) the generation of 

algorithmic descriptions of the logical 

structure of activity. Structural analyses of 

activity can provide insights into how external 

tools such as controls, displays, screens, 

instructions etc. interact with subjects’ internal 

tools such as conceptual models, skills, 

knowledge etc. (Bedny & Karwowski, 2004a). 

This approach allows comparisons between the 

physical and logical configuration of the 

equipment in use (using descriptions 

developed from the objectively-logical 

perspective, see Section 1.2 above) and the 

temporal, spatial, and logical organization of 

subjects’ (real or idealized) actions.  

6.1 Isolation of Actions 

Table 1. Example of task isolation & classification. 

In order to isolate discrete actions it is 

necessary to identify the goal, object, and tools 

involved in each action. The nature of an 

action is dependent on the interrelation of 

these components in any particular situation. A 

useful approach to isolating individual actions 

in a sequence of video-recorded activity is to 

begin by setting out a basic sequential 

description of the technical steps involved in 

the task under study. Figure 7 shows such a 

description, of a Web authoring task recorded 

during the longitudinal study. Analysis can 

then proceed from the sequential description to 

the isolation of individual goal-oriented 

actions. For example, Table 1 shows the 

isolation of actions involved in Step 2c of 

Figure 7, “in the display pane, move cursor to 

hyperlink being checked, left-click on link” 

and illustrates their classification (according to 

the two typologies outlined in the following 

section).  It can be seen that some actions 

involve several external tools. Where tools are 

not defined (as in action 1) this indicates motor 

activity not involving external instruments. 

However, as noted above, activity theory 

always assumes that motor actions contain 

cognitive components and, as such, may 

involve the use of internal psychological tools. 

Such tools can be assumed in action 2, which 

implicates not only the perception of signs 

visible on the interface but also their 

interpretation using concepts and images. 

Action Goal Object Tools Type 

1 Reach & 

grasp 

mouse 

mouse  Object-

practical 

2 Locate 

display 

pane 

Interface Graphical 

interface 

elements 

Sign-

practical/ 

Simultaneous 
- perceptual 

3 Move 

cursor 

over 

hyperlink 

cursor mouse Object-

practical 

4 Activate 
link 

hyperlink Cursor, 
left 

mouse 

button 

Sign-
practical 
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Figure 7. Sequence of basic technological 

procedures in the task “Update Web Pages”. 

It should be emphasized that in systemic-

structural theory, the concept of “tool” is 

tightly associated with the concept of action; 

outside of a specific task, it is often not 

possible to precisely determine whether 

material or ideal artifacts are acting as tools 

mediating a specific action, or as objects of 

that action. This suggests that personal 

computers, or software packages, cannot 

simply be classed as “tools” of activity except 

when conducting broad macro-analyses. 

Rather, they should be considered as means of 

work that present (or create) a variety of 

material and symbolic objects that, at different 

stages during the performance of computer-

based tasks, may either mediate actions as 

tools, be the object of actions, or simply 

provide the conditions under which actions are 

performed (cf. Bødker, 1991, 1999). 

6.2 Classification of Actions 

A number of different approaches to the 

classification of actions have been developed 

in system-structural theory. Two were used in 

the studies reported here. The first 

differentiates between types of mental action 

based on two considerations:  

1. the degree to which they require 

deliberate examination and analysis 

of the stimulus (their direct 

connection with, or transformation of, 

the input); 

2. the dominating psychological process 

during action performance: sensory, 

simultaneous perceptual, imaginative, 

mnemonic, etc.  

The second classification scheme is more 

generalized. Actions are categorized according 

to the nature of their object (either material or 

symbolic), and according to their method of 

performance, (either practical or mental). This 

scheme thus distinguishes between:  

• object-practical actions performed 

with material objects; 

• object-mental actions performed on 

mental images;  

• sign-practical actions performed with 

external signs;  

• and sign-mental actions performed 

through the mental manipulation of 

signs or symbols.  

Table 1 provides examples of classification 

using both schemes. When required, 

standardized motor actions may also be 

identified and categorized using established 

measured time and motion systems such as 

MTM-1
4
. This approach can be helpful in 

determining the interrelationship of mental and 

motor actions (in Bødker’s terms, analyzing 

the impact of the physical aspects of the 

computer artifacts in use on the structure of 

activity) and when using time-structure 

analysis (see Figure 8 and discussion in next 

section). 

6.3 Video Data as a basis for Algorithmic 
Analysis 

The identification and classification of actions 

provides a basis for developing formal 

descriptions of the logical structure of activity 

during task performance from the individual-

psychological perspective.  These descriptions 

take the form of symbolic representations 

known as human algorithms. A completed 

algorithm is presented in tabular form and 

consists of a specialized notation accompanied 

by explanatory text. Table 2 above gives an 

example. 

Video analysis using human algorithms 

involves: 

• the subdivision of observed activity during 

task performance into qualitatively distinct 

units, called members of an algorithm; 

• determination of the logic of the 

organization and sequence of those units 

in the structure of activity. 

1. Launch or restore focus to Web browser (IE) 

a. If application already running move 

cursor onto window area and left click or 

move cursor onto taskbar icon and left 

click. 

b. If application not running, move cursor 

to application icon and left-click or move 
cursor to start button, left-click, navigate 

to appropriate menu, choose application 

icon or label and double left-click. 
2. Load or refresh appropriate HTML document 

a. If document is already being displayed, 

move cursor to refresh icon (or select 
command from View pull-down menu) 

and left-click 

b. If document not displayed, load into 

browser by either selecting File>Open 

from pull-down menu, then typing file 

path or browsing to file location in Open 

dialogue box or use left mouse button 

and cursor to drag file icon from desktop 

or other location and drop on browser 
display pane by releasing mouse button 

c. In the display pane, move cursor to 

hyperlink being checked, left-click on 
link  

3. View resulting display and assess  
4. Make decision on whether link needs to be removed 

or altered 

5. Launch or restore focus to text editor (Notepad) 
a. If application already running move 

cursor onto window area and left click or 

move cursor onto taskbar icon and left 
click. 

b. If application not running move cursor to 

application icon and left-click or move to 
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There are two main types of members of an 

algorithm.  Operators are composite units, 

formed from 3-5 discrete goal-oriented actions 

organized by a supervening goal. They denote 

clusters of efferent (O epsilon) and afferent (O 

alpha) mental and motor actions that transform 

objects, energy, and information. Members of 

an algorithm called logical conditions (l) 

determine the logic of selection and realization 

of different members of an algorithm, and 

indicate the decision-making processes 

involved in task performance. Logical 

conditions may be complex (L) or simple (l). 

Operators and logical conditions are labeled in 

series with subscript numbers to facilitate 

reading of the algorithm. The algorithm is read 

from top to bottom; arrows with superscript 

numbers designate the logic of non-sequential 

(forward or backward) transitions from one 

algorithm member to another.  

Developing human algorithms can help 

identify those aspects of task performance 

where design intervention might prove most 

effective: for example, they can highlight 

instances where tools require users to perform 

unnecessarily repetitive or demanding actions. 

In the longitudinal study, algorithms were used 

to support the identification of how, and at 

what point, aspects of computer artifact design 

contributed to interaction breakdown.  Table 2 

shows a fragment from the algorithmic 

description of the Web authoring task 

discussed earlier (Sections 6.1 & 6.2). Here, 

the subject was using multiple applications 

(text editor, browser, file manager), each with 

different functionality and interface features. 

Examination of the algorithm helped to 

identify those points in the task where 

complexity became maximal in terms of 

perceptual and decision-making actions. In this 

case, this led to the identification of 

differences in the ways in which the 

applications in use handled windowing as a 

major contributor to interaction breakdown. 

The construction of human algorithms 

supports detailed examination of the 

performed actions and logical relationships in 

a given task or sub-task from an individual-

psychological perspective. When analyzing 

collaborative activity, algorithms can be 

constructed from the point of view of each 

involved user, then compared, contrasted, or 

combined.  

 

Table 2. Fragment from the algorithmic description of a Web authoring task. 

Member of algorithm Description of Members of Algorithm 

 Identify appropriate Web browser window 

 If correct Web browser window has focus go to Oα

3; if not go to Oε

2. 

 Bring browser window to foreground by moving cursor onto window area and left-clicking or 

moving cursor onto taskbar icon and left-clicking. 

 

 

Check to see if correct Web page is displayed 

 If appropriate Web page is displayed go to Oε

4 ; if not go to Oε

5  

 

 

Refresh browser display by moving mouse cursor to refresh icon and left-clicking or selecting 

command from View pull-down menu and left-clicking 

 Open correct HTML document by either selecting File→Open from pull-down menu, and browsing 

to file location using Open dialogue box or use left mouse button and cursor to drag file icon from 

desktop or other location and drop on browser display pane by releasing mouse button 

 

 

Identify next hyperlink to be checked 

 Activate link by moving mouse cursor to hyperlink being checked  and left-clicking 

 

 

 

Look at new page display in browser window and compare with expected result 

 

 

If browser display is appropriate go to Oε

9 ; if  “The page cannot be displayed” HTML file is 

displayed or if link works but page inappropriate go to Oε

11 

Having mapped the logical structure of task 

performance also makes it possible to describe 

the temporal structure of activity in terms of 

performed actions in more detail, 

1
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supplementing the timeline charts used for task 

analysis as described earlier. Time 

measurements derived from the video data can 

be used to specify the duration of individual 

elements of activity, with particular attention 

being paid to the structure of sequential and 

simultaneous performance of mental and 

motor actions. Figure 8 shows a fragment from 

the time-structure of an HCI task using a word-

processing application developed in a lab-

based study by Sengupta & Jeng (2003).  

 

Figure 8. Fragment of time structure of computer 

graphics task. From Sengupta & Jeng (2003). 

Methods of algorithmic and time-structure 

analysis can also be further supplemented 

through the use of standardized classifications 

of motor actions, such as those developed 

within the MTM-1 system (see Note 4 and 

Bedny & Meister, 1997 pp. 252-262).While an 

extended discussion of algorithmic and time-

structure analysis is beyond the scope of this 

paper, further information can be found in 

Bedny et al., (2000); Bedny, Karwowski, & 

Kwon, (2001); Bedny & Karwowski, (2003b); 

Sengupta & Jeng, (2003); and Sengupta, 2004. 

7. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF VIDEO 
DATA 

As noted earlier, SSTA understands human 

activity as a complex, multi-level, 

psychologically self-regulating system. 

Functional analyses trace various aspects of 

the self-regulation process, at different levels 

of detail and different stages of activity. They 

produce functional descriptions which, firstly 

in conjunction with other methods of 

individual-psychological analysis such as 

parametrical and morphological analyses, and 

then in coordination with social-historical and 

objectively-logical descriptions, can be used to 

produce a holistic understanding of activity 

(Bedny & Karwowski, 2004b). 

The functional analysis of video data proceeds 

by using functional models of activity self-

regulation as “lenses” with which to scan the 

activity captured on video tape. Self-regulation 

models depict components of activity called 

function blocks, and their interrelationships. 

Function blocks represent coordinated systems 

of sub-functions with a specific purpose within 

the structure of activity (Bedny & Karwowski, 

ibid.). They mutually affect each other through 

feed-forward and feedback influences; while 

remaining functionally invariant, their specific 

content changes as activity unfolds. Self-

regulation models may be used for the analysis 

of observed activity at various levels of detail, 

according to the purpose of the study and the 

nature of the data available. Functional 

analysis of video data is used to study how 

factors such as users’ goals, motivation, and 

experience affect their interaction with the 

systems in use.  

7.1 Using Video Data to Trace the Goal 
Formation Process 

Assessment of
the meaning of

input information

EXPERIENCE

Assessment of

the sense of
input information

INPUT
INFORMATION

GOAL MOTIVATION

 

Figure 9. Functional model of goal formation. After 

Bedny (1997). 

In analyzing data from our short field study 

(see Section 2.3) functional analysis has been 

used to investigate how the computer artifacts 

involved supported subjects’ goal formation. 

As a cognitive mechanism, the task- or action-

goal can be more or less clear and precise, and 

either totally or partly conscious. In the type of 

explorative activity which can constitute a 

significant part of IT use – especially for less 

experienced users - subjects’ goals are initially 

vague, gradually becoming more precisely 

formulated as interaction proceeds. As they 

perform exploratory actions, subjects produce 

and analyze a sequence of trials-and-errors, 

leading to the creation of a hypothesis about 

the situation, and the formulation of a 

preliminary goal for activity. Such preliminary 

goals can be considered as corresponding to 

particular level of aspiration, inasmuch as they 

are tied up with evaluations of task difficulty 

that include elements of self-evaluation.  In the 

research project in which these methods have 

been used, which is concerned with IT use by 

individuals from low-income, low-education 

backgrounds, it has been of fundamental 

interest to find methods of assessing how the 

design of computer artifacts in use affects this 

process of goal-formation, which emerges as a 

critical factor in the development of fluent 

technology use by study participants. 

The example described here examines the 

collaborative computer-mediated activity of 

two subjects, S and V, as they undertake the 

loosely defined desk-top publishing task. 

Successful completion of the task was 
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dependent on their formation of a “shared 

vision” (a sufficiently aligned task-goal) of the 

form and content of the publication. This 

required the continual adjustment of their 

individual goal-images and strategies for 

action, through dialogue and examination of 

actual outcomes on the screen of the PC in use. 

S & V engaged in extensive explorative 

activity, investigating various functions of the 

DTP software, and searching for images and 

information on the Internet. Their individual, 

object-oriented, activity was regulated and 

coordinated through ongoing discussion. Once 

sufficient precision and alignment of their 

individual goal-images had been achieved, a 

task-problem solution adequate to each 

participant’s subjective assessment of the task 

requirements was achieved. 

Figure 9 shows the self-regulation model used 

for the functional analysis of the participants’ 

activity. This simplified model
4
 includes 

(macro) function blocks representing goal, 

motivation, experience, and the assessment of 

sense and meaning of input information in the 

activity under analysis. Analysis proceeded 

through systematic examination of the video 

data, transcripts, and other evidence in order to 

trace the changing contents of the different 

function blocks in relation to each individual.  

In the example here, input information was 

generated by the graphical display presented 

by the (shared) computer monitor, verbal 

instructions from the tutor, and the 

collaborating subjects’ dialogue; these sources 

were studied using the video footage and 

transcripts. Data on long-term aspects of the 

subjects’ experience and motivation 

(individual-psychological profiles, social 

background, previous observed behavior, etc.) 

were derived from sources such as interviews 

and attendance and achievement records. 

Assessments of how subjects’ experience, 

motivation and interpretation of the sense and 

meaning of input information developed 

during task performance came from examining 

the record of motor and verbal actions.  

7.2 The Time Structure Outline 
Line Nos. Description 

291-292 V signals end of ‘get ideas’ subtask, T confirms. 

293-393 

 

Sub-task ‘research’. PC becomes major means of work, Web browser, Search Engine 

(text search) main material tools mediating activity. S becomes main tool operative. 

List artifact created by V also supports activity. 

297-300 

 

S encounters some physical/behavioral difficulty in assuming the role as PC operator 

due to physical environmental (space, configuration) and individual (ambivalent 
handedness) constraints. 

367-379 

 

 

Breakdown in interaction with Web Browser as S & V wish to use text item on Web 

page perceived as hyperlink that does not respond to left mouse-click. This slows 

hitherto fluent interaction with site,  as users become unsure how to read the semantic 

properties of the page. Goal-directed action becomes more exploratory, as users 

pursue what the page can give them rather than what they purposively seek – page 
becomes object of actions. On return to group, T confirms non-hyperlink status of 

(underlined?) text and activity moves forward again. 

382-392 

 

T negotiates cessation of sub-task ‘research’, although S & V have not indicated that 

they feel the goal has been achieved – the subtask goal is too imprecise to clearly 
guide activity. The tutor, T, is regulating the activity from the point of view of the task 

goal ‘project to be completed in one 2 hour session’. 

393 V confirms willingness to end sub-task ‘research’ 

  

Figure 10. Fragment of a time-structure outline. 

A tabular form based on the transcript 

sequences was developed in order to support 

of the process of functional video-analysis. 

The Time Structure Outline (TSO) correlates 

durations (indicated by transcript line ranges) 

with brief descriptions of task-related events 

depicted by the video and transcript data. A 

fragment of one TSO is shown in Figure 10. 

The TSO provides a cross-cutting view into 

the dataset, facilitating the systematic 

interrogation of the data from the point of view 

of each of the function blocks in the self-

regulation model in use. As can be seen in 

Figure 10, the table can also be graphically 

annotated as an aid to interpretation, using e.g. 

shading and simple symbol systems. In the 

example here annotations indicate incidences 

of breakdown, and mark passages of interest 

with regard to goals, tool use, and usability 

issues. Shading indicates the start and end of 

subtasks, facilitating the integration of 

functional analysis with the methods described 

in previous sections.  

 

Figure 11. Collaborative production of a DTP 

document - frame from camera video-recording. 

During the functional analysis of S and V’s 

task-solving activity, the TSO helped to 

identify and describe various stages of the 

goal-formation process as evidenced in the 

data. For example, the TSO entry below:  

S repeatedly passes her hands across the screen as she 

speaks, indicating (to herself & V) where the block 

elements of the page layouts should go. The image-

goal is now precise enough for her to implement it 
directly; at 704, 705, 706, S & V exchange utterances 

that indicate that they are now both visualizing a 

similar image & text.  

Refers to the following transcript extract:  

691 S: Erm, that smoking one might fit if you have 

it up on  

692 like on trains and buses, so what would be good 

for that  

693 one is erm, smoking, smoking over there. 

694 V: See if I can get this 26 percent  

695 S: Ah. Ah you could put that right... 26 percent 

...of 

696 people in their house, right, cause this is the 
house  

697 one innit - that's right - then you could put erm  
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698 ((Gestures across screen without speaking to  

699 indicate layout and text)) 
700 ((indicator of goal-image precision)) 

701 S: 26 percent of people in the house..and 

702 V: How about if you put "smoking kills 26 
percent" 

703 S: In houses 

704 V: Smoking in bed (S: ah yes) when a 

cigarette.. 

705 S: Falls out the ashtray 

706 V: and it goes down the side of a chair 

707 S: Go on then. 

The relevant frames of camera video (Figure 

11 shows an example) show the collaborators 

leaning in toward the screen, and S using 

gestures to indicate the position of text and 

image elements in the document being created. 

Subsequent video segments and screen 

recordings show the process of attempting to 

place screen elements in the indicated 

positions. Using these, transcripts, and a copy 

of the artifact produced by the activity, it 

becomes possible to identify which aspects of 

the applications in use supported or hindered 

the more precise formulation of the subjects’ 

task-goal. 

8. CONCLUSION & CLOSING 
ACADEMIC REFLECTION  

This paper has described systemic-structural 

activity analysis using HCI video data, and 

suggested ways in which this approach can be 

used to inform IT-design. SSTA emphasizes 

that human activity is complex and multi-

dimensional, and should therefore be analyzed 

using multiple methods and from a variety of 

mutually supporting perspectives. The 

methods described here focus on the 

individual-psychological aspects of computer-

mediated activity; their primary object of study 

is each participant’s cognition, motivation, and 

behavior during task performance. The 

outcomes are structural and functional 

descriptions of individuals’ recorded activity, 

in a variety of forms and of varying degrees of 

detail and abstraction. When studying 

collaborative task solution, models of 

individual activity can be compared and 

correlated with each other on the basis of the 

time-structure of task performance. Using 

these methods, HCI video data analysis can 

support identification and evaluation of those 

aspects of the (actual or proposed) use 

situation - computer artifacts, task conditions, 

and user skills and experience  - where 

(re)design intervention is required, possible, 

and may prove effective in supporting 

improved task performance. 

We have suggested that the individual-

psychological perspective is the one most 

likely to produce the kind of detailed 

information needed to support design projects 

“close to technology” (Bertelsen & Bødker 

2003 p. 323) such as interface design. 

However, the structure of a person’s work 

activity, and hence the design of means to 

support that work activity, is clearly not only 

affected by their own individual characteristics 

but also by their physical and technical 

environment, and the norms, standards, rules 

of behavior etc. that form the sociocultural 

context of their work. Therefore, individual-

psychological activity analyses will almost 

always need to be used in conjunction with 

descriptions of observed activity in 

objectively-logical terms (identifying the basic 

technological procedures involved in a task, 

the necessary input information, results 

produced, etc.) and social, cultural and 

historical descriptions of the communities and 

work practices under study. The systemic-

structural theory of activity provides a 

conceptual framework within which these 

differing perspectives can be effectively 

integrated. 

8.1 The Problem of Objects of Study and 
Units of Analysis 

In recent years progress in developing practical 

IT-design methods based on activity theory has 

been disappointingly slow. Reflection on the 

current status of the field in the light of the 

approach discussed in this paper suggests that 

at least part of the problem may be due to a 

preponderance of studies that feature macro-

level, structural activity analyses. Much of the 

currently available English-language activity-

theoretical IT-design literature identifies as a 

basic object of study the activity (e.g. Kuutti, 

1996); an activity system (e.g. Bellamy, 1996; 

Engeström & Escalante, 1996); or an activity 

network (Korpela et al, 2000, Mursu, this 

volume). Such studies must necessarily 

emphasize sociocultural and objectively -

logical perspectives on activity study; 

correspondingly, they will often also tend to 

neglect to analyze activity from an individual-

psychological perspective. In many of these 

cases, the basic object of study - e.g. activity - 

is also identified as the “basic, irreducible unit 

of analysis” (e.g. Bertelsen & Bødker, 2000, 

p.6).  

But what are the implications - in practical 

terms - of using activity as a unit of analysis 

when what is being analyzed is activity itself? 

Firstly, problems can arise when analysts seek 

to delimit the scope of the context to be 

considered. The question as to where one 

system of activity, or an activity network, 

begins or ends can be difficult to determine 

with any precision, a difficulty that increases 

as the temporal and spatial scale of the study 

widens. Secondly, findings from such studies 

will tend to be mainly in the form of 
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descriptions and historical narratives of the 

tools, practices, and communities under study. 

While - as has been noted - such descriptions 

are clearly both useful and necessary, they may 

not be sufficiently specific to guide the design 

process in any other than the most general 

terms, while also proving resistant to any 

further formalization or quantification if this is 

required. 

A third difficulty arises from the way in which 

analysis at the level of activity is often 

associated with the use of over-simplified 

models of the structure of activity. This has 

encouraged imprecision in the use of activity-

theoretical terms and concepts in the IT-design 

literature, one consequence of which has been 

the production of inconsistent, and sometimes 

self-contradictory findings. Consider the well-

known three-level schema of the structure of 

activity as activity-action-operation (e.g. as 

used in Kuutti 1996).  Used in isolation, this 

schema provides little support for detailed 

analysis of the “middle ground” of activity that 

falls between the ongoing flow of activity and 

the mainly unconscious mental and motor acts 

(operations) that make up its performance from 

moment-to-moment. The middle term (action) 

must “cover” a very wide range of temporal 

durations, hierarchical goals, and multiple 

levels of motivation, presenting obvious 

difficulties for checking, replicating, 

comparing, or applying the findings of studies 

which will tend to interpret and apply the 

concept of action in different ways.  

Similarly, attempts to use simplified models of 

collective action as an activity system - such as 

the well-known triadic schema developed by 

Engeström (Engeström 1987 etc.) - often 

obscure some of the most essential, and 

potentially useful concepts of activity theory, 

such as the clear distinctions between the 

goals, objects, and actual results of object- and 

subject-oriented actions which are fundamental 

to understanding the self-regulation and 

coordination of activity.  

8.2 Task and Action 

In attempting to make a contribution toward 

addressing some of the problems outlined 

above, this brief academic reflection has three 

principal aims. The first is simply to suggest 

that the further development of practical IT-

design methods may be usefully informed by 

drawing on those traditions and schools of 

thought, both within activity theory and the 

wider “activity approach”
1
 in general, which 

differ in their emphasis from the “cultural-

historical activity theory” that has mostly 

informed developments in the field so far. The 

pragmatic basis for this suggestion is that some 

of these approaches, such as SSTA, have 

already accrued extensive experience and 

knowledge of applied design in domains such 

as work psychology, ergonomics, training etc. 

Furthermore, such a move might help to 

redress the current imbalance between the 

three perspectives of activity theory (outlined 

in Section 1.2 above) evident in much of the 

current work in activity-theoretical IT-design. 

The focus in this paper has been on what can 

be learned from the modern systemic-

structural synthesis within activity theory; 

other researchers (e.g. Fjeld et al., 2002, 

Lauche this volume, Törpel, this volume) have 

also begun to draw on other activity traditions 

such as action-regulation theory and critical 

psychology.  

A second aim is to reinstate the notion of the 

task as an important object of study. As has 

been noted, systemic-structural activity 

analysis from the individual-psychological 

perspective specifically focuses on the 

structure of activity during task performance, 

where a task is defined as a sequence of 

cognitive and behavioral actions and 

operations organized around a supervening 

goal (see also Section 5). The practical 

usefulness of using the task as an object of 

study is the way in which it a) delimits the 

scope of activity analysis and b) (re)focuses 

attention on the hierarchical and differentiated 

nature of goals and motivations in activity. As 

was suggested in Section 5.2, the classification 

of tasks from the point of view of the way in 

which their objective qualities structure the 

space of a subject’s possible strategies of 

action can offer useful support for the IT-

design process. 

There can, of course, be problems with IT-

design practice based on task analysis. There 

have been many critiques, from various 

epistemological viewpoints, of those task-

analysis methods - such as the GOMS family 

(John, 2003) - developed within the framework 

of human information-processing psychology, 

typically on the grounds that such “additive 

models” embody simplistic and mechanistic 

assumptions which tend to ignore the context 

within which interaction is embedded (e.g. Ehn 

& Kyng 1984; Draper, 1993; Bertelsen 1994). 

This has led some IT researchers attempting to 

use activity theory to reject the notion of task 

as unhelpful (e.g. Holland & Reeves, 1996; 

Nardi, 1996b). Yet, within the tradition of 

applied AT, concepts of the goal-oriented task, 

task-solving processes, and task analysis have 

always been central (Bedny & Meister, 1997, 

pp. 18-25). Without some conceptual 

differentiation between the hierarchically 
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nested goals and sub-goals present in work 

activity, and their correspondingly differing 

levels of motivation, detailed and consistent 

analysis can be extremely difficult. 

Using the task as an object of study suggests a 

third aim: clarifying what is meant by action as 

a basic unit of activity analysis. The activity-

theoretical concept of goal-oriented action 

bridges the cognitive, behavioral, and 

motivational-affective domains, making it 

possible to overcome the problems associated 

with the reduction of the task to an 

information-processing concept. Yet the clear 

and consistent design-oriented analysis of 

activity in terms of a system of spatially, 

temporally and logically related mental and 

motor actions requires a unified and 

standardized understanding of action currently 

lacking in activity-theoretical IT-design. The 

definition of action given in Section 2.1 of this 

paper describes a considerably smaller (i.e. of 

shorter temporal duration), and more precise 

unit than that generally encountered in the 

current literature. Furthermore, SSTA 

(re)emphasizes that the identification and 

typing of discrete actions always also entails 

identification of the goal, tools and object of 

each action. This requirement necessitates, and 

enables, the detailed description of activity as 

it unfolds from moment-to-moment within the 

context of some particular task. 
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NOTES 

1. The term “activity approach” is used here to indicate a 

movement within the human sciences whose origins 

were in post-revolutionary Russia during the early part 

of the 20th Century; it has subsequently been 

developed throughout the former Soviet sphere of 
influence and beyond. The activity approach 

encompasses such interconnected and overlapping 

traditions as Cultural-Historical Psychology, 
Bakhtinian semiotics, Sociocultural Theory, the 

various schools within Activity Theory (AT), German 

Action-Regulation Theory, and German Critical 
Psychology (CP). 

2. In common with other AT approaches SSTA grounds 

dialogic analysis of intersubjective interactions in the 

work of Bakhtin. See Bedny and Karwowski (2004a 

p. 139). 

3. Transana was developed by the Wisconsin Center for 

Education Research and is available for free download 
from http://www.transana.org. 

4. MTM (Methods, Time, Measurement) 1 is the most 

basic form of a family of systematic work study 
methods. It is a procedure which analyses manual 

operations and methods into basic motions which are 

assigned a predetermined time standard. 

5. Examples of more detailed models of self-regulation 
are presented in Bedny & Meister (1997 p. 77), and 

Bedny & Karwowski (2003, 2004b). 
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Note: This book chapter was published in August 2005 as Harris, S. R., & Shelswell, N. 

(2005). Beyond Communities of Practice in Adult Basic Education. In D. Barton & K. 

Tusting (Eds.), Beyond Communities of Practice: Language, Power and Social Context (pp. 

158-179). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ISBN: 0521544920. 

 

This chapter draws on our experience as adult basic educators to reflect on learning in 

communities of practice. We discuss the issues of marginality, peripherality, 

legitimacy, boundaries, and identity encountered in our attempts to foster 

communities of practice in a series of innovative adult literacy and numeracy courses 

using information and communication technologies (ICT). In order to frame the 

concerns that underpin this discussion, the chapter begins with a brief overview of the 

recent history of adult basic education (ABE) in Britain, and introduces the setting 

within which the courses have been developed, an ABE Open Learning Centre in the 

valleys of post-industrial south Wales. We describe how, in 1997, the installation of a 

network of computers with Internet access at the centre highlighted problems with 

existing procedures, training, and resources, necessitating a search for new ways to 

integrate ICT into teaching and learning practice. In collaboration with staff, learners 

and volunteers, we gradually developed an approach based on fostering communities 

of technology-based practice through pair and group work on digital media projects. 

While this approach has brought many positive outcomes, and is now integral to most 

technology-based provision at the centre, we have also discovered contradictions 

between the way participation and learning are played out in communities of practice 

and the fundamental aims and concerns of ABE. The closing sections of the chapter 

reflect on those contradictions, which are now encouraging us to seek ways of moving 

beyond the communities of practice approach in adult basic education. 

Adult Basic Education in the UK 

In Britain, adult basic education refers to that part of the national education system 

concerned with literacy, numeracy and language development in adults. The lead 

organisation for ABE in England and Wales defines basic skills as: 

The ability to read, write and speak in English (and in Welsh in Wales) and 

use mathematics at a level necessary to function and progress at work and in 

society in general.                                                (Basic Skills Agency, 2003) 

In May 1997, the election of a centre-left New Labour administration heralded a shift 

in UK education policy which was to bring a major expansion of ABE provision. In 

June 1998, Sir Claus Moser, chairman of the UK Basic Skills Agency (BSA), was 

commissioned to report on the extent of adult basic skills need in the UK. The 

resulting document, A Fresh Start - improving literacy and numeracy (Moser, 1999), 

stressed the personal, social, and economic cost of low basic skills, explicitly linking 

this “shocking situation” to various indicators of deprivation and marginalisation. 
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National strategies for basic skills were reformulated on the basis of Moser’s finding 

that for a significant proportion of the population1 to lack basic skills has:  

…disastrous consequences for the individuals concerned, weakens the 

country’s ability to compete in the global economy and places a huge burden 

on society. People with poor literacy, numeracy and language skills tend to 

be on lower incomes or unemployed, and they are more prone to ill health 

and social exclusion.                                                                    (DfES, 2001) 

The report offered a raft of recommendations, based on a greatly increased financial 

investment in ABE. Among 21 action points, the majority of which have subsequently 

been implemented, Moser advocated the use of information and communication 

technologies in adult basic education, asserting that they offer “…a powerful tool in 

the process of raising levels of literacy and numeracy” that “...needs to be a staple of 

basic skills programmes” (Moser, 1999 sections 1.40, 1.41).  

This focus on ICT reflected the tenor of the times. New Labour explicitly linked their 

commitment to education with a strategy of recreating post-industrial Britain as a 

“knowledge economy”. At around the same time, academics and commentators in 

Europe and the US were beginning to express concern about a growing “digital 

divide” in access to ICT (Castells, 1998; Schön et al., 1999; Timmins, 2000; Norris, 

2001), a concern which also began to influence policy-makers. Programs of 

computerisation were initiated across the public sector, and ICT began to be seen as a 

significant factor in the development of basic skills provision. However, in 1997, 

ABE institutions were mostly lagging behind the rest of the education sector in taking 

up the new technologies, and there was little reliable research or guidance available 

for those who wished to take up Moser’s challenge. The high expectations that e-

learning and interactive products would act as an effective means of addressing basic 

skills needs did not begin to be critically examined by academic research until almost 

three years later (Mellar et al., 2001). 

The Open Learning Centre 

The Coleg Morgannwg School of Basic Skills, a network of ABE outreach centres, is 

one of the principal providers of adult basic education in south Wales. Its 

administrative and teaching headquarters, known as the Open Learning Centre (OLC), 

are housed in converted shop premises in a small market town at the heart of the 

Valleys region. From the 1970s onward, the Welsh Valleys, once famous for coal and 

steel production, became home to high unemployment and persistently low levels of 

educational attainment. By the turn of the 21
st
 Century this was one of the poorest 

areas of the European Union, and as recently as 2002 it was estimated that almost 

40% of the adult population had significant basic skills needs (Welsh Assembly 

Government, 2002). Through the 1980s and 90s, a slew of national and European 

initiatives focused on reversing the region’s decline, attracting inward investment 

from multinational corporations and fostering the growth of small and medium 

enterprises in precision manufacturing, high technology, and new media. The 

resulting upturn in the regional economy brought a growing recognition of the need 

for new skills development among the local workforce, and emphasised the pivotal 

                                                 

1 It is estimated that around 7m adults in England, 1m in Wales and a further 1.2m in Scotland need to improve their 

literacy or numeracy skills (Basic Skills Agency, 2001; DfES, 2001; Welsh Assembly Government, 2002; Basic 

Skills Agency, 2003). 
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role of education in the region’s recovery; the OLC and its allied outreach centres 

have been significant contributors to local economic and social regeneration 

strategies. 

In early 1997, in a pioneering move for Welsh ABE, the OLC was equipped with 

broadband Internet access and a network of personal computers, printers, and 

scanners. The impact on practice at the centre was profound, with a variety of effects 

becoming evident over the following months. In traditional literacy and numeracy 

classes, where the main teaching resources were texts and worksheets, computer-

based activities were mainly limited to some word processing and occasional Internet 

browsing. Learners’ ICT use depended on the support and supervision of tutors or 

volunteers with computer know-how, who at this time were in short supply. 

Consequently, learners wishing to gain or improve ICT skills often ended up 

somewhat isolated from the main learning group, working alone at the computers and 

not always fully participating in the literacy and numeracy activities going on around 

them. Overall, the effect was that these groups began to lose their cohesion, with ICT 

and basic skills activities running in parallel. Tutors were overstretched, and learners 

unhappy with the level of support available.  

Meanwhile, the centre had also begun to offer new courses in computer literacy. 

Mainly working individually, learners followed worksheet-based exercises using a 

variety of software packages. These classes were under the supervision of tutors who 

had been recruited for their ICT skills, but were not necessarily ABE specialists; they 

were provided with further training in basic skills teaching once in post. These 

courses recruited well and quickly built up large waiting lists, but problems soon 

became evident. Firstly, it emerged that existing entry screening procedures were 

proving inadequate for ICT courses; a substantial proportion of enrolees already had 

some educational qualifications, formally putting them outside the remit of ABE. 

Secondly, although their initial assessments had made it clear that many of the 

students on these new courses had significant basic skills needs (including many of 

those with qualifications), the structure of the courses offered little opportunity for 

seriously engaging with those needs. And, among those learners with recognizable 

basic skills needs, most proved unwilling to engage in traditional activities explicitly 

focusing on numeracy or language use when invited to do so. Their main reason for 

attending was to gain ICT skills; with home PC ownership still uncommon at this 

time, many were simply loath to spend time away from the computer,  

The Impact of New Technologies 

By late 1997, it was clear that while recruitment had greatly increased, – a significant 

measure of success in funding terms - many of the new learners were not drawn from 

among those with acute basic skills needs that it had been hoped ICT access would 

attract. Meanwhile, both through the shared networks and in terms of teaching 

provision, previously autonomous OLC activities had begun to overlap with those of 

other branches of the host college1, bringing new frictions and rivalries. Occasional 

unacceptable usage of the Internet by staff and students, and ongoing battles over 

technical support, brought other new problems to be dealt with. There was a feeling 

among staff that teaching and learning provision had begun to fragment, and a fear 

                                                 

1 In the UK, state-sponsored ABE is part of the Further Education (FE) sector, and is mainly administered through 

large regional FE colleges delivering a broad spectrum of post-16 education and training. 
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that this fragmentation could undermine the strong sense of a shared mission that had 

always made working and learning at the OLC so worthwhile. Nevertheless, there was 

also a growing sense that exciting new possibilities were being opened up; not only 

through the capabilities of the technologies themselves, but also because of the new 

social and skills mix that ICT had brought to the centre. Against this background, 

OLC tutors and managers were becoming acutely aware that new strategies were 

required for ICT use to be more closely and successfully integrated into centre 

activities. 

The first step toward forming those strategies was made in September 1997, with the 

launching of The Internet Club, an experimental course on the use of email and the 

World Wide Web. Influenced by the lead tutor’s contact with the participatory design 

(PD) movement in computer science, learners and volunteers were encouraged to play 

a major part in developing learning activities (Harris, 2002). Through PD a 

connection was established with Lave and Wenger, and Situated Learning (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991) became an essential reference point for these first deliberate, if 

tentative, attempts to foster communities of practice around the new technologies. 

Peer mentoring was encouraged, and legitimate peripheral participation allowed – 

learners were able to “hang-out” around the technology, jointly learning and 

interpreting interfaces, sharing developing expertise, or simply watching. Toward the 

close of the course, building Web sites and publishing them on the Internet began to 

address the requirement that “educational design must engage learning communities 

in activities that have consequences beyond their boundaries” (Wenger 1998, p. 274). 

After a year, outcomes - in terms of retention, student feedback, and accreditation 

success - were encouraging, and valuable experience had been gained. 

Fostering and Developing Communities of ICT-Based Practice 

During the 1998-2000 teaching period The Internet Club continued. In this year, 

under the guidance of a new ICT-literate centre manager with a background in 

project-based and contextualized learning, much of the traditional literacy and 

numeracy provision was reorganized to include the planned use of computers. In these 

Combined Studies courses literacy and numeracy tutors collaborated with ICT-trained 

colleagues to deliver a mix of technology-based and traditional ABE activities. 

Although learners in these groups often still carried out ICT activities individually, 

and collaborative work and group discussions tended to take place away from the ICT 

tools, a much greater degree of integration was achieved. With a growing emphasis on 

group work around shared artifacts, Combined Studies began to develop into 

provision oriented toward developing communities of practice.  

The 2000-2001 academic year brought the launch of the first (near) full-time ABE 

course to explore the use of digital media as a basis for teaching and learning. 

Modelled on the Boston Computer Clubhouse initiative (Resnick et al., 1999), the 

year-long Computer Creative course involved learners in the conception, planning, 

execution, and exhibition of a variety of new media projects. Pair, small-group and 

whole-group activities utilised a range of traditional and digital tools to produce 

diverse physical and virtual artifacts – texts, pictures, video, animations, and 

interactive applications. The course was explicitly designed to incorporate as many 

elements of the emerging communities of practice approach as possible, and was 

meticulously documented throughout in a longitudinal field study using participant 

observation, interviews, video recording, and the collection of documents and artifacts 

(Harris, 2004). Early data from this study were used as a basis for formulating some 
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of the key lessons that had been learned to that point, and for deriving principles to 

guide the design of subsequent courses (Harris & Shelswell, 2001). 

In the following year, experience gained through Computer Creative provided the 

basis for a further expansion of ICT-based provision at the OLC. Aspects of the 

course were split off into a number of discrete project-based courses focused on 

developing literacy and numeracy through desktop publishing, Internet technologies, 

digital video and animation, and computer programming. At the same time a series of 

new introductory ICT/ABE courses were launched. By 2004, the cycle of 

development which began with The Internet Club had resulted in the communities of 

practice approach becoming central to almost all teaching provision using ICT, also 

influencing many of the non-technological courses offered by the centre.  

Over the period outlined above, the community of practice approach has undoubtedly 

been central to managing the OLC’s successful integration of ICT into almost every 

aspect of teaching practice. Much has been learned and many issues have arisen. 

Attendance, retention, and learning outcomes suggest that a majority of learners have 

found the courses worthwhile. Many participants have become increasingly 

committed to learning, both within and beyond the classroom, coming together - 

without prompting from tutors - to do course-related work outside of session times. 

Groups of learners have arranged to progress together to other courses at the OLC, 

preserving the core of their community. At the time of writing, one group has 

arranged to take a course together at a community learning centre unconnected with 

the OLC; another is continuing their filmmaking work at the OLC through the 

summer break, while a third meet every week at a learner’s home to continue their 

projects.  While such events might perhaps be unremarkable in other educational 

contexts, they are to be celebrated in ABE. 

Clearly, ABE teaching and learning based on fostering and developing communities 

of practice around shared work with digital tools differs significantly from traditional 

approaches. One aspect of this difference is the way in which it becomes possible to 

combine some of the most useful features of the two prevalent modes of instruction in 

traditional ABE, individualised group instruction and teacher-led small group 

instruction (Beder, 2004). By putting peer mentoring at the centre of the education 

process, and facilitating varying configurations of pair, small-group, whole-group and 

individual work, learning activity becomes more ubiquitous and continuous than in 

situations dependent on frequent teacher intervention. The spectre of students or 

groups spending long periods waiting for assistance, or conversely dominating the 

attention of the tutor, is effectively banished. Similarly, there is much less opportunity 

for, or sanction of, activities at the computer not related to learning outcomes. Learner 

participation is predominately either legitimately peripheral or central, and much more 

rarely marginal than was seen in the early days of computers at the OLC. While this 

has been a welcome outcome, ascertaining what type and quality of learning has been 

taking place is more problematic. In order to address this question, we will begin by 

considering the situated learning approach to ABE from the point of view of the tutor. 

The Role of the Tutor 

Adult basic educators are professionally and legally committed to the promotion of 

equal opportunities and democratic values. In addition to subscribing to these aims, 

many tutors are also personally motivated by the belief that supporting adults to 

improve their basic reading, writing, and number skills may also help them to alter 

their view of their own potential. The hope is that learners will use new-found skills 
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and confidence to pursue a wider range of educational and employment opportunities, 

in ways that benefit themselves, their local communities, and society as a whole. The 

term empowerment is often used as shorthand for this “envisioned synthesis of 

individual and collective change” (Page & Czuba, 1999). However, such 

commitments inevitably involve tutors in difficult value judgements. 

With a communities of practice approach, the role of the tutor necessarily becomes 

much more biased toward the management and regulation of social interaction1. As 

the links between literacy and exclusion made by the quotations at the beginning of 

the chapter suggest, it is precisely those individuals who experience most difficulty 

integrating into dominant cultures who are also most likely to be ABE learners. Many 

learners are under-confident and less articulate than those in other branches of adult 

education.  Within the constraints of a community of practice of fixed duration and 

specifically oriented toward certain types of activity, the danger is that more confident 

members may thrive, while those less socially able may find their disadvantage 

continued - or even reinforced and extended. As work patterns vary, tutors must try to 

foster collaborations between participants with similar or complementary approaches 

and abilities, and to tactfully discourage collaborations between those for whom a 

particular working arrangement is likely to be unfruitful. 

Potentially, marginalisation and disempowerment can arise in a number of ways. 

Although providing peer support generally benefits a mentor, allowing them to 

develop interpersonal skills and deepen their own learning, time spent in this way can 

also be seen as a diversion from one’s individual goals. Some learners may simply 

avoid acting as peer mentors, while others seek roles that allow them to yoke 

another’s efforts to their own ends. This was evident in the case of Cassandra2, a 

confident female learner in her mid-60s who evidenced strong motivation in 

individual work while being markedly less enthusiastic about collaborative activities. 

When interviewed about her experience of collaborative pair working, she explained:  

I’m strong-minded so I’ll say let‘s get cracking and he’ll be pushed along… 

I discuss how he needs to achieve what I’m wanting and discuss content in a 

few seconds and ask him for objections, but what is there to discuss if he has 

no imagination or creative ability…? He’s happy with that.  

Although Cassandra apparently found the collaboration satisfactory, the male student 

to whom she referred was one of the very few to leave the course before completion. 

Supporting others’ activities may not always be effective in scaffolding their learning 

activity, and may even impede their progress. Brian, an ICT-skilled Computer 

Creative participant, would frequently intervene in other learners’ activities, only to 

carry out all the necessary actions himself, without explanation or giving those he 

“assisted” the opportunity to practise the skills demonstrated. Issues such as these may 

also arise at small-group and whole-group level, when members who are committed to 

the successful outcome of a particular project find their goals conflict with others who 

are less committed or productive.  

                                                 

1 This contrasts views expressed in our 2001 paper (Harris & Shelswell, 2001), written halfway through the cycle of 

development outlined here, at which point we felt that that the primary role of a tutor was that of facilitator, a role 

involving much less active management of the social aspects of the group. 

2 Fictitious names have been substituted when discussing individual cases. 
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There is also the danger that ways of thinking and acting that materially contribute to 

marginalisation and disempowerment (for example, the inappropriate use of profanity 

or the expression of racist or sexist views) may be reproduced and transmitted within 

the community to an unacceptable degree. Contentious issues such as asylum seekers 

– dealt with extensively and provocatively in Britain’s popular press – have on several 

occasions provided the context for the expression of xenophobia in discussions among 

OLC group members. Adult educators have evolved many techniques to turn such 

incidents to positive use, for example by using the offending views as the starting 

point of a discussion or further research into the actual facts and opposing viewpoints. 

However, in a community of practice the current status of the participants involved - 

central, peripheral, or marginal to the practice - will be highly relevant to the outcome 

of such attempted solutions.  

These are critical issues for adult basic educators. Communities of practice are in 

some senses self-regulating systems, with members putting checks and balances on 

each other’s behaviour according to their shared understandings of the collective goals 

to be achieved. In order to function, communities of practice require the promotion of 

mutual respect and support between participants. ABE tutors must be prepared to 

actively intervene in order to ensure that the overall quality and direction of the 

community that emerges through self-regulation is one that accords with principles of 

equity and empowerment. However, it is clear that this management role will always 

preserve power inequalities between teacher and learners; these must also be made 

explicit and become accepted in order for the community to function. There may 

come times when a tutor must unequivocally declare a learner’s participation as 

illegitimate in order to preserve the integrity of the community. ABE Tutors deeply 

committed to inclusivity may thus, paradoxically, become implicated in processes of 

deliberate exclusion.   

Legitimation Conflicts 

Despite Lave and Wenger’s (1991, p. 35) suggestion that “…there may very well be 

no such thing as an ‘illegitimate peripheral participant’” experience at the OLC 

indicates that, at times, choosing to define some form of participation as illegitimate 

can be a significant stage in the development of a community of practice. 

Communities are defined as much by whom and what they exclude as by what they 

contain; at times an act of exclusion may be essential to their continued cohesion. 

Questions of exclusion are often raised by participants who themselves seek ways to 

become more centrally included. On several occasions learning groups at the OLC 

have engaged in such practices, which we will refer to as legitimation conflicts. In 

such conflicts, the legitimacy of a participant – whether central or peripheral - is 

brought into question by other community members. If the person in question is 

sufficiently peripheral to the practice, they may be rendered increasingly marginal by 

other group members, or make themselves so by consciously withdrawing from 

contact with the group. In many such cases, increasingly frequent absences are 

followed by the learner “dropping out” permanently, with the legitimation conflict 

being resolved by their departure. When the person involved is a more central 

participant – such as a tutor themselves – other types of resolution are required. 

Legitimation conflicts can develop around the phenomenon that Wenger (1998, p. 

138) refers to as “experience driving competence”. This occurs when members with 

experiences and skills that have been significant in the formation of their identity, but 

which fall outside the community’s current regime of competence, attempt to change 
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the community so that it comes to recognise their experience as valid. For example, a 

long-term course participant, Harold, had been a successful building contractor. 

Despite his evident basic skills needs, Harold often tried to dominate group discourse 

with narratives revolving around episodes which demonstrated his superior skill and 

knowledge compared to other members. Over the three years of his attendance, this 

behaviour led to frequent clashes and disruption, and eventually resulted in his 

departure after a confrontation with a tutor. Members of his community openly 

expressed their relief. Similarly, a Computer Creative learner, William, who had once 

been employed in the broadcasting industry, continually criticised the conduct of 

video-based activities. From his point of view as an “expert”, he attempted to disrupt 

power relations by challenging the tutors on the extent of their expertise. William 

refused to accept that the goals of the course were not directly linked to the technical 

skills over which he claimed ownership. Like Harold, he too left of his own accord, 

but not before other learners in the group had requested his removal.  

Although these negative examples are clearly problematic within the concerns of an 

inclusive ABE practice, legitimation conflicts around competence may also have 

much more positive outcomes. When such attempts succeed, they assert legitimacy of 

membership, and can mark an individual’s transition from peripheral toward more 

central participation. This was vividly brought home in the case of Christina, a female 

learner in her early thirties. A tutor, one of two involved in the course, had entered 

some students’ work for an external accreditation early in the year, in the knowledge 

that there would be a further opportunity later in the year for the remaining students. 

On finding that her work had not been included on this occasion Christina complained 

of unequal treatment, eventually convoking a meeting of the learning group at a time 

when the tutor in question was unable to be present. During this meeting she argued 

passionately for the illegitimacy and marginality of the tutor’s participation. For her, it 

became necessary to portray another’s participation as illegitimate in order to preserve 

the validity of her own competence and assert the legitimacy of her membership. 

When legitimation conflicts involve the tutor, in order to preserve their regulating role 

they must seek to avoid “two opposite tendencies: being pulled in to become full 

members or being rejected as intruders” (Wenger, 1998 p. 110). The tutors and 

learners involved successfully managed this, and the outcome was that as Christina 

became a more central participant, her assertiveness became a valued asset of the 

whole community. 

Boundaries or Barriers? 

As legitimation conflicts show, the spatial metaphors of centrality, peripherality, and 

boundaries capture something essential about the nature of communities of practice; 

we are all acutely attuned to sensing where we stand with regard to such social 

groupings. Experience at the OLC has confirmed that sustained engagement always 

gives rise to positions and boundaries, sometimes very quickly. By observing the 

activities and developing social relationships within and around an initially disparate 

group of learners, we can detect those signs (high levels of attendance, early arrival at 

sessions, shared specialist vocabularies, evidence of collaborative work on course 

activities outside of session hours, and so on) which indicate that a community has 

begun to come into existence. Among several factors involved, the prospective 

duration of the course appears to be especially relevant to this process. When learners 

and staff are mutually committed for a lengthy period – say a whole academic year – 

the forms of activity we have come to associate with the emergence of a community 

of practice may become evident within as little as three weeks after course 
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commencement. Courses over shorter periods gel at a slower rate, and require 

proportionately more activities explicitly directed toward community formation. 

Though also implicated, frequency of contact and how long each contact lasts appear 

to be much less significant.   

Another condition highly relevant to community formation, as Wenger points out 

(1998 pp. 253-254), is the depth of learning that is taking place. The sooner 

participants begin to feel they are really engaged in learning together, the sooner 

community formation ensues. For us, this observation has emphasised the need to 

plunge into learning activities right at the very start of the course, and to engage in 

activities involving the whole group until boundaries between that group and other 

practices begin to appear. Another essential condition is some stability in the physical 

and resource environment. A learning group should be consistently linked to a 

specific setting, i.e. the same room and equipment. Our field study data show that 

participants establish “their” seats and use the same computers whenever possible, 

and that sub-groups will tend to make a particular part of a room a habitual locale for 

certain activities. Where this is not possible, the formation of a community of practice 

proceeds much more slowly. 

As we have already noted, communities of practice come to be defined, at least in 

part, by who is considered to be outside their boundaries. This presents special 

difficulties with regard to the policies of continuous enrolment adopted by ABE 

organizations seeking to accommodate the artificiality of the academic calendar to the 

realities of adult learners’ lives. For later newcomers, their initially marginal place at 

the boundaries of a community of practice can as easily give rise to illegitimacy as 

peripherality and centripetal movement; a difficult position for both newcomer and 

established members. Establishing the point at which it is no longer acceptable to 

attempt to induct new learners into an established learning group rests with tutors, 

who may then find that fostering a community of practice conflicts not only with their 

commitment to widening access but also with organizational requirements to maintain 

enrolment levels. The quicker community formation takes place, the sooner such 

difficult decisions inevitably arise.  

A reciprocal concern with boundaries is that community members “on the inside” 

may resist the need to move beyond them. As we have seen, one of the distinctive 

features of a communities of practice approach is the way in which participants 

become increasingly committed to learning and working together. Once formed, 

communities of practice are enduring, and learners frequently demand to remain on a 

course, even after their learning objectives and specific accreditation outcomes have 

been achieved. Perhaps ironically, a successful engagement in learning together can 

become an obstacle to further progress, as members begin to concentrate on finding 

ways of remaining within the familiar boundaries of their community of practice. 

Consider Sarah, a woman in her late thirties who has been repeatedly assessed as 

having severe literacy difficulties. On first attending the OLC in 1996, Sarah was 

withdrawn and lacking in confidence, and over six years of participation in courses 

using the communities of practice approach, she has always required a greater degree 

of support from tutors and peers than other learners. Yet, as her participation in 

learning activities has gradually moved from peripheral to central, her increasing 

ability with ICT has been matched by growing interpersonal skills and the blossoming 

of her problem-solving ability, particularly evident in numeracy activities. Sarah 

eventually adopted a ‘supervisory’ role in her classes, managing the distribution of 

session record sheets and assisting the tutor. And, building on her increasingly central 
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role in the learning groups she has been part of, she began to be legitimately 

peripheral participant in the wider organization of the OLC, carrying out small 

administrative tasks and helping staff with the production of learning materials.  

For Sarah, school was a painful and damaging experience. Participation in the 

relatively “safe” environment of the communities of practice in OLC classes has been 

an important factor in her successful development as a learner. Yet, as she has now 

completed most of the courses available to her, remaining as a learner at the OLC 

grows increasingly untenable. She is clearly reluctant to leave, yet without an 

accreditation or funding route, the ABE system no longer has a place for her. Both she 

and her tutors are well aware that she is unlikely to find similarly supportive 

environments in other learning institutions, or in the workplaces her formal 

qualifications give her the opportunity to join. Much of her current learning involves 

finding ways to legitimate simply “staying put”. Reflecting on cases such as Sarah’s 

has both raised our awareness of some fundamental contradictions in the practice of 

ABE and led us to seek a deepened understanding of what types of learning take place 

in communities of practice. 

Learning 

Wenger’s formulation of learning as knowing in practice has provided a powerful 

springboard for the developments at the OLC. Yet, while recognising the fundamental 

truth of his assertion that learning is a “living experience of negotiating meaning” 

which cannot be designed but “can only be designed for” (Wenger, 1998, p. 229), this 

definition does not sufficiently address the issues affecting the relationship between 

learning, empowerment, and identity in adult basic education.  In this regard we have 

come to find ideas from the sociocultural tradition of cultural-historical psychology, 

activity theory and critical psychology - ideas which Lave and Wenger’s work has 

been instrumental in introducing us to - becoming increasingly useful. This critical 

tradition in psychology has developed a multi-level framework that links individuals, 

their communities of practice, and the wider organizational and societal contexts 

within which they are produced and reproduced. As well as influencing our 

understanding of the need for developing the institutional structures of ABE, these 

ideas are increasingly informing our classroom practice. In this section we briefly set 

out how they connect with our experiences of learning in technology-based 

communities of practice at the OLC. 

Individual motivation within collective activities can be seen as dependent upon 

individuals being able to realise their personal needs through participation in the 

satisfaction of collective needs (Leont'ev, 1978, 1981b, 1981a). When individuals feel 

that by taking part in a collective activity they will gain improved control and a better 

quality of life, they are motivated to positively contribute to the creative expansion of 

that activity in new directions (Engeström, 1987; Holzkamp, 1991). Conversely, when 

collective activity seems to offer a person little possibility of improvement, they will 

tend to focus on coping with the contradictions between their own and collective 

needs, defensively seeking to avoid any lessening of their sense of control or any 

reduction in their possibilities for action. How individuals view the possibilities for 

fulfilling needs within a collective activity is often connected to their perception of 

where control is situated (Tolman, 1991, 1994, 1999; Roth, 2002). As a result of their 

socioeconomic and cultural background, and their own experiences at school and 

work, ABE learners are especially vulnerable to feeling that they have little or no 

control over their environment or personal circumstances. Often, the kind of learning 
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to which they are most accustomed is directed toward what adult basic educators call 

“coping strategies”, ways of being in the world that compensate for difficulties (with 

reading, say) rather than dealing with them. 

The question, then, is whether learning in a community of practice can become 

expansive, in the sense that genuinely new ways of thinking and acting are opened up 

for participants, or is it more often defensive, in that what is being learned is mostly 

supporting or reinforcing existing attitudes and strategies. Clearly, these types of 

learning must be continually transforming into each other, in ways that differ among 

participants. The extent to which one or another type of learning comes to 

predominate in any community of practice will be dependent both on the specific 

circumstances within the community of practice itself, and on conditions obtaining in 

the larger environment in which the community is situated. 

The recent expansion of ABE in the UK has been accompanied by an increasing 

emphasis on the use of quantitative performance indicators in the quality monitoring 

process. The success of any program is judged primarily according to results in terms 

of accreditation, retention, and progression rates. The level at which these outcomes 

are produced significantly affects the status of an organisation and those who work 

and learn there. Yet, such outcomes can often be of more significance to managers 

than tutors, and to tutors than learners. Although many learners are pleased to gain 

qualifications, it is only rarely their primary motivation; many are indifferent to the 

process of accreditation itself. Tutors as often see outcomes as impediments to 

successful teaching and learning as measures of it. In our experience, the difficulty of 

sufficiently aligning these viewpoints can be exacerbated by the social dynamics 

inherent in communities of practice. For example, the need to demonstrate learning 

gains by each individual participant may make it difficult for tutors to fully support 

legitimate peripheral participation as,  from the point of view of a tutor’s need to 

support the production of outcomes, learners’ participation must always be becoming 

increasingly more central in order to remain legitimate.  Consequently, learners 

uninterested in outcomes must find strategies for maintaining their peripherality while 

at the same time avoiding marginality and risking exclusion. In enacting such 

defensive learning, members may use their social skills as a resource. Daniel, an 

extroverted male learner in his late 50’s, contrived to spend an entire course based 

around digital filmmaking moving between the various groups, chatting while work 

was carried out by others, and never fully engaging with any task himself. The 

dilemma for tutors was that Daniel assumed a valuable role in building and 

maintaining the community of practice, within the boundaries of which the legitimacy 

of his peripherality was never questioned, while at the same time successfully 

resisting producing outcomes or engaging in learning that could be considered as 

expansive from the tutors’ points of view. 

Identity and Trajectories of Participation 

From the point of view of situated learning theory, the task of adult basic education 

can be formulated as that of supporting trajectories of learners’ identity development 

that encompass increasingly central participation in communities of literate and 

numerate practice. As we saw at the beginning of the chapter, ABE specifically aims 

to improve learners’ opportunities for increased participation in society, an increased 

participation that is defined primarily in terms of economic productivity. What is 

sought is no less than the reconstruction of a learner’s identity. Whether or not this is 

commensurate with empowerment, is, of course, open to challenge, pointing to the 
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many contradictions inherent in the practice of ABE. What using Wenger’s term does 

make clear is that such trajectories will always involve the alteration of learners’ 

relationships to cultures within which their non-literate practices may have been an 

important component of their identity. The new prospects opened up by “the learning 

journey” also imply the leaving behind of familiar territory. Yet, as Wenger points out 

(1998 p. 168), boundary crossing is especially difficult when membership in one 

community implies marginalization in another. For many ABE learners, reconciling 

new aspects of identity and different forms of membership into a “nexus of 

multimembership” (ibid., p. 159) may be the single greatest challenge they face. 

Our experience at the OLC suggests the need to more specifically and transparently 

teach those integrative personal and practical skills which Wenger refers to as 

“reconciling aspects of competence” (ibid. p. 160). Although such teaching is already 

partly present in ABE, especially in those classes (outside of the scope of the 

discussion here) that engage with the long-term unemployed on semi-compulsory, 

intensive full-time courses, it is currently far too easy for such work to become 

displaced by other concerns. Clearly, ABE learners who cannot integrate the new 

competences they gain through participation in communities of practice into their 

daily lives, so that they may use and further develop them in diverse social settings, 

risk continuing marginalization and disempowerment. Happily, a number of our 

former participants have entered into more skilled and rewarding employment 

following membership in communities of ICT-based practice at the OLC. Yet, as 

successful as some individuals have been in the world of work, those communities 

have so far only rarely provided “paradigmatic trajectories” (ibid., p. 156) which 

involve learners’ onward progression into further or higher education. Despite 

significant progress toward widening access in further and higher education, the gap 

between ABE and other tiers of the UK education system remains wide and difficult 

to cross. 

Moving Beyond Communities of Practice 

Our attempts to support the formation and development of communities of practice in 

technology-based courses at the OLC have brought us to boundaries from which 

practices new to ABE have begun. In the process, we have also found ourselves 

arriving at “…the intersection of multiple regimes of competence yet not clearly 

within any of them” (Wenger, 1998, p. 255). There have been many beneficial 

outcomes for the OLC staff and learners, especially in comparison to the isolating and 

fragmented models of practice that first emerged under the impact of the new 

technologies. Yet, as our approach has evolved we have become increasingly aware of 

the tensions and contradictions within it, and of those inherent in the practice of ABE 

itself. The strength of the communities of practice model lies in its recognition of the 

legitimacy of peripheral participation, and the way in which it suggests that the 

success of a community of practice is measured by its overall productivity and 

sustainability, to which individual community members make diverse but equally 

valuable contributions. However, the practice of adult basic education must always 

prioritise the support and recognition of individual learning outcomes. Firstly, and 

most importantly, because empowerment hinges on individual development, which 

communities of practices may not always foster; secondly, because formal education 

systems predominantly measure, and reward, individual achievement. Based on this 

recognition, we are now beginning to accept that the further development of the 

approach we have described here may require us to move beyond our community of 

practice in formal ABE, into areas of informal learning and the public communication 
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of science and technology which offer different opportunities and constraints. Above 

all, we have come to realise that while communities of practice “are a force to be 

reckoned with, for better or worse” (ibid, p. 85), they offer no easy solutions for adult 

educators. While our early engagement with the idea was coloured by the positive 

values we associated with the notion of community1, experiences at the OLC have 

made it clear that communities of practice are  not, in themselves, “…in any essential 

way an emancipatory force” (ibid.). For us, moving beyond communities of practice 

continues to be a journey from innocence to experience. 
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ABSTRACT 

This work-in-progress report gives a short account of the 

participatory design of ICT supported Adult Basic 

Education (ABE) courses in the South Wales Valleys 

region of the UK, a post-industrial area with low levels of 

educational attainment, widespread illiteracy and 

innumeracy in the adult population, and a growing digital 

divide. In the 1990s ABE provision in the region was 

expanded through the establishment of community-based 

Open Learning Centres (OLCs) dedicated to teaching 

adults basic literacy, communication and numeracy skills. 

The introduction of a network of personal computers with 

broadband Internet connectivity to one such center in 

1997 led to the design and development of a number of 

innovative courses built around the use of new media 

technologies. Established practices in ABE supported the 

increasing participation of learners, tutors, and volunteers 

in this design process resulting in changes to the structure 

and content of ABE provision at the centre. 

Keywords 

Participatory design, adult basic education 

Introduction: Empowerment and Organizational 
Change  

All organizations encounter a variety of challenges as 

they grow.  Conflicts and tensions at many levels within 

organizations both constrain and open up possibilities for 

the design of effective responses to those challenges. 

Often breakdowns in functioning reveal the underlying 

contradictions in an organization’s activities, showing 

where change and improvement are required [13].  The 

process of designing solutions can itself become a source 

of conflict, often making new approaches possible only 

by questioning or challenging the status quo [3]. Such 

organizational disturbances involve mediating artifacts – 

physical and conceptual tools; rules, regulations, and 

cultural norms; the allocation of roles and responsibilities 

– that are themselves subject to a process of ongoing 

change and development. In order to identify new 

approaches that transcend the problems of the present 

situation, it is often the case that members of the 

organization as a whole must collectively move toward a 

shared understanding of the possibilities for novel action 

[11, 12].   

This events described here took place within such a 

period of organizational growth.  The setting is an 

educational center dedicated to helping adults improve 

their basic skills of communication, literacy and 

numeracy. Attempts to integrate the use of information 

and communication technologies (ICT) into well-

established teaching practices revealed contradictions in 

the needs and motivations of managers, tutors, learners, 

and volunteers, while at the same time opening up a 

space where new approaches to the design of teaching 

and learning activities became possible. In this 

organization, technology seems to have acted as the 

“catalyst and occasion that expands the possibilities for 

organizational realignment and empowerment” [7].  In 

particular, possibilities for participating in course design, 

curriculum development and the shaping and use of 

resources became available to learners and volunteers, 

people with hitherto little influence on these matters. 

A number of the courses discussed in this paper (those 

from 2000 onwards, see Fig.1 below) have been the 

subject of a longitudinal field study conducted by the 

researcher in the course of his doctoral research in 

human-computer interaction. To date this has involved 

more than 300 hours of participant observation, 38 

interviews with course participants, and the collection of 

video and audio data. This paper is illustrated by stories 

told from the viewpoint of some of the participants. 

These “tales” are derived from the field study notes and 

transcripts, and are included by permission of the 

informants. In order to respect their privacy, fictitious 

names have been used.  

The Background: ICT and ABE in England and Wales 

The ability to read, write, and speak in the language of 

your nation of residence, and to use mathematics at a 

level necessary to function at work and in society in 

general constitute vital basic skills in modern societies.  

Currently, almost 8 million adults in England and Wales 

have difficulties with literacy and numeracy [1, 5], yet 

despite this level of need, over the past three decades 

Adult Basic Education (ABE) has been the “poor 

In PDC 02 Proceedings of the Participatory Design 
Conference, T. Binder, J. Gregory, I. Wagner (Eds.) 
Malmö, Sweden, 23-25 June 2002. CPSR, P. O. Box 
717, Palo Alto, CA 94302 cpsr@cpsr.org ISBN 0-
9967818-2-1. Pages 278-283. 
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relative” within a chronically under funded education 

sector.  Against this background the UK Basic Skills 

Agency (BSA) has been reluctant to recognize ICT based 

activities as being within the remit of basic skills 

education, wishing to avoid conflating controversial 

technology issues with a clearly focused campaign of 

lobbying for governmental funding and support.  

However, by the end of the 1990s, widespread 

recognition of the scale of basic skills deficits, debates 

about the desirability of developing an “information 

society” in the UK and a sea change in the funding 

climate following the election in 1997 of a new, socially-

conscious Labour administration combined to bring a 

reversal of this stance. In common with the UK education 

sector as a whole, ABE is now enthusiastically embracing 

the possibilities of new technologies to attract and 

support learners, with the BSA investing in the 

development of online basic skills teaching and learning 

resources. 

As a result of this history, it is only very recently that 

many ABE organizations have begun to address the 

challenge of integrating the use of ICT into their ABE 

teaching and learning activities. Consequently, there are 

few guidelines founded in practice for tutors to follow in 

their day-to day teaching work, and a lack of suitable 

computer-based supporting materials.  However, in those 

organizations where technology initiatives were pursued 

independently of the national policy, the absence of an 

official, centralized strategy has meant that managers, 

tutors, learners and volunteers have had an opportunity to 

participate together in exploring the use of ICT in ABE, 

developing new course structures and teaching and 

learning activities in the process. The “early adopters” 

involved in these ad hoc initiatives - conducted in 

isolation, and sometimes in the face of opposition from 

local administrators and technical support staff - now find 

their fund of practical experience offers a valuable 

resource to the wider ABE community. 

The Setting: Ponty OLC 

The Open Learning Centre (OLC) is located in a 

converted shop premises in the heart of the busy market 

town of Pontypridd (“Ponty” to local residents), one of 

the principal towns of the South Wales Valleys. This 

post-industrial region of the UK has some of the worst 

social and economic deprivation in the European Union, 

with a GDP less than 75% of the EU average. Current 

assessments indicate that at least 40% of the local 

population have deficits in literacy and numeracy skills 

[6]. Research has consistently demonstrated clear 

associations between low basic skills and other indicators 

of socio-economic exclusion such as unemployment, 

criminality and ill health [15]. The links between 

education, income and technology access [16] also 

account for the digital divide clearly evident in the 

region, with Adult Basic Education learners among the 

very worst of the ‘information poor’.  

The OLC is housed in a bright, comfortable and well-

maintained building, located within easy reach of public 

transport. It has three floors, with a well-equipped 

teaching and learning workshop on each level, each 

capable of accommodating up to 20 learners. The Centre 

is staffed by around 25 highly qualified and experienced 

ABE tutors, mostly employed on a part-time or job-share 

basis. Since opening in early 1997 the OLC has been an 

exemplar of innovative Basic Skills provision in Wales, 

winning several national awards and achieving high 

grades in education authority inspections.  

The Manager’s Tale 

Mary, 52, is Head of School, meaning that she has overall 

responsibility for all of the basic skills provision in the 

area served by her college. Over the past two decades her 

efforts have been directed toward building up ABE from 

small, under budgeted beginnings to become a significant 

part of the college’s mission. This has been a long and 

challenging struggle. Mary was instrumental in the 

introduction of ICT to the Pontypridd OLC in 1997, 

funding the original equipment purchases by winning an 

external award. This was a time when the national basic 

skills authority was not in favour of the use of technology 

in ABE, and she faced considerable opposition, both from 

within the college and from her peer group. Recognizing 

that the new possibilities offered by these technologies 

would require expertise from outside traditional ABE, she 

appointed new staff members to bring ICT skills and 

fresh viewpoints to the OLC. Since then, through staff 

appointments and resource allocation, she has strongly 

supported the participatory development of a student-

centered, ICT-based learning strategy within the school. 

Mary is a strong, decisive manager, used to working 

within a clearly defined hierarchy, and has sometimes 

found the participatory process challenging. However, 

her own lack of training and experience in the use of ICT 

have led her to value others’ contributions in this area, 

and she has encouraged tutors, learners and volunteers to 

develop their skills and offer their views, readily 

acknowledging their input and influence on her own 

ideas. Mary is now acting as an advisor on ABE to the 

newly devolved education funding authority in Wales, 

influencing the development of ABE at the national level. 

Integrating ICT with ABE at the OLC: A Brief History 

From the first attempt to integrate the use of ICT into an 

ABE course in late 1997, provision at the OLC has 

steadily increased and ICT supported courses now form a 

significant proportion of the overall curriculum. The 

range of activities involved has expanded from the use of 

Web browsers and email to include the creative use of 

digital video, multimedia, computer graphics, computer 

animation, desktop publishing and programming. From 

just one part-time tutor, one volunteer, and less than a 

dozen learners in 1997, ICT supported courses now 

involve a team of 6 part-time tutors, 2 full-time tutors and 

8 volunteers working with around 60 learners each term. 

Between them, the team delivers more than 24 teaching 

hours a week. In addition, many of the more traditional 

literacy, numeracy and communication classes at the 

OLC are also beginning to draw on team expertise to 

incorporate some elements of ICT use into their activities 

wherever appropriate. 

Figure 1 summarizes the growth in provision of ICT 

supported ABE courses at the OLC in the period 1997-
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2002.  

Figure 1: ICT-based ABE courses at the OLC 1997-2002 

 Course  Activities 

1997-8 

4 hrs/week 

Internet Club Web browsing & searching 

Email 

HTML authoring 

1998-9 

6 hrs/week 

Internet Club 2  Web browsing & searching 

Email 

HTML authoring 

Computer graphics 

Navigating 3D virtual worlds 

99-2000 

8 hrs/week 

Netwise 

Internet Club 3  

Web browsing & searching 

Email 

HTML authoring 
Computer graphics 

Navigating 3D virtual worlds 

2000-1 

16 hrs/week 

Computer 

Creative 

Web Workshop 

Computer Club  

Web browsing & searching 

Email 

HTML authoring 

Computer graphics 
Computer animation 

Digital video 

Computer Programming 

2001-2 

24 hrs/week 

Computers Count  
Film Workshop  

DTP Workshop 

Web Workshop 
Computer Club  

Web browsing & searching 
Email 

HTML authoring 

Computer graphics 
Computer animation 

Digital video 

Computer Programming 

Desk-top publishing 

 
The Tutor’s Tale 

Simon, 44, is a graduate in computer science. He began 

work at the OLC as a part-time tutor in 1997, 

commissioned with developing ICT-related courses. His 

initial brief was to run two weekly sessions using the 

Internet, developing communication, literacy and 

numeracy skills through the use of email and the World 

Wide Web. With little published material or best practice 

in the field to draw on, Simon adopted a pragmatic and 

exploratory approach to course design. Having been 

introduced to PD while studying human-computer 

interaction, Simon encouraged the active participation of 

volunteers and learners in course development, mainly 

through group discussions.  This proved very successful, 

with many of the ideas put forward being incorporated 

into the design of those early courses. During the 

following year, Simon helped to set up more formal focus 

groups that involved tutors, learners, volunteers and 

managers in the design and development of new courses 

and accreditation structures. In the academic year 2000-1 

Simon was the facilitator for Computer Creative, a 

yearlong, student-centered, project-based ABE course 

that used new media technologies to develop basic skills. 

This was organized in response to requests from learners, 

and fully embodied the design-by-doing approach 

developed in previous courses. Its success has influenced 

the design of a further 4 courses at the OLC in the current 

academic year, and Simon is now working on extending 

participatory design approaches to other aspects of 

curriculum development. 

Developing Participation: Design-by-Doing in ABE 

ABE in the UK has a strong tradition of individual 

empowerment through learning and has long recognized 

that best practice should seek to place course activities in 

the context of learners’ everyday lives. This means that 

most traditional ABE courses already incorporate 

significant scope for tailoring to the individual 

requirements of students. Literacy and numeracy are 

developed through the completion of real and relevant 

tasks such as dealing with household bills or making job 

applications. This student-centered approach has also led 

tutors to become skilled in mapping diverse and often 

informal activities to the more rigid requirements of ABE 

organizations’ formal accreditation and reporting 

structures.  

One means through which this mapping takes place is the 

Individual Learning Programme (ILP), a paper-based 

document that records a learner’s needs, long-term aims, 

and achievements during their time in adult basic 

education. The ILP is an ongoing and collaborative 

production by learner and tutor that begins with their 

initial meeting. It also constitutes a log of the learner’s 

activities and achievements that is updated at the end of 

each teaching session. At six-weekly intervals learner and 

tutor meet to formally discuss progress toward the long-

term aims set out in the document, and to agree on new 

goals for the next six-weekly period. Wherever possible it 

is the learners themselves who inscribe the ILP entries, a 

valuable exercise in literacy and empowerment. They are 

encouraged by tutors to see the ILP as a living document, 

in their ownership, that complements the portfolio of 

work they build up for each course they take part in. At 

the OLC the ILP is a boundary object [17] that serves to 

communicate and coordinate the various perspectives of 

learners, tutors, volunteers, and managers. Often learners 

will be assisted by volunteers in keeping their ILP up to 

date, and occasionally managers will use ILPs as a basis 

for monitoring and discussion.  

At the OLC, this pattern of close and regular consultation 

between learners, volunteers and tutors around a 

mediating artifact provided the basis from which the 

greater participation of learners in the design of their 

course aims, objectives and activities could develop. The 

friendly, informal and largely non-hierarchical nature of 

the setting and activities fostered impromptu group 

discussions and the formation of ad hoc focus groups 

around issues of interest such as what topics should be 

covered by a course, or what would be the best design for 

a website hosting online learning resources.  

Another factor in the development of participation in 

design at the OLC was continuity. The structure of ABE, 

in recognition of the challenges adult basic skills learners 

face, allows them to remain in education, moving on 

from one course to the next, for as long as they continue 

to have identifiable learning needs.  For their part, staff 

and volunteers tend to feel a strong sense of vocation and 

have an ongoing commitment to the team they are part of. 

Thus, some tutors, volunteers and learners have been 

involved with the participatory development process at 

the OLC since it began, and continue to play an active 
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role. The co-constructed artifacts [2] – websites, lesson 

plans, learning activities, multimedia presentations etc. - 

that they have created together constitute a shared history 

of success and provide the basis for future activities. 

Figure 2 shows trends in participation in course design by 

learners, volunteers and part and full-time tutors over the 

years 1997-2002.  The measure “degree of participation” 

represents time spent on activities directly related to the 

design of course content and structure as a proportion of 

the total course hours. Initially, learner input to design 

was relatively low, but steadily increased as the explicit 

use of PD techniques became established, reaching a 

peak with the highly participatory design of the Computer 

Creative course in 2000-1.  The contribution of part-time 

tutors to course design was much greater than is the case 

in non ICT-based courses, and at the inception of the 

courses can be seen as the major input, decreasing in 

importance as learner involvement grows. Prior to the 

introduction of ICT, volunteer contributions to course 

design were virtually nonexistent, but the figure 

illustrates how volunteer involvement in design activities 

was significant, especially in the early, pioneering 

courses. Since 2000-1 the degree of participation of 

learners and remains significant, but is currently lower as 

a proportion as more full-time tutors have joined the 

team, and ICT-based courses begin to make use of 

outlines established as a result of earlier PD activities.  

Figure 3 summarizes PD techniques used in designing 

course structure, content and activities at the OLC, and 

lists some of the artifacts that were significant mediators 

of the participatory design process. Much of the direct 

design activity can be described as “design-by-doing” [9, 

10] through cooperative prototyping [4], where tutors, 

volunteers and learners worked together at the computer 

to create teaching and learning resources directly on the 

network.  In the closing stages of the 99-2000 courses 

staff organized a number of future workshops in which 

learners and volunteers envisioned aspects of the design 

of the 2000-1 ICT-based curriculum. 

Figure 2: Participation in design
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Figure 3: PD techniques and mediating artifacts 

 PD techniques Mediating Artifacts 

1997-8 

 

Focus groups 

Cooperative 

prototyping  

 

Intranet/Course Web site 

Personal Web sites 

Local Area Network 

Individual Learning Programmes 

1998-9 Focus groups 

Cooperative 

prototyping  

Intranet/Course Web sites 

Personal Web sites 

Local Area Network 

Online 3D virtual worlds 

Individual Learning Programmes 

99-2000 Focus groups 

Cooperative 

prototyping  

Scenarios 
Future Workshops 

 

Course Web site 

Personal Web sites 

Online 3D virtual worlds 

Individual Learning Programmes 

2000-1 Focus groups 

Cooperative 
prototyping  

 

Course publicity materials 

Multimedia applications 
Digital video  

Computer programs 

Models & puppets 
Workshop activities 

Individual Learning Programmes 

2001-2 Focus groups 
Cooperative 

prototyping  

Course publicity materials 
Multimedia applications 

Digital video  

Computer programs 
Models & puppets 

Workshop activities 

Individual Learning Programmes 

 

The Volunteer’s Tale 

Ceri, 27, initially attended the OLC as a learner in an 

entry-level literacy class. At school, he had been very 

interested in technology and computing, but his lack of 

reading and writing skills meant that he left without any 

formal qualifications. Since then he had been 

unemployed or in casual work. Much of his time was 

spent at home, tinkering with cast-off games consoles and 

computer hardware. Ceri worked hard in class at the 

OLC, steadily improving his communication skills and 

gaining credits in literacy and numeracy. He showed keen 

interest in all ICT-related activities, and became a 

volunteer teaching assistant, providing one-on-one 

support for learners. In time he established himself as a 

primary source of technical expertise and computer 

maintenance at the OLC, a role that was essential to the 

continuation of some courses. Over the next 3 years, 

Ceri’s input to the development of course content and 

structure was significant. He suggested topics and 

approaches that were developed into lesson plans; took 

part in focus group discussions with learners, tutors and 

managers; developed interactive course materials; found 

and installed useful freeware and shareware software that 

supported new activities; and suggested and pioneered 

the use of online 3D virtual worlds. His involvement as a 

volunteer, technician, and in the focus group discussions 

brought him into contact the Head of School, who 

recommended him for a part-time technician’s post with 

the college. He is now in full-time employment and 

continuing his education in evening classes. 

Discussion 

This account has outlined how circumstances at the OLC 

combined to provide many of the ingredients needed for 
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participation in the design process [8]. The lack of a clear 

central policy, little in the way of experience or 

established best practice to draw upon, and the student-

centered tradition in ABE brought about a situation of 

organizational flexibility. A lack of external technical 

support meant that available development resources – the 

network, applications – were under the direct control of 

the users. Practices already in place in the organization, 

the presence of suitable mediating artifacts such as the 

ILP, and the interactive nature of the technologies 

involved supported focus groups, cooperative prototyping 

and future workshops as appropriate development 

methods. Through the medium of the broadband Internet 

connection, participants were able to access information 

relevant to the activities in hand.  

At the OLC, the introduction of ICT acted as a catalyst 

for innovation in both course design and organizational 

structure. People whom, prior to these new opportunities 

and needs, would have had very limited opportunities for 

participating in course design, curriculum development 

and the shaping and use of resources, were empowered to 

contribute their individual skills, knowledge, ideas and 

enthusiasm to collaborative activities - creating websites, 

configuring the network, drawing up lesson plans and so 

on – that were significant in shaping activity at the 

Centre.  In the unfolding of this process the value of PD 

techniques have become clearer to participants, and have 

been increasingly emphasized. However, as in many PD 

projects, questions of sustainability remain unanswered 

[14]. In a period of continuing growth and ongoing 

organizational realignment, the continuance of PD 

activities in Ponty will depend on the sustained 

commitment and support of key individuals.  

The Learner’s Tale 

Sarah, 38, has been attending literacy and numeracy 

classes at the OLC since it opened in early 1997. Her 

initial assessment found that she was functionally 

illiterate and innumerate with additional learning and 

behavioural difficulties. In class she was very withdrawn, 

often refusing to engage in activities and speaking very 

little. She did, however, show an interest in ICT, and 

joined the Internet Club course in September 1997. She 

was particularly drawn to computer graphics activities, 

and showed great flair for this work. As she grew more 

comfortable with the setting she became more 

communicative, and was soon making an essential and 

very vocal contribution to group discussions. The next 

year, suggestions by Sarah and other learners were 

embodied in the course structure. Sarah’s motivation 

strengthened, she began to gain qualifications, and 

showed very marked improvement in her communication, 

literacy and numeracy skills. Sometimes she acted as a 

mentor to other learners. She went on to become a key 

member of focus groups and future workshops, 

participating in the design of course structure and 

content.  Sarah is now becoming an accomplished 

computer graphics artist. She continues to improve her 

basic skills at the OLC while undertaking small private 

commissions, creating greetings cards and brochures for 

clients. 
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